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Zusammenfasung

Diese Arbeit basiert auf folgenden Publikationen:

• J. L. Albacete, A. Soto-Ontoso, Hot spots and the hollowness of proton–proton in-
teractions at high energies, Phys. Lett. B770 (2017) 149–153 [1].

• J. L. Albacete, H. Petersen, A. Soto-Ontoso, Correlated wounded hot spots in
proton-proton interactions, Phys.Rev. C95 (2017) no.6, 064909 [2].

• J. L. Albacete, H. Petersen, A. Soto-Ontoso, Gluonic hot spots and spatial correla-
tions inside the proton, Nucl.Phys. A967 (2017) 924-927 [3].

• J. L. Albacete, H. Petersen, A. Soto-Ontoso, Symmetric cumulants as a probe of
the proton substructure at LHC energies, Phys.Lett. B778 (2018) 128-136 [4].

Ein vollständiges Verständnis der Protonenstruktur in Impuls, Spin und Koordinaten-
raum wurde bisher nicht erreicht. Aus theoretischer Sicht ist die Funktion, die all diese
Informationen enthält, die sogenannte Wigner-Verteilung. Obwohl diese ein gut definier-
tes Objekt in Bezug auf Feldkorrelatoren ist, liegt die Beschreibung der Protonstruktur im
nicht perturbativen Regime der Theorie der starken Wechselwirkung, d. H. der Quanten-
chromodynamik. Daher kann die gesamte störungstheoretische Maschinerie nicht ange-
wendet werden und ein gewisser Grad an Modellierung ist unvermeidlich. Auf der experi-
mentellen Seite bleibt der Zugang zu diesen Informationen eine offene Frage. Nichtsde-
stotrotz wurde ein partielles Wissen über die Protonenbestandteile erlangt, wie etwa ihre
Abhängigkeit von longitudinalen Impulsen in Bezug auf die Parton-Verteilungsfunktionen,
dank der großen Menge von hochqualitativen Daten, die durch das HERA-Experiment ge-
sammelt wurden. Die Bereitstellung eines tomographischen Bildes des Protons bildet ei-
ne wichtige Säule des Physikprogramms zukünftiger Einrichtungen wie dem Elektronen-
Ionen-Collider oder dem LHeC.

Eine detaillierte Charakterisierung der Protonen-Freiheitsgrade und ihrer Eigenschaf-
ten ist nicht nur fundamental, sondern auch phänomenologisch von Interesse. Hadronic
Collider, mit dem RHIC und dem LHC an der Spitze, erleben ihre goldene Zeit. Es ist
intuitiv, dass ein präzises Verständnis von Projektil und Target bei jeder Kollision wesent-
lich für eine korrekte Interpretation von jeder Observablen, die aus diesen Prozessen
extrahiert wird. Der erste Schritt, bevor der komplexere Fall der Kerne, die an Schwerio-
nenkollisionen beteiligt sind, angegangen wird, ist die Protonenstruktur zu untersuchen.

Ein besonderes Szenario, in dem die Geometrie der Kollision eine zentrale Rol-
le spielt, ist die Analyse der harmonischen Flusskoeffizienten, v

n

, die eine Signatur
des Quark-Gluon-Plasma (QGP)-Bildung sind Materie. Durch die Fließkoeffizienten wird
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quantifiziert, wie sich aus der anfänglichen räumlichen Anisotropie der Kernüberlap-
pungsregion über große kollektive Druckgradienten eine Impulsraumanisotropie des End-
zustands aufbaut, wenn ein Medium erzeugt wird. Endliche Werte von v

n

bestätigten
die Bildung von QGP-Tropfen in Schwerionenkollisionen bei RHIC- und LHC-Energien.
Flussähnliche Merkmale wurden jedoch auch in den p+p- und p+A-Daten am LHC beob-
achtet. Ursprünglich sollten diese kleineren Systeme den Ausgangswert für binäre Kolli-
sionen/kalte Kernwirkungen für A+A liefern. An diesem Punkt stellt sich eine natürliche
Frage: Entstehen kleine Tropfen von QGP in p+p- und p+A-Kollisionen im TeV-Regime?
Ein unentbehrlicher Bestandteil jedes theoretischen Modells, das versucht, die auffallen-
den experimentellen Ergebnisse zu beschreiben, ist die Parametrisierung der Kollisions-
geometrie. Diese Information ist unerläßlich, unabhängig davon, ob der Ursprung dieser
Fernkorrelationen der Dynamik des Anfangszustandes oder der dynamischen Entwick-
lung des expandierenden Feuerballs wie im Kern-Kern-Fall zugeschrieben wird.

In dieser Arbeit wird ein phänomenologisches Modell für die transversale Struktur
der subnuklearen Freiheitsgrade des Protons im Koordinatenraum vorgestellt. Das Mo-
dell wird, wie unten diskutiert, mit elastischen Streudaten bei ISR- und LHC-Energien
konfrontiert und zur Charakterisierung der Anfangszustandseigenschaften von Proton-
Proton-Wechselwirkungen im Kontext der QGP-Physik verwendet.

Der erste Block dieser Arbeit widmet sich der Analyse elastischer Streudaten von
Proton-Proton-Wechselwirkungen, da diese eine leistungsfähige Sonde für die Kollisi-
onsgeometrie darstellt. Dank des optischen Satzes kann man aus der elastischen Streu-
amplitude nach der Fourier-Transformation die Inelastizitätsdichte der Kollision im Stoß-
parameterraum (G

in

(

~b)) konstruieren. Grundsätzlich ist die Inelastizitätsdichte ein Maß
dafür, wie effektiv die Kollision Sekundärteilen erzeugt. Durch die Annahme einer generi-
schen Parametrisierung der elastischen Streuamplitude mit 6 freien Parametern können
wir die experimentellen Daten des elastischen p+p Differentialquerschnitts mit einer Ge-
nauigkeit von 1.2�2/dof 2 bestimmen und daraus die Inelastizitätsdichte extrahieren.
Unerwartete Eigenschaften hadronischer Interaktionen können aus der Anpassung beip

s = 7 TeV extrahiert werden: G
in

(

~b) erreicht sein Maximum bei endlichen Stoß wie
angezeigt im linken Teil von Abb. 1. Im Gegensatz zu den Erwartungen sind periphe-
re Kollisionen unelastischer als frontale Kollisionen (b = 0), bei denen die geometrische
Überlappung maximal ist. Dieses als hollowness Effekt bezeichnete Phänomen wird bei
ISR-Energien nicht beobachtet (23.4  p

s  62.5 GeV) und wurde von anderen Autoren
in der Literatur bestätigt.

Der in dieser Arbeit verfolgte Ansatz besteht darin, die elastische Streuamplitude in
der Stoßparameterdarstellung nach dem Glaubermodell analytisch zu konstruieren. Zu
diesem Zweck stützen wir uns auf eine Beschreibung der Komponenten des Protons.
Konkreter betrachtet werden die relevanten Freiheitsgrade, die am Streuprozess beteiligt
sind, als gluonischen hot spots angesehen, die in einem Strahlungsbild als eine effekti-
ve Beschreibung des Fock-Raums von Valenzpartonen interpretiert werden können. Ein
Schlüsselelement in einem geometrischen Bild der Kollision wie dem Glauber-Modell ist
die Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung für die Tranversalposition von hot spots innerhalb des
Protons. Anstatt diese Funktion als Produkt von drei unkorrelierten Gaußschen Wahr-
scheinlichkeitsverteilungen zu wählen, wie es in der Literatur geschieht, fügen wir ein
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Abbildung 1: Links: Normalisierte Inelastizitätsdichte bei
p

s = 7 TeV wie aus den Daten
extrahiert. Rechts: Hollowness Region (gefüllt-grau) und phänomenologisch kompatible
Regionen mit ISR- und LHC-Daten in der (R

p

, R
hs

)-Ebene.

zusätzliches Element hinzu. Wir implementieren abstoßende Nahkorrelationen zwischen
allen Paaren von Hotspots, die von einem effektiven repulsiven Kern r

c

gesteuert wer-
den, der effektiv den mittleren Abstand zwischen ihnen vergrößert. Die Einbeziehung
dieses Begriffs unterscheidet dieses Modell von anderen in der Literatur. Der letzte Be-
standteil zur Berechnung der elastischen Streuamplitude und der Inelastizitätsdichte ist
die Wahrscheinlichkeit, dass ein Paar von hot spots wechselwirkt, das als Gaußsches
Signal mit einem reellen Teil ausgewählt wird, das durch den Parameter ⇢

hs

gesteuert
wird. Alles in allem haben wir unser Modell bewusst auf dem höchsten Niveau der Ein-
fachheit gehalten, wobei die reduzierte Anzahl von Parametern direkt mit wesentlichen
dynamischen Bestandteilen in Beziehung steht: das Vorhandensein von hot spots als re-
levante Freiheitsgrade (Parameter R

hs

) das Vorhandensein von Korrelationen zwischen
ihren transversalen Positionen (Parameter r

c

) und zwei anderen Parametern, die sich auf
die Gesamtnormalisierung beziehen (Protonenradius R

p

) und der relative Beitrag von
Real- und Imaginärteilen der Streuamplitude (Parameter ⇢

hs

). Die beiden letzteren sind
festgehalten um zwei weniger exklusiven Eigenschaften der experimentellen Daten zu
reproduzieren: die experimentellen Werte des Gesamtwirkungsquerschnitt und des ⇢ -
Parameters. Zusammen mit diesen Randbedingungen scannen wir den Parameterraum
des Modells, indem wir die empirischen Beobachtungen, die die Definition des hollow-
ness Effekts ausmachen, reproduzieren: eine Abnahme der Inelastizitätsdichte bei zu
b = 0 bei LHC-Energien. Die Ergebnisse für r

c

= 0.3 fm werden im rechten Bereich von
Abb. 1 angezeigt. Zunächst stellen wir fest, dass unser Modell nicht in der Lage ist, ein
wachsendes Verhalten der Inelastizitätsdichte bei zu b = 0 in Abwesenheit von nicht-
trivialen räumlichen Korrelationen zu beschreiben. Jedoch kann selbst bei Vorhanden-
sein von Korrelationen das Auftreten des hollowness Effekts nicht beschrieben werden,
wenn die Anzahl der hot spots kleiner als 3 ist. Beide Merkmale setzen feste Beschrän-
kungen in der Protonenstruktur innerhalb unseres Modells fest. Schließlich bestimmen
wir die transversale Diffusion der hot spots mit zunehmender Kollisionsenergie als den
dynamischen Mechanismus, der dem Beginn des hollowness Effekts zugrunde liegt.
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Nachdem wir die drastischen Auswirkungen der Einbeziehung räumlicher Korrela-
tionen zwischen den Bestandteilen des Protons bei der Beschreibung des hollowness
Effekts erkannt haben, besteht die natürliche Fortsetzung unserer Arbeit darin, weitere
phänomenologische Konsequenzen dieses neuartigen geometrischen Bildes zu unter-
suchen. Zu diesem Zweck entwickeln wir einen Monte-Carlo-Glauber-Ereignisgenerator
in ROOT und C++, um die anfängliche geometrische Anisotropie des Überlappungsbe-
reichs in Bezug auf räumliche Exzentrizitätsmomente zu quantifizieren. Innerhalb die-
ses Codes führen wir Ereignis-für-Ereignis-Fluktuationen in den Positionen der kritischen
Punkte in der transversalen Ebene und in der Höhe der Entropie ein, die von jedem der
Teilnehmer in der Kollision deponiert wird. Die Entropieablagerung wird durch die ver-
fügbaren experimentellen Daten über die Verteilung der geladenen Teilchenmultiplizität
eingeschränkt und wird als Abschätzung der Zentralität der Kollision verwendet. Ferner
tritt jeder hot spot, die mindestens einmal interagiert hat oder, mit anderen Worten, ver-
wundet wurde, in die Berechnung einer Observablen ein. Wir beschränken uns auf den
p+p-Fall von ISR zu LHC-Energien, wobei wir uns auf die Rolle der räumlichen Korrela-
tionen konzentrieren, da dies das wichtigste Unterscheidungsmerkmal unseres Modells
zu anderen ist. Die Energieentwicklung ist in dem Wachstum des Radius des hot spots
kodiert, wie es durch die Ergebnisse des Hohlheitseffektes gegeben ist.

Wir finden nicht vernachlässigbare Unterschiede zwischen den korrelierten und un-
korrelierten Szenarien in grundlegenden Observablen einer MC Glauber SImulation, wie
die Anzahl der verwundeten hot spots, N

w

, oder ihre radiale Verteilung. Konkret wird
die durchschnittliche Anzahl der verletzten Hotspots reduziert und ihre durchschnittli-
chen Positionen werden im unkorreliert Szenario in Bezug auf den korrelierten Fall grö-
ßer. Das Ergebnis unseres Modells für die Exzentrizität "

2

wird auf der linken Seite
von Abb. 2 gezeigt. Das korrelierte Szenario ergibt bei ultrazentralen Kollisionen grö-
ßere Werte von "

2

, während sie bei minimaler Verzerrung reduziert werden, d. H. wenn
kein Entropie-Cut auferlegt wird. Die Dreiecksform zeigt das gleiche qualitative Verhal-
ten. Wir überprüfen, dass diese Schlussfolgerungen nicht durch die Anzahl der Hotspots
auf N

hs

= 2, 4 oder durch die erkundeten Werte des Schwerpunkts der Massenenergie
(
p

s=52.6, 7000, 13000 GeV) . Wenn daher eine lineare Beziehung zwischen den räumli-
chen Exzentrizitätsmomenten und den harmonischen Strömungskoeffizienten angenom-
men wird, würde der Nettoeffekt räumlicher Korrelationen darin bestehen, die elliptische
und dreieckige Strömung bei ultrazentralen Proton-Proton-Wechselwirkungen zu verstär-
ken. Die Validierung dieser Hypothese durch Fütterung einer relativistischen viskosen
hydrodynamischen Simulation mit unseren anfänglichen Entropiedichteprofilen ist der-
zeit in Arbeit. Abgesehen vom Durchschnittswert der Exzentrizität wird eine quantitative
Untersuchung von "

2

-Fluktuationen vorgestellt, die eine allgemeine Übereinstimmung mit
den Trends der experimentellen Daten ergibt.

Kürzlich führte die CMS Collaboration eine experimentelle Analyse der Korrelatio-
nen zwischen verschiedenen Flussharmonien in Bezug auf symmetrische Kumulanten,
SC(n,m) und ihre normalisierte Version, NSC(n,m) bei

p
s=13 TeV durch. Die symmetri-

sche Kumulation mit v
2

und v
3

ist ein direkter Test für die anfänglichen Zustandsschwan-
kungen, während die für v

2

und v
4

empfindlich auf die Eigenschaften des Mediums rea-
giert. Interessanterweise wurde ein gemeinsamer Trend in den drei Kollisionssystemen
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Abbildung 2: Links: Durchschnittswert der Exzentrizität in den korrelierten (rot leere Qua-
drate) und unkorrelierten Szenarien. Die verschiedenen Fälle von unkorreliert werden
im Text erklärt. Rechts: Normierte symmetrische Kumulation als Funktion der Zentrali-
tät. Die hellpurpurne Bande enthält die unkorrelierten Ergebnisse, während die rote Linie
dem korrelierten Szenario entspricht.

gefunden: v
2

und v
3

beginnen um die gleiche Anzahl rekonstruierter geladener Teilchen
anti-korreliert zu sein. Das Ergebnis für die normalisierte symmetrische Kumulante in Be-
zug auf "

2

und "
3

in unserem verwundeten hot spot-Ansatz wird im rechten Teil von Abb. 2
dargestellt. Aus diesem Diagramm wird eine wichtige Schlussfolgerung gezogen: Das
korrelierte Szenario ist das einzige, das eine Anti-Korrelation von "

2

und "
3

in den höch-
sten Zentralitäts-Bins erlaubt, wie in den Daten zu sehen. Daher legen wir zum ersten
Mal in der Literatur einen bestimmten Mechanismus dar, d. H. das Vorhandensein von
Korrelationen zwischen den Bestandteilen des Protons, die einen negativen NSC(2,3) in
der höchsten Zentralitätsregion aufbaut.

Um die Robustheit dieser Schlussfolgerung zu überprüfen, wird ein Scan des Parame-
terraums in Bezug auf das Verhältnis R

hs

/r
c

und die Anzahl von hot spots in jedem Pro-
ton für den höchsten Zentralitätsbehälter durchgeführt. Wie erwartet, wenn R

hs

/r
c

⌧ 1,
die Geometrie des Protons ähnelt der unkorrelierten Verteilung und ein positives Vorzei-
chen von NSC(2,3) wird wiederhergestellt. Dieses Ergebnis legt nahe, dass das negative
Vorzeichen von NSC(2,3) nicht vollständig durch die Anwesenheit von abstoßenden Kor-
relationen sichergestellt ist, sondern ein Zusammenspiel der verschiedenen Skalen, d.
H. Radius des hot spots, Radius des Protons und Abstoßungsabstand, sind entschei-
dend. Auf der anderen Seite wird nach zwei einfachen Erweiterungen unseres Modells
(N

hs

= 2 und N
hs

= 4) die Rolle der abstoßenden Korrelationen transparenter. Das Ver-
halten von NSC(2,3), wenn abstoßende Korrelationen einbezogen werden, ist in den 3
Szenarien qualitativ dasselbe: Es nimmt bei peripheren Kollisionen zu, während es bei
mittleren bis zentralen Interaktionen abnimmt. Zwei wichtige Kommentare sind an dieser
Stelle angebracht. Der Effekt von abstoßenden Korrelationen ist nicht groß genug, um
NSC(2,3) in den höchsten Zentralitätsbins negativ zu machen, wenn N

hs

=2 ist. Daraus
schließen wir, dass in unserem Modell die minimale Anzahl von hot spots, um diese Ne-
gativität zu erreichen, drei ist. Zweitens ist das negative Vorzeichen von NSC(2,3) in den
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höchsten Zentralitätsbins kein einzigartiges Merkmal des korrelierten Szenarios, wenn
die Anzahl der hot spots auf 4 erhöht wird. Die Erklärung für diese Tatsache beruht auf
der Erhöhung von Konfigurationen mit einer großen Anzahl verwundeter Hotspots und ei-
ne kleine Anzahl von Kollisionen, N

coll

, wenn N
hs

=4. Wir zeigen explizit, dass NSC(2,3)
ein universelles Verhalten als eine Funktion von N

w

/N
coll

zeigt und machen Konfigura-
tionen mit einem großen N

w

/N
coll

Verhältnis verantwortlich für das negative Vorzeichen
von NSC(2,3) bei hoher Zentralität.

Zusammen mit ihrem entscheidenden Einfluss auf die Beschreibung des hollowness
Effekt und der Absolutwerte der Exzentrizitäten bekräftigt die symmetrische Kumulan-
tenstudie die aus dieser Thesis gezogene Hauptschlussfolgerung: die Einbeziehung von
räumlichen Korrelationen zwischen den subnuklearen Freiheitsgraden des Protons ver-
ändert signifikant die Anfangszustandseigenschaften von Proton-Proton-Interakionen bei
LHC-Energien.
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Ready to start;
Arcade Fire.

1
Introduction

Particle physics is living its golden age: petabytes of high precision data are being recor-
ded at experimental facilities such as the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Despite the outstanding theoretical progress achieved in
the last years the complete understanding of the internal structure of protons remains as
one of the most challenging unsolved problems in the physics of elementary interactions.
Besides its fundamental interest, pinning down the relevant degrees of freedom (d.o.f)
and their properties has profound implications in several phenomenological aspects of
high-energy collisions.

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the, firmly established, relativistic quantum field
theory that describes the strong interaction. Its fundamental degrees of freedom are
quarks and gluons, collectively called partons, both of them carriers of the charge of
strongly interacting particles, namely color. In physical processes where the momentum
transfer is large, such as Drell-Yan or jet production, the success of QCD in consistently
describing the experimental data, up to a high degree of accuracy, is remarkable. This is
due to a salient property of the theory, asymptotic freedom, by which the strong coupling
diminishes at small distances or, equivalently, large momentum transfers, allowing the
use of perturbative methods to compute the corresponding partonic cross section to any
order. The study of the fundamental constituents of matter is, however, dominated by
long-range phenomena, i.e. small momentum transfer, where the strong coupling is large
making the calculation of amplitudes for scattering processes beyond the scope of usual
perturbation theory. Further, QCD is not able to provide a fundamental explanation to the
fact that isolated quarks and gluons are not observed in nature but only combinations of
them in colourless bound states called hadrons. This is known as confinement and it is
established as a conjecture supported by experimental facts. To prove it in QCD is still a
challenge that hasn’t been met.

Thus, hadron structure is not computable within perturbative QCD although its evol-

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

ution when varying the energy and momentum of the collision can be successfully de-
termined by this framework. The strategy consists in measuring the nucleon structure at
a given energy and momentum scale and afterwards use evolution equations. For that
purpose, scattering experiments are the most suitable microscopes to unveil the under-
lying structure of the colliding particles. The resolution of these experiments is inversely
proportional to the collision energy, �r ⇠ 1/

p
s. Deep-inelastic scattering experiments

are suitable to measure the longitudinal momentum dependence of the hadron in terms
of Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs). Once the PDFs are fitted to data at a given
scale their evolution is computed by resuming quantum corrections emerging from the
variation of energy and momentum scales of the collisions via renormalization group
equations. However, a full characterization of a hadron would require both momentum
and spatial information, the so-called Wigner distribution. So far obtaining this information
experimentally has not been achieved. From a theoretical point of view several complic-
ations arise such as non-universality and breaking of factorization theorems as will be
discussed in Chapter 2. Then, in general, the description of the hadron structure relies
on phenomenological tools that require theoretical modelling constrained by experimental
data.

The proton structure is a relevant input in barely any observable in hadronic colliders
as sketched in Fig. 1.1. Currently one of the subjects undergoing intense study is the pos-
sibility that droplets of quark-gluon plasma (QGP) are being created not only in heavy ion
collisions but in more dilute systems such as high-multiplicity proton-proton interactions
at the LHC. This is a data driven debate as it is rooted in the similar patterns observed
across the different collision systems at the LHC (p+p,p+Pb and Pb+Pb) in the flow har-
monic analyses: one of the golden probes of QGP formation specially sensitive to the
initial collision geometry.

Another domain in which the proton structure plays a central role is the description of
multi-parton interactions, the mechanism that dominates the underlying event at LHC en-
ergies, in Monte Carlo event generators such as PYTHIA. A precise description of multi-
parton interactions is essential to control the QCD background in Beyond the Standard
Model searches where the signal is rather weak.

All in all, a detailed characterization of the internal degrees of freedom of the proton
is a crucial ingredient of the physics program of the LHC. The construction of future
facilities such as the Electron Ion Collider or the LHeC will yield much greater insight into
the nucleon structure, by facilitating multi-dimensional maps of the distributions of partons
in space, momentum and spin.

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the basics of the QCD formalism
and the description of hadron structure in terms of Wigner distributions and its integrated
quantities (PDFs, Transverse Momentum Distribution, Generalized Parton Distributions
and Form Factors) are presented. Being the main goal of this thesis to characterize the
transverse structure of the proton, an analysis of elastic scattering data in p+p interactions
at ISR and LHC energies (

p
s=62.5 GeV and 7 TeV, respectively) is performed in Chapter

3. The result of this analysis at
p

s = 7 TeV reveal unexpected properties of hadronic
interactions dubbed as hollowness effect in the literature. We provide a microscopic
realization of this feature in a geometric picture such as the Glauber formalism. The
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description of the hollowness effect within our framework put stringent constraints on the
transverse distribution of subnucleonic d.o.f of the proton. More concretely, it requires the
introduction of spatial correlations: a unique feature of our model with respect to others in
the literature. In Chapter 4, the timely debate on whether QGP effects are being observed
in small collision systems (p+p, p+Pb) is exposed. Following these ideas Chapter 5 is
devoted to the study of the implications of a correlated description of the proton on the
initial state properties of high energy proton-proton interactions in the context of QGP
physics. After realizing the drastic impact of the inclusion of spatial correlations between
the constituents of the proton in the description of the hollowness effect, we develop
a Monte Carlo event generator to implement our model for the initial geometry of the
collision. Finally, in Chapter 6 we present the conclusions and the natural extension of
the research lines exposed in this thesis.

GEOMETRY OF THE PROTON

Exclusive processes
Diffractive vector meson production

QGP studies

Multi-parton interactions
Theory & MC-event generators

Generalized parton distributions
Deeply virtual Compton scattering

Elastic scattering p+p
Hollowness effect

Hydrodynamics CGC 

Figure 1.1: Sketch illustrating some of the different areas of QCD phenomenology where
the proton structure is needed as an input. In this thesis we focus on QGP studies and
elastic scattering p+p data.





Future starts slow;
The Kills.

2
Quantum Chromodynamics

Currently, we are able to explain physical phenomena based on the existence of four
fundamental forces in nature: gravitational, electromagnetic, weak and strong. While
gravity is governed by Einstein’s general relativity, the other three forces can be described
to an excellent accuracy by a quantum field theory of quarks and leptons consistent with
Einstein’s special theory of relativity and quantum mechanics: the so-called Standard
Model (SM). The subject of this work is the study of the internal structure of hadrons and
thus we only consider the strong interaction.

This chapter is not intended to be a thorough review of QCD but to emphasize the
main features of the theory that will play an important role in the development of sub-
sequent chapters and the more recent experimental results. For a general overview the
reader is referred to [5]. Further, a more extended discussion on some relevant experi-
mental facilities namely LHC, RHIC and EIC can be found in Sec. 4.2.

2.1 Basics

Quantum chromodynamics is the theory of the strong interaction. It is a quantum field
theory (QFT) with a non-Abelian gauge symmetry group SU(N

c

), N
c

=3, describing the in-
teractions between quarks and gluons. Quarks are point-like, massive, spin-1/2 particles
and are represented by a four-component Dirac spinor  . Gluons, in turn, are massless,
spin-1 bosons and are represented by four-vector gauge fields Aa

µ

. The additional de-
gree of freedom associated with this gauge group is referred to as color. The classical
Lagrangian density of QCD is:

L =

X

f

 

fi

(i(Dµ

)

ij

�
µ

� m�
ij

) 

fj

� 1

4

F a

µ⌫

F a µ⌫ (2.1)
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with the gluon field strength tensor

F a

µ⌫

= @
µ

Aa

⌫

� @
⌫

Aa

µ

+ gfabcAb

µ

Ac

⌫

(2.2)

and the covariant derivative

(D
µ

)

ij

= �
ij

@
µ

� igta
ij

Aa

µ

(2.3)

where g is the strong coupling constant, ta are the SU(3) generators in the adjoint repres-
entation (a = 1, ..., 8) and fabc are the structure constants of the group that determine its
Lie Algebra: [ta, tb] = ifabctc. In Eq. (2.1), the labels (i, j) refer to the colour index of the
(anti-)quark that belongs to the fundamental representation of SU(3), (i, j)=1, 2, 3. Addi-
tionally, the flavor index, f , of (anti-)quarks can take six possible values f = u, d, s, c, b, t
and the QCD Lagrangian is flavor diagonal. Notice that the term gfabcAb

µ

Ac

⌫

in Eq. (2.2),
that accounts for gluon self interactions, emerges from the non-Abelian nature of the
gauge symmetry and is not present in other field theories such as quantum electrodynam-
ics. This unique feature of QCD allows a quark with a large momentum to radiate gluons
that will radiate more gluons themselves and end up in a spray of particles after had-
ronization, i.e. a jet. In order to extend Eq. (2.1) to the quantum case we would have
to consider two additional contributions. First, the gauge-fixing term, that breaks the
gauge invariance of the Lagrangian, is needed in any quantum field theory to define the
gauge field propagator, in our case the gluon propagator [6]. The inclusion of this term
in non-abelian theories goes hand in hand with the Fadaeev-Popov ghosts that allows to
preserve gauge symmetry [7]. Details about these terms of the Lagrangian will not be
provided here because it is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The nomenclature strong coupling constant is slightly misleading as in any renormal-
izable theory the strength of the interaction actually depends on the energy scale. The
running strong coupling constant, to one loop order, is given by [8]

↵
s

(Q2

) =

g2
ren

4⇡
=

4⇡

b ln(Q2/�2)
(2.4)

where
b =

11N

c

� 2N

f

3N

c

(2.5)

and N
f

is the number of active flavors at the energy scale Q2. � is a dimensionful energy
scale in which the QCD coupling would diverge and it arises due to the renormalization
procedure. From Eq. (2.4) the asymptotic freedom of QCD can be inferred: when in-
creasing the energy scale of the problem to values much larger than �, the value of the
renormalized coupling constant diminishes and perturbation theory is applicable. In the
limit of Q2 ! 1, ↵

s

= 0 and consequently the interaction vanishes. The value of � gives
the approximate scale where non-perturbative effects kick in and therefore perturbation
theory breaks down. Thus, ↵

s

(�) does not actually diverge as Eq. (2.4), obtained with
perturbative techniques, is no longer valid. Experimentally, see Fig. 2.1, asymptotic free-
dom is confirmed and � is found to be ⇠ 200 MeV, the typical size of a hadron. At this
point it is clear that QCD has two different regimes: the one dominated by soft phenom-
ena, where perturbative techniques are not applicable, and the hard sector where the
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Figure 2.1: The strong coupling ↵
s

and its uncertainty (yellow band) as a function of the
momentum transfer Q. Figure extracted from [9].

coupling is small and the full machinery of perturbative QCD can be used. Nevertheless,
any process in QCD is sensitive to both of them. Further, although QCD is formulated
in terms of quarks and gluons, hadronic states, not elementary quantum fields, are the
ones present in real experiments. Thus, a systematic way to relate partonic processes to
hadronic states is needed. The way to move forward is to assume that a hadronic cross
section can be split into two parts. The total hadronic cross section can be written as

d�AB

=

X

a,b

Z
1

0

dx
a

dx
b

f
a/A

(x
a

)f
b/B

(x
b

)d�̂ab (2.6)

That is, a convolution of the parton-level cross section d�̂, that involves only dynamics
at short distances i.e. it’s computable in perturbative QCD, and the probability of finding
such a parton inside the hadron f(x), a non-perturbative object. This procedure relies
on a separation of scales. How much information do we need to know about the parton
bounded inside the hadron i.e. its longitudinal momentum, transverse position etc., de-
pends on the physical process we are looking at. In the following Sections a rather casual
review on the different quantities describing the distribution of partons inside the proton
will be presented.

2.2 Wigner distributions

The ultimate understanding of the partonic structure of the nucleon can be gained by
means of joint position-and-momentum densities such as the Wigner distributions [10].
To facilitate the discussion we shall start by their definition in quantum mechanics, as it is
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done in [11]. In a one-dimensional quantum mechanical system with wave function  (x),
where x represents the spatial coordinate, the Wigner distribution is defined as

W(x, p) =

Z
d⌘eip⌘ (x � ⌘/2)

⇤ (x + ⌘/2). (2.7)

Due to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle Eq. (2.7) doesn’t have a probabilistic interpreta-
tion and for arbitrary values of x and p it is not positive definite. However, when integrating
out the coordinate x one recovers the genuine momentum space density, | (p)|2, and,
equivalently, the coordinate space density, | (x)|2 is obtained by p integration. Then, the
Wigner distribution contains all the information available in the wave function. Our aim is
to extend this picture to the description of quarks in a quantum field theory. First, one has
to promote wave functions to operators, in this case, spinors:

W(~r, k) =

Z
d

4⌘eik·⌘ (~r � ⌘/2) (~r + ⌘/2) (2.8)

where ~r is the position of the quark with respect to the centre of the proton. k is its
four momentum written in light-cone coordinates as k = (k+, k�,k?) conjugate to the
space-time separation z1. The definition of light-cone coordinates is given in Appendix B.
Further, as quarks are spin-1/2 particles it is needed to include a Dirac matrix, �,

W(~r, k) =

Z
d

4⌘eik·⌘ (~r � ⌘/2)� (~r + ⌘/2) (2.9)

that selects the polarization of the quark inside the proton. For instance, in the case of
an unpolarized quark one has �=�+=(�0 + �z)/

p
2 [12]. From Eq. (2.9) it can be easily

deduced that gauge invariance is broken as we are evaluating the two fermionic fields
at different space-time points. More concretely, any bi-local operator product such as
 (y) (x) is not invariant under gauge transformations U

 (x) ! U†
(x) (x)

 (x) ! U(x) (x)

)  (y) (x) !  (y)U†
(y)U(x) (x) 6=  (y) (x). (2.10)

This difficulty should be overcome as the Wigner distribution could be extracted from
experimental measurements and, consequently, it must be gauge invariant. To fix this
problem, we have to insert an operator, O

[x,y]

, in between the quark fields with the follow-
ing gauge transformation properties

O
[y,x]

 (x) ! U(y)

�O
[y,x]

 (x)

�
(2.11)

that would lead to the bi-local operator product supplemented with O
[x,y]

being gauge
invariant

 (y)O
[y,x]

 (x) !  (y)U†
(y)U(y)

�O
[y,x]

 (x)

�

)  (y)O
[y,x]

 (x). (2.12)

1Bold face is used to denote two dimensional vectors.
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This condition is fulfilled by the so-called gauge link, G, [13]

G
[x,y]

= P exp


�ig

Z
y

x

d⇠µAa

µ

(⇠)T
a

�
(2.13)

where P reflects the need to order the exponential in the gauge group generators T
a

given the non-Abelian nature of QCD i.e. they do not conmute. The definition given by
Eq. (2.13) is identical to the one of a Wilson line, U

[x,y]

, that describes the propagation of
a high energy parton through a background color field. The connection between these
two concepts and a more intuitive interpretation of Eq. (2.13) in terms of multiple gluon
exchanges between the struck quark and the fragments of the proton after the scattering
will be given in Sec. 2.2.1.

Thus, including all the elements discussed in Eqs. (2.9-2.13) we obtain the complete
expression for the Wigner operator

Wq

(~r, k+,k?) =

Z
d

3⌘e�ik

+

⌘

�
+ik?⌘? (~r � ⌘/2)�G

[~r�⌘/2,~r+⌘/2]

 (~r + ⌘/2) (2.14)

where we have imposed that both quarks have equal light-cone time ⌘+ [14] or, equival-
ently, we have integrated out x�. This step reflects our ignorance on how to measure
the light-cone energy of the quarks involved in high-energy experiments, the perfect play-
ground to resolve the partonic content of the proton and thus be able to measure the
Wigner distributions. Note that although the gauge link only depends on the endpoints,
fixed by the Wigner operator, there is still the freedom of the choice of the path ⇠ i.e. how
to reach the endpoints. The importance of this fact will be explicitly shown in Sec. 2.2.2.
Therefore, the gauge invariant Wigner operator is, in general, path dependent. The last
step to construct joint position-momentum distribution from the Wigner operator given by
Eq. (2.14) is to compute its expectation value between localized proton states

W q

(~r, k+,k?) = h~R = 0|Wq

(~r, k+,k?)|~R = 0i (2.15)

or, equivalently, in momentum space

fW q

(⇠,�?, k+,k?) ⌘ 2m
p

Z
d

3r

(2⇡)

3

ei
~

�·~rW q

(~r, k+,k?) (2.16)

where m
p

is the mass of the proton and the spin dependence has been omitted. The
definition of a localized proton state is cumbersome given its relativistic nature. For in-
stance, the recoil effect cannot be neglected. The choice of ~R = 0 is justified by looking
at its conjugate variable in the Breit frame (see Appendix A) where the incoming proton
has a momentum P��/2 and the outgoing one P+�/2 as depicted in Fig. 2.2. The fact
that the momentum transferred to the proton is reversed after the scattering is equivalent
to set ~R = 0 in coordinate space. For consistency, the rest of the calculations are done
in this reference frame. Although we are referring to the quark Wigner distribution the
extension to the antiquark and gluonic cases is straightforward. Explicit expressions can
be found in [15].

To sum up, the Wigner distribution for a quark, given by Eq. 2.15 is a 6 dimensional
function: 3 spatial and 3 momentum coordinates. So far the challenge of designing
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k + 1

2

�k � 1
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�

P � 1

2

� P + 1

2

�

Figure 2.2: Kinematics for the quark Wigner distribution in terms of k, the quark mo-
mentum, P , the proton momentum, and �, the momentum transferred to the proton.

experimental observables to measure it has not been met. However, by integrating with
respect to different variables, see Fig. 2.3, we can generate distributions that contain less
information about the proton but that, in some cases, can be measured. The purpose of
next Sections is to exploit the concepts that have been presented above to examine the
most relevant distribution functions for high-energy collisions, namely PDFs, Transverse
Momentum Distributions (TMDs) and Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs), both from
an experimental and a theoretical point of view.
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Impact parameter 
distributions
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Elastic scattering 
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Figure 2.3: Sketch illustrating some of the quantities that can be derived from the Wigner
distribution and the experimental processes where they can be measured. FT denotes
a Fourier transform from momentum to coordinate space.
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2.2.1 PDFs and DIS

The most familiar element of Fig. 2.3 are the parton distribution functions that contain
information about the longitudinal momentum structure of the proton. Their formal defini-
tion, for the unpolarized quark case, in the same language as in Sec. 2.2 is

f q

(x) =

Z
d⌘�

2⇡
e�ixP

+

⌘

�hP | (0, ⌘�,0?)�+G
[⌘

�
,0]

 (0, 0,0?)|P i
���
⌘

+

=⌘?=0

(2.17)

where P+ is the momentum of the proton and k+

= xP+2. Thus, PDFs describe the
probability of finding a parton with longitudinal momentum fraction x of its parent hadron.
In this case the gauge link is greatly simplified

GDIS

[(0,⌘

�
,0?),(0,0,0?)]

= P exp

"
�ig

Z
⌘

�

0

d⇠�A+

a

(0, ⇠�,0?)ta

#
(2.18)

and, in particular, it can be set to one by working in the light-cone gauge A+

= 0. This
can also be written as the product of two longitudinal Wilson lines:

G
[(0,⌘

�
,0?),(0,0,0?)]

= UL

[⌘

�
,1;0?]

UL

[1,0;0?]

(2.19)

with

UL

[a,b;x?]

= P exp


ig

Z
b

a

dx�A+

a

(0, x�, x?)ta
�

(2.20)

as represented in Fig. 2.4. An important comment is in order at this point: up to now
we have not assumed anything about the physical process, in which this quark is in-
volved. The fact that the formal operator definition of the PDF does not depend on the
gauge link is directly related with the concept of universality i.e. the parton distributions
are properties of the hadron itself, and not of the collision. This endows QCD with a
high predictive power: the PDF is an intrinsic property of the quark and if we measure
it in some process, e.g. electron DIS, we can reuse it in another experiment such as
proton-proton interactions. Before exploring the phenomenological issues of PDFs there
is still one relevant aspect to be clarified about the gauge link. We introduced G

[x,y]

some-
how ad-hoc in order to make the Wigner operator gauge-invariant. However its physical
meaning remains blurry. The fact that G

[x,y]

shares the same expression as the one for a
Wilson line is not an artificial coincidence. The Wilson line attached to  (x) in Eq. (2.17)
resums all soft gluon exchanges between the struck quark and the color gauge field of
the proton. Qualitatively, the parton that suffers the hard process can rescatter off the
proton. These interactions can happen before or after the hard scattering depending on
the physical process. The path-ordering ensures that the integrations are performed in
the same order in which the interaction occur. The type of diagrams that contribute to the
gauge link are shown in Fig. 2.5. An explicit calculation of the left process is presented in
Appendix C. To finish with this discussion it should be emphasized that when two quarks

2In the polarized case, two more PDFs appear, namely the helicity distribution function, denoted as gL(x),
obtained by setting �=�

+

�

5 and the transversity distribution h(x) where �=�[�i
, �

+]�5.
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from different hadrons come into play, factorizing multiple gluon exchanges is not trivial
i.e. there could be interference such as one of the quarks rescattering both off its parent
hadron and the projectile. It is well beyond the scope of this project to discuss how to
overcome these difficulties and also the divergences that arises from the gauge link. An
updated discussion on this topic can be found in [16].

��

�� ��

Figure 2.4: Path of the gauge link given by Eq. (2.19). The dotted lines indicate the
extension up to 1.

. . .

Figure 2.5: Left: One-gluon exchange between the parton and the background color field
of its parent hadron. Right: n-gluon exchange as accounted by the Wilson line. The
black dots represent any hard interaction that the struck quark may suffer. The dotted
line represents the cut that distinguishes the scattering amplitude and its conjugate.

It has been stressed that although parton distribution functions are not computable
from first principles in QCD as they are dominated by the non-perturbative regime, they
are well defined objects, see Eq. (2.17). Thus, the only way out to access parton dis-
tribution is via experimental measurements. Inclusive processes where a hard probe
struck the parton inside the proton, breaks it and the fragments are not measured are the
adequate playground. Deep (Q2 � m2

p

) inelastic (m2

X

� m2

p

) electron-proton scattering,
shown on the left side of Fig. 2.6, is the cleanest way to test the hadron structure as the
electromagnetic interaction of leptons is well understood. In this reaction, only the elec-
tron is detected and the final states are integrated out. Consequently the sensitivity to
the transverse momentum of the struck quark is lost and this process is ideal to explore
the longitudinal momentum dependence of partons inside hadrons. The assumption that
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the photon interacts with only one constituent of the proton can be justified by looking at
the timescales. For that purpose it is convenient to use a reference frame in which the
hadron moves at high velocity: due to Lorentz time-dilation the time scale characteristic
of interactions between the partons is far larger than that characteristic of the interaction
with the virtual boson (�T =1/Q). Therefore, the incoming photon scatters incoherently
and instantaneously off a single parton. The differential cross section for the process on
the right side of Fig. 2.6 in the fixed-target frame is given by [17]:

E0
k

d

3�

dk03 =

2

s � m2

p

↵2

Q4

Le

µ⌫

Wµ⌫ (2.21)

where ↵ is the fine structure constant. Le

µ⌫

is the leptonic tensor given by a straightforward
calculation in QED; its expression is [17]

Le

µ⌫

= 2(k0
µ

k
⌫

+ k0
⌫

k
µ

� g
µ⌫

(k0 · k � m2

)). (2.22)

The hadronic tensor Wµ⌫ contains both the virtual photon-quark scattering and the non-
perturbative information about the proton, see Fig. 2.7. It can be expressed, as expected,
in terms of the parton distribution functions as defined by Eq. (2.17) [18]

Wµ⌫ ⇠
X

q

e2
q

Tr(f q

(x)�µ�+�⌫). (2.23)

k
k�

q

P
X

Lµ⌫

W µ⌫

Figure 2.6: Left: Deep inelastic scattering: e(k)p(P ) ! e(k0
)X. Right: Sketch repres-

enting the manifest separation between the leptonic tensor (green box) and the hadronic
one (orange box).

An important assumption was made to write the hadronic tensor as in Eq. (2.23):
the long-distance dynamics encoded in the parton distributions decouples from the hard-
scattering between the photon and the quark. The latter is computed, in this case, at
leading order in perturbation theory assuming on-shell massless partons independent of
the non-perturbative part of the process. In other words, the differential DIS cross section
can be written schematically as

d�eP

dx
⇠ f q

(x) ⌦ d�eq

dx
(2.24)
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PDF

Figure 2.7: The hadronic tensor Wµ⌫ decomposed as the �q-scattering and the parton
distribution function.

that is, the electron-proton scattering is split into two parts: the photon-quark scatter-
ing characterized by a hard scale (Q2 � �) and the parton distribution function. This is
the main result of the so-called collinear factorization scheme. The meaning of collinear
becomes clear in the infinite momentum frame in which the proton has a very large mo-
mentum in the longitudinal direction: due to Lorentz-contraction the partons are almost
parallel to the direction of motion of the proton. From Eq. (2.24) it is unclear how to make
the distinction between hard and soft modes. In other words, the factorization is done at
an arbitrary scale µ2

F

in such a way that the hard part contains k2

? larger than this scale
and the non-perturbative part has k2

?<µ2

F

. Thus,

f q

(x) ! f q

(x, µ2

F

). (2.25)

µ2

F

is called factorization scale and its value is usually set to the virtuality of the process
Q2. Certainly, a physical observable cannot depend on the choice of µ2

F

. Fortunately,
the µ2

F

-dependence of the parton distribution functions can be calculated perturbatively,
provided that µ2

F

is sufficiently large, in terms of evolution equations. An intuitive insight on
the fact that the PDF depends on µ2

F

or, equivalently, Q2, can be achieved by considering
that the quark struck by the virtual photon may have a history prior to the interaction i.e.
it may come from a radiation process or have radiated itself new gluons as shown on the
right side of Fig. 2.8. From this point of view, the distributions f q

(x, Q2

) can be interpreted
as the probability of finding a quark, where emissions with transverse momentum lower
than Q2 are not resolved [19]. Therefore, to compute the evolution we have to resum all
the gluon emissions of the quark up to a scale Q2.

Consider the emission of a gluon which carries a small fraction x⌧1 of the longitud-
inal momentum of its parent quark represented in Fig. 2.8. The differential probability for
this emission is given by

dP ' ↵
s

C
F

2⇡

d

2k?
k2

?

dx

x
(2.26)

where k? and x are the transverse momentum and the fraction of longitudinal momentum
of the newly created parton, respectively. There are two types of singularities in this ex-
pression: when x!0 (soft divergence) and when k2

?!0 (collinear divergence). However,
the soft singularities cancel when the virtual corrections are taken into account [16]. Con-
cerning the collinear divergence, we can understand what is going on, if we realize that
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(x, k�)
µF

Figure 2.8: Left: a quark radiating a soft gluon with momentum components (x,k?).
Right: the transverse momenta of the gluons are smaller than the factorization scale so
they are absorbed in the PDF via DGLAP equations. If k2

? >µ2

F

the gluon is a correction
to the hard part.

the limit k2

? ! 0 corresponds to a long-range part of the strong interaction, which is not
calculable in perturbation theory. The collinear singularities can then be absorbed into
a redefinition of the parton densities. Once Eq. (2.26) is integrated over the available
phase space region, parametrized by the energy scales of the DIS process (x, Q2), the
probability of gluon emission is going to be enhanced by large logarithms of Q2 or 1/x. In
order to get reliable predictions, these logarithms have to be resummed to all orders.

The Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) evolution is the most familiar
resummation strategy [20, 21, 22]. It provides the evolution of hadron structure to higher
values of Q. Such processes are dominated by diagrams where the transverse momenta
of the successive emitted partons are strongly ordered,

1

R
h

⌧ k?1

⌧ k?2

. . . ⌧ k?n

⇠ Q (2.27)

where R
h

is the length scale of the order of the hadron size and the longitudinal mo-
menta are less constrained. The k?-ordering gives rise to large logarithms ln Q2 as the
probability of emission of n gluons, using Eq. 2.26, is

dP
n

⇠
Z

k?2

Q

0

d

2k?1

k2

?1

Z
k?3

k?1

d

2k?2

k2

?2

. . .

Z
Q

k?n�1

d

2k?n

k2

?n

⇠

↵
s

(Q2

) ln

✓
Q2

Q2

0

◆�
n

(2.28)

where Q
0

is some initial perturbative scale. In summary, DGLAP resums terms
↵
s

ln(Q2/Q2

0

) ⇠ 1 to all orders. The complete DGLAP evolution equations can be writ-
ten in a compact matrix way that explicitly shows how different components are mixed
through evolution:

@

@ ln Q2

✓
⌃(x, Q2

)

fg

(x, Q2

)

◆
=

↵
s

(Q2

)

2⇡

Z
1

x

dz

z

✓
P
qq

(z) 2n
f

P
qg

(z)

P
gq

(z) P
gg

(z)

◆
⇥
✓
⌃(x/z, Q2

)

fg

(x/z, Q2

)

◆
(2.29)

where ⌃(x, Q2

) = f q

(x, Q2

)+f q

(x, Q2

) and n
f

is the number of active flavours. These
equations are the analogue to the � function describing the variation of ↵

s

(Q2

) as given by
Eq. (2.4). The DGLAP equations have been successfully and intensively tested against
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experimental data and, together with asymptotic freedom and factorization theorems,
provide a fundamental tool for establishing controlled theoretical predictions.

To obtain the parton distributions from data we assume a given structure in the x vari-
able, such as a polynomial function with a given number of free parameters, at a low Q2

0

.
The initial parameters are fitted to data once and for all. Then, by using DGLAP equations
and the universal nature of the PDFs, our knowledge of the proton at a certain value Q2

0

can be used for other observables at any higher Q2. An important clarification should be
made. This procedure works as long as no new dynamical effects become relevant in the
region where the set of PDFs is applied. For instance, the kinematic region relevant for
ultra-high energy neutrino-nucleon interactions is characterized by very small values of x
(x. 10

�7 for E
⌫

& 10

11 GeV) and virtualities of the order of the electroweak boson mass
squared, Q2 ⇠M2

Z,W

⇠10

4 GeV2. Clearly, DGLAP equations are not sufficient to capture
all the dynamics as not only ln Q2 are relevant in this scenario but ln 1/x too [23].

The HERA experiment at the Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY) laboratory
in Hamburg can be considered the particle accelerator par excellence in the field of DIS.
Several fixed target experiments explored the interaction of electron beams with hadronic
matter. However, HERA has been the only electron/positron-proton collider ever built and
took data from 1997 to 2004. The electrons were accelerated to an energy of 27.5 GeV
and the protons up to 920 GeV. All in all, the center of mass energy of these collisions
was

p
s=2

p
E

e

E
p

=318 GeV. The kinematic region in the (x, Q2)-plane explored by the
two main detectors at HERA, H1 and ZEUS, is shown in the left part of Fig. 2.9. Fixed
target experiments and recent data taken from interactions distinct to DIS at the LHC
are also included. This is the data set used by the NNPDF Collaboration together with
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Figure 2.9: Left: Kinematic coverage in the (x,Q2)-plane of different experiments. Right:
The NNPDF3.1 NNLO PDFs, evaluated at µ2

F

=10 GeV2. Figures extracted from [24].
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state-of-the-art artificial intelligence techniques to constrain the free parameters of their
parametrizations. As an example, in Fig. 2.9 the PDFs of a proton multiplied by x at
Q2

=10 GeV2 are shown as a function of x. At large x, the two valence quarks, uv, carry
approximately 2/3 of the total momentum and the dv quark carries approximately 1/3 of
the total momentum. However, with decreasing x the population of the sea quarks, s,
rises. The gluon contribution becomes clearly dominant at small-x. The relation between
a large gluonic density at small-x and the applicability of weak coupling techniques will
be discussed in Sec. 2.3.

2.2.2 TMDs and SIDIS

The enormous success of the (universality+collinear factorization+DGLAP equations)-
paradigm when describing data up to a high degree of accuracy is, probably, one of the
major achievements of QCD. However, it turns out to be insufficient when measuring
more exclusive processes i.e. where not all the final state is integrated out. In these
cases, going beyond the one-dimensional characterization of the proton is mandatory.
More concretely, consider a DIS process in which not only the lepton but also one hadron
is detected after the scattering. This is known as Semi-Inclusive DIS (SIDIS) and is
represented in Fig. 2.10.

x

y

z

φS

�

P
h

S⊥

k

k

q

TMD

D(z,p�)

Figure 2.10: Left: Parton level SIDIS kinematics. Figure extracted from [25]. Right: SIDIS
factorizes as the convolution of the TMD, the hard interaction with the virtual photon and
the fragmentation function.

The measured hadron is directly related with the scattered quark as it originated from
its fragmentation. Thus, by measuring the scattered lepton and the momentum of this
hadron one can access both the longitudinal and transverse momentum information of
the struck quark. Furthermore, the fragmentation function D(z,p?), neglected in the DIS
scenario where the final state was integrated out, depends as well on the transverse
momentum of the quark. Following Fig. 2.3, the joint distribution of partons in their longit-
udinal momentum fraction x and their momentum transverse to the proton direction k? is
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given by the Transverse-Momentum Dependent parton densities (TMDs) defined as

�(x,k?) =

Z
d⌘�d

2⌘?
(2⇡3)

e�ixP

+

⌘

�
+ik?·⌘?hP | (0, ⌘�, ⌘?)�+G

[(⌘

�
,⌘?);(0,0?)]

 (0, 0,0?)|P i
(2.30)

in the case where the quark is unpolarized. When considering both the polarization of
the quark and of its parent hadron eight independent TMD quark distributions arise. They
are summarize in Fig. 2.11. Three of them can be considered as the natural extension
of the PDFs (f q

(x),g
L

(x) and h(x))3, while the origin of the other five lies on the vectorial
nature of k? and vanish when a k?-integration is performed.
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Figure 2.11: Different TMDs classified according to the polarization of the quark and the
nucleon. Figure extracted from [25].

A novel structure of the gauge link appears in Eq. (2.30) with respect to the PDF
case, Eq. (2.17). The space-time separation between the fields does not lie on the light-
cone but has a transverse component. Then, apart from a Wilson line in the longitudinal
direction as defined in Eq. (2.20) one in the transverse direction is needed,

UT

[x

�
;a?,b?]

= P exp


ig

Z
b?

a?

dx?Aa

?(0, x�, x?)T
a

�
. (2.31)

Following our previous interpretation, inside the TMD we have a resummation of both
soft collinear gluons coming from U

L

and of the transverse ones as this is the role of U
T

.
Clearly, the whole gauge link cannot be set directly to one by choosing the light-cone
gauge. This will only drop the longitudinal part. At this level this indicates that the TMDs
are going to be path-dependent. The complete expression for the gauge link in the case
of SIDIS is given by

GSIDIS

[(⌘

�
,⌘?);(0,0?)]

= UL

[⌘

�
,1;⌘?]

UT

[1;⌘?,1]

UT

[1;1,0?]

UL

[1,0;0?]

(2.32)

and it is represented on the left side of Fig. 2.12. Up to now we have only considered
situations (DIS and SIDIS) where the gluon exchanges between the struck quark and the

3This identification only holds when QCD corrections are neglected.
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Figure 2.12: Left: Path of the gauge link in SIDIS as given by Eq. (2.32). Right: Path of
the gauge link in DY as given by Eq. (2.33).

spectators in its parent hadron occur after the hard scattering i.e. they are final state
interactions and the Wilson lines are future pointing (they extend up to +1). However,
this is not always the case. Consider a Drell-Yan process (DY) where quark and antiquark
annihilate to form a virtual photon which then decays into a pair of oppositely-charged
leptons. Then, the multiple gluon exchanges between the struck quarks and the hadrons
take place before the hard scattering and the gauge-link for each participant looks like

GDY

[(⌘

�
,⌘?);(0,0?)]

= UL

[⌘

�
,�1;⌘?]

UT

[�1;⌘?,1]

UT

[�1;1,0?]

UL

[�1,0;0?]

(2.33)

where the Wilson lines are "past pointing" or, in other words, define an initial state inter-
action as depicted in the right part of Fig. 2.12. By comparing Eqs. (2.32) and (2.33) an
important consequence is extracted: TMDs are process-dependent, they are not univer-
sal. In particular, this is an important result for the two naively4 time-reversal odd TMDs
from Fig. 2.11 i.e. the ones that do not fulfill

�(

~k, ~P, ~S)

⇤
= �5(i�2�0)�(�~k, �~P, �~S)(i�2†�0†) (2.34)

the so-called Sivers (f?
1T

(x,k?)) [26] and Boer-Mulders functions (h?
1

(x,k?)) [27]. Ac-
cording to our discussion the following relation should be realized

f?
1T

(x, k?)

���
SIDIS

= �f?
1T

(x, k?)

���
DY

(2.35)

and the same for h?
1

(x,k?). Together with their non-zero value, the relation given by
Eq. (2.35) constitutes a very robust prediction of the TMD formalism stemming from
gauge invariance: (f?

1T

(x,k?), h?
1

(x,k?)) are not universal but exhibit time-reversal mod-
ified universality. In order to connect the operator definition of a TMD and the experi-
mental measurement of Eq. (2.35) via DY and SIDIS processes an essential ingredient
is required: a factorization theorem in the spirit of Eq. (2.24). In the case of SIDIS the

4The term naive is used to emphasized the fact that the origin of the time-reversal breaking are the gluon
exchanges. Without them these distributions would be zero.
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type of factorization for the total differential cross section that has been probed to be valid
when p? ⌧ Q2 is [28, 29]

d�SIDIS / �(x,k?) ⌦ d�eq ⌦ D(z,p?) (2.36)

and in the case of Drell-Yan, under the same assumption that k? of both partons is much
smaller than the hard scale, the invariant mass of the lepton pair, [16, 30]

d�DY / �(x
1

,k1

?) ⌦ �(x
2

,k2

?) ⌦ d�qq!ll

0
(2.37)

where the longitudinal momentum fractions of the partons are fixed by external kinemat-
ics. On the contrary, TMD-factorization has been shown to break down in hadron-hadron
collisions [31]. Thus, in the processes relevant for the measurement of Eq. (2.35), i.e.
SIDIS and DY, factorization holds.

Non-zero quark Sivers TMD functions were reported, almost simultaneously, by
the HERMES [32], COMPASS [33] and JLAB [34] experiments in semi-inclusive deep-
inelastic scattering off transversely polarized nucleons. The milestone of measuring the
sign flip of the Sivers function in Drell-Yan and SIDIS was recently achieved by the COM-
PASS facility [35]. It is fair to mention that the first experimental hint on this effect was
reported by the STAR Collaboration using W and Z boson production from polarized p+p
collisions at RHIC [36].

The COMPASS experiment is located at CERN and it is a fixed-target facility. In the
case of Drell-Yan they bombard with a 190 GeV ⇡�-beam, from the SPS accelerator,
a transversely polarized ammonia (NH

3

) target and detect muon-pairs. For SIDIS, the
same target is shot with a µ+-beam of 160 GeV. The hard scales explored lie in the range
1<Q<9 GeV. The prominent feature of this experiment is its capability of performing DY
and SIDIS measurements using mostly the same setup and in a similar kinematic region.
Thus, there is no need to evolve the TMDs and the uncertainties are clearly reduced. The
chosen observable sensitive to the sign flip is called Sivers asymmetry and measures the
sin�

s

(as defined in Fig. 2.10) modulation in the distribution of the produced hadrons or
lepton pairs in SIDIS and DY respectively. The results of this observable in the SIDIS
scenario are shown in Fig. 2.13. In this case, it only confirmed the non-zero value of f .
However, when a combined analysis of the data from SIDIS and DY was performed the
agreement with the change of sign hypothesis was successfully confirmed as shown in
the right side of Fig. 2.13. The measurement of the Sivers asymmetry in a vastly extended
kinematic region, as shown in Fig. 2.14, constitutes one of the major challenges in the
physics program of the upcoming Electron Ion Collider [25].

2.2.3 GPDs and DVCS

Analogously to the TMDs case that sketch out a 3-D picture of the parton in momentum
space, we would like to construct a function that encodes information on the distribution
of partons both in coordinate space and longitudinal momentum. For that purpose, one
has to integrate out the k?-dependence of Eq. (2.16) i.e.

Gq

(x, ⇠,�?) =

Z
d⌘�

2⇡
e�ixP

+

⌘

�hP 0| (0, ⌘�,0?)�+G
[⌘

�
,0]

 (0, 0,0?)|P i
���
⌘

+

=⌘?=0

(2.38)
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Figure 2.15: Kinematics of Deeply-virtual Compton Scattering.

where

P = (P + P 0
)/2

⇠ =

�

+

P
+

x =

k+

P+

(2.39)

and ⇠, the light-cone momentum transferred to the proton, is called skewness. The func-
tion Gq

(x, ⇠,�?) is the definition of a Generalized Parton Distribution. There are several
things of Eq. (2.38) that should be clarified. First, proton and parton momenta aren’t
the same before and after the scattering, consequently GPDs cannot be interpreted as a
probability because they are defined from the overlap between different states. The trans-
verse momentum component of the momentum transferred, �?, is Fourier conjugate of
the impact parameter, b?. Thus, the transverse structure of the target can be accessed
thanks to �?. In particular, when ⇠ = 0 and the Fourier transform is performed, GPDs
reduce to Impact Parameter Distributions defined as

I(x,b?) =

Z
d

2

�?
(2⇡)

2

e�ib?·�?G(x, 0,�?) (2.40)

as sketched in Fig. 2.3. I(x,b?) does have a probabilistic interpretation.
The shape of the gauge link in Eq. (2.38) is identical to the PDFs case and therefore

can be set to unity in the light-cone gauge. Finally, although the quark is assumed to be
unpolarized, �=�+, the scattering may switch the helicity of the proton. Then, Eq. (2.38)
can be rewritten as a sum of two terms

Gq

(x, ⇠,�?) =

1

2P
+


Hq

(x, ⇠,�?)u(p0)�+u(p) + Eq

(x, ⇠,�?)u(p0)
i[�↵, �i]�

↵

2m
p

u(p)

�

(2.41)

where Hq

(x, ⇠,�?) accounts for the case in which the proton helicity is unchanged and
Eq

(x, ⇠,�?) that reflects the situation in which the target helicity flips.
Deeply-virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) is one of the simplest scattering processes

to constrain GPDs. The kinematics of DVCS is represented in Fig. 2.15: a highly virtual
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photon hits a parton, exchanges momenta with it and appears on-shell in the final state. A
distinction should be made between the two transfered momenta that appear in Fig. 2.15.
Q is related to the precision with which partons are resolved. In turn, �? determines the
available resolution to determine the position of these partons inside the hadron. In other
words, using an imaging analogue, Q2 characterizes the probe to obtain the image and
�? is a property of the object that is being imaged. Solely, when 1

Q

2

⌧ 1

�?
, formal proofs

of factorization exist [38]. The factorization formula for DVCS adopts the following shape

d��
⇤
P /

Z
1

⇠

dxd��
⇤
q ⌦ G(x, ⇠,�?; Q2

) (2.42)

where an additional dependence on the factorization scale (set to Q2) has been included
in the GPDs. Notice that in the previous factorization formula, the longitudinal momentum
fraction, x, appears in the convolution between the GPD and the partonic cross section
and, therefore, this information is washed out. Performing the deconvolution of Eq. (2.42)
is, in general, a not well-defined mathematical problem and greatly complicates the ex-
traction of GPDs from experimental data [39]. On the contrary, both ⇠ and �? are directly
measurable quantities. The only way to independently explore the (x, ⇠)-dependence of
GPDs from experimental data is through their evolution with the resolution scale Q2 while
fixing ⇠ and �?. From a theoretical point of view the evolution equation that modifies the
GPDs x-dependence when changing the resolution is known and acts in a similar way to
DGLAP [14] (see Eq. (2.29)) not affecting ⇠ and �? . However, on the experimental side,
reconstructing the x-dependence of GPDs by changing Q2 requires a large and precise
data set in a wide range of Q2 and ⇠ and will be feasible in the future EIC era as shown
in Fig. 2.16 [25].

2.2.4 Lattice QCD

To finish the discussion on the structure of the proton, the role of lattice QCD will be briefly
presented. For a complete review on this topic the reader is referred to [40].

Besides the common operator formalism any quantum field theory can be formulated
within the path integral framework, a generalization of the action principle in classical
mechanics. In the case of QCD it allows to compute the expectation value of any operator,
O, written in terms of quark and gluon fields, as

hOi =

1

Z

Z
[Dq][Dq][DA]ei

R
d

4

xL
QCDO (2.43)

where D denotes a functional integral over the temporally ordered fields and L
QCD

is
given by Eq. (2.1). The analytic solution to the path integral given by Eq. (2.43) remains
unknown, so in principle, numerical techniques must be applied. For that purpose, in
order to avoid the oscillatory behavior of the exponential formulated in Minkowski’s metric,
a rotation to Euclidean space is performed in the following way

t ! it
E

) i

Z
d

4xL
QCD

! �
Z

d

4xL
QCD

. (2.44)
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Figure 2.16: Kinematic coverage in the (x,Q2)-plane expected in the Electron Ion Collider
compared to other existing experiments for DVCS. Figure extracted from [25].

This formalism is the basis of lattice QCD that approximates the solution of Eq. (2.43) by
discretizing the Euclidean space-time in form of a hypercubic lattice [41]. In Eq. (2.43) we
have not imposed any constraint on the values of the coupling constant, it contains the full
Lagrangian. The salient feature of lattice QCD is that it provides a first-principle approach
to tackle the non-perturbative nature of QCD at small momentum transfer. However, when
applying the method to the study of PDFs and GPDs a fundamental limitation appears:
their x-dependence cannot be computed within lattice QCD due to the very Minkowski
nature of their underlying operator structure. The definition of both PDFs and GPDs (see
Eq. (2.17) and Eq. (2.38), respectively) contains bi-local operators on the light cone that
introduce an intrinsic time-dependence. There is no continuous Lorentz transformation
that rotates the non-local operator into Euclidean space or, in other words, converts the
light-like separation into space-like, as in the case of TMDs [42]5. Actually, a light-like
path in Minkowski’s space (t2�z2=0) shrinks into a single point in the Euclidean scenario
(t2
E

+ z2=0) and so the ⇠�-dependence is completely lost.
Although being far from a complete characterization of the hadron structure in terms

of PDFs and GPDs within the lattice QCD framework, moments in the momentum fraction
x given by

fn

=

Z
dxxn�1f(x) (2.45)

can be computed in a controlled way by using the operator product expansion technique
[44]. It provides an elegant solution to the non-locality of the operators in the PDFs and

5In the latter scenario, the complications come from the geometry of the gauge link and a full lattice
calculation is not possible either up to date although progress is being made (see [43]).
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GPDs definitions consisting in a Taylor expansion of the separation distance or, equival-
ently, converts the calculation into an infinite sum of local operators. The bi-local and
local operators are then related through moments as defined by Eq. (2.45). In prin-
ciple, computing all the moments of the functions would be equivalent to knowing their
x-dependence. Nevertheless, only the lowest x moments up to n=3 have been obtained
so far due to numerical limitations [45]. Therefore, a full reconstruction of the x functional
form of PDFs and GPDs on the lattice remains unsettled.

2.3 Color Glass Condensate

The Color Glass Condensate (CGC), an effective field theory of high-energy QCD scat-
tering, offers an ab-initio perspective on the characterization of hadron structure in a par-
ticular scenario: the small-x regime. For recent monographs on this topic see [46, 47].

The DIS experimental program carried out at HERA provided a picture of the hadronic
wave function largely dominated by its gluonic component at small-x as it is shown in
Fig. 2.9. This observation was expected from a theoretical point of view given that the
probability of a quark to radiate gluons suffers a soft-divergence i.e. scales as 1/x (see
Eq. (2.26)). However, the strong rise of the gluon PDF is not easy to reconcile with
another experimental data set: the mild dependence of the total p+p cross section with
the collision energy,

p
s, as presented in Fig. 2.17. Note that high-energy scattering is

equivalent to small-x (see Eq. (A.6)). Typical values of x explored at RHIC and the LHC
in central rapidities are: 10

�2 and 10

�4 respectively. Therefore, an indefinite growth of the
gluon density would translate into a similar fast rise of the forward scattering amplitude
and, eventually, lead to the violation of unitarity of the theory, a fundamental property of
any QFT. Thus, it is clear that a novel dynamical mechanism is needed in order to tame
the exponential behavior of the gluon PDF and describe the observed growth of the total
p+p cross section.

Intuitively, when the proton becomes a densely populated system of gluons the as-
sumption that interactions among them can be neglected in processes such as DIS
breaks down. At a certain scale, Q2

s

(x), the probability of two gluons to recombine into
a single one is of the same order as the bremsstrahlung probability. Q2

s

(x) is the so-
called saturation scale and its value can be parametrically estimated using a very simple
geometrical argument. The probability of two gluons to interact, , can be written as the
product of the transverse gluon density times the typical gluon-gluon cross section i.e.

 = ⇢g · �gg!q

 ⇠ xfg

(x, Q2

)

⇡R2

h

· ↵s

Q2

(2.46)

where R
h

is the radius of the hadron and fg represents the gluon PDF.  is known as
packing factor and it should be of order 1 when evaluated at Q2

=Q2

s

, thus

Q2

s

(x) ⇠ ↵
s

⇡R2

h

xfg

(x, Q2

). (2.47)
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In the nuclear case, R
A

⇠ A1/3R
h

. Therefore, saturation effects kick in at lower energies
in nuclear collisions. In this paradigm it is assumed that Q

s

� � i.e. it is a semi-hard
scale.

Hence, the evolution equations should be modified accordingly to include not only
radiative terms but gluon fusion processes as well. Using a very schematic notation,
DGLAP evolution can be expressed as

@f(x, Q2

)

@ ln Q2

/ P ⌦ f(x, Q2

) (2.48)

where P accounts for the splitting function given in Eq. (2.29). The solution of this lin-
ear differential equation has an exponential shape. In turn, when saturation effects are
taken into account the x-evolution of the gluon Weiszacker-William distribution, �(x,k?),
also known as unintegrated gluon distribution (uGD)6, is given by the so-called Balitsky-
Kovchegov equation (BK) [49, 50]

@�(x,k?)

@ ln(1/x)

/ K ⌦ �(x,k?) � �(x,k?)

2 (2.49)

where K is the evolution kernel that resums terms ln 1/x to all orders including diagrams
such as the one depicted in Fig. 2.18. The non-linear nature of Eq. (2.49) results into
a softening of the endless growth of �(x,k?) and its integrated version at small-x as
expected.

The consideration of non-linear evolution equations is one of the bedrocks of the
Color Glass Condensate. However, this is not the end of the story. We can benefit from
the fact that a hadron is, effectively, a collection of gluons at high energies to justify the
applicability of semi-classical techniques to compute, from first principles, the functional
form of �(x,k?).

First of all, the condition Q
s

� � defines a weak coupling regime where ↵
s

(Q2

s

) ⌧ 1.
Further, the system is characterized by large occupation numbers that can be expressed
in terms of creation and annihilation operators as

N = a†a � 1. (2.50)

Therefore, when compared to the Heisenberg commutator that quantifies the quantum
fluctuations

N � [a†, a] = 1. (2.51)

The condition given by Eq. (2.51) defines a classical system. Then, the strong gluon
fields characterizing the hadronic wave function at small-x can be treated as classical
gauge fields Aa

µ

. The origin for color and condensate in the name of the theory is now
clear: we are dealing with a largely populated system of colored particles. To understand

6It should be noted that the conventional gauge-invariant operator definition of a gluon TMD differs from
the Weiszacker-William distribution valid in the x⌧ 1 regime. A study on how to relate both regimes was
presented in [48]. Further, the unintegrated gluon distribution is related to the usual PDF by f

g(x,Q2) =
R Q2

d2

k?�(x,k?).
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Figure 2.17: Total and elastic cross section measurements as a function of the centre of
mass energy. Figure extracted from [51].

Figure 2.18: Left: Recombination of gluons coming from two different parton cascades.
Right: Sketch of an electron-nucleus collision in the dipole model including multiple scat-
terings and non-linear small-x evolution. Figure extracted from [52].
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where does the glass comes from we have to take a look into the space-time scales of the
problem. In the infinite momentum frame, the hadron has a large light-cone momentum
Pµ

=(P+, 0,0?). Partons with a large momentum fraction of its parent hadron, p+=xP+,
are, due to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, sharply localized on the light-cone �x� ⇠
1/p+. Further, the light-cone temporal extent of these fluctuations,�x+ ⇠ p+/k?, is long.
On the contrary, by using the same arguments, the small-x partons are short-lived and
delocalized over larger distances. Therefore, a clear separation between fast and soft
modes can be made in terms of their momentum fraction: large for the former and small
for the latter. The definition of a glass is a disordered system which evolves very slowly
relative to natural time scales [46]. In the same way, the soft modes, short-lived, see the
fast ones as an infinitely thin and frozen configuration of color charges. More concretely,
the valence partons, that carry a large momentum fraction, are identified with the fast
modes and the small-x gluons with the soft ones. Thus, small-x gluons are described
by classical fields Aa

µ

. The fast partons propagate in an eikonal fashion so that they do
not deviate from their light-cone trajectory x+

=0 (see Appendix C). To compute physical
observables they are integrated out as they are not considered dynamical fields but a
source of a color current in the + -direction

Ja

µ

(x) = �+
µ

�(x�
)⇢a(x�,x?) (2.52)

where ⇢a(x�,x?) defines the density of color charges and it is independent of x+ as we
consider that the color charges are frozen. It is treated as a stochastic variable described
by a weight functional W

⇤

[⇢]. Finally, the relation between Aa

µ

and Ja

µ

is given by Yang-
Mills equations of motion

[D
µ

, Fµ,⌫

a

] = J⌫

a

(2.53)

that is, the analog of Maxwell equations in the non-Abelian case. The current J⌫ must be
covariantly conserved

[D
⌫

, J⌫

] = 0 ) @
⌫

J⌫

= ig[A
⌫

, J⌫

]. (2.54)

This equation clearly shows that the produced gauge field has a feedback on the current
itself. Putting together Eqs. (2.53) and (2.54) we end up with a system of equations that
can be solved iteratively expanding in powers of ⇢. The exact solution for the gauge field
in the covariant gauge (@µA

µ

=0) is

Aµ,a

= �µ+ba(x) with � r2

?ba(x) = ⇢a(x). (2.55)

Thus, to compute any observable that depends on the small-x d.o.f in the CGC formalism
one has to solve Eq. (2.53) first and afterwards average over all possible color configura-
tions

hO[A
µ

]i =

Z
[d⇢]W

⇤

[⇢]O[Aµ

[⇢]]. (2.56)

Now we have all the elements to fulfill the original purpose of this Section: compute
�(x,k?) within the CGC. Its definition is given by

�(x,k?) =

Z
d2r?
2⇡r2?

e�ir?·k?
(1 � S(x, r?; A)) (2.57)
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where

S(x, r?; A) =

1

N
c

Z
[d⇢]W

⇤

[⇢]Tr

h
U(x?)U†

(y?)

i
(2.58)

represents the propagation of a qq-dipole, originated from a photon, through the back-
ground color field of the target and therefore, is expressed in terms of Wilson lines. The
process is sketched in the right pannel of Fig. 2.18. The missing ingredient is a spe-
cific functional form for W

⇤

[⇢], a model-dependent object. In the McLerran-Venugopalan
model [53] a Gaussian probability distribution for the color charges is assumed

W
MV

[⇢] / exp


�
Z

dx�
d

2x?
⇢a(x�,x?)⇢a(x�,x?)

2µ2

(x�
)

�
(2.59)

where µ2

(x�
) is the per nucleon charge density and it is related to the saturation scale.

This ansatz, justified by the central limit theorem when the number of color charges
is large enough as in the nuclear case, greatly simplifies the calculations involved in
Eq. (2.57). Further, it leads to trivial correlators between charges

h⇢a(x�,x?)⇢b(y�,y?)i = �ab�2(x? � y?)�(x� � y�)µ2

A

. (2.60)

The following parametric solution for �(x,k?) is obtained [52]

�MV

(x,k?) ⇠
(

ln k2

?/Q2

s

for k? ⌧ Q
s

Q2

s

/k2

? for k? � Q
s

. (2.61)

Remarkably, the unintegrated gluon distribution saturates for k? ⌧ Q
s

and exhibits a
power-like behavior for large transverse momenta as in the usual perturbative calculation.

Up to now we have performed a purely classical calculation. It is well suited to de-
scribe gluon modes with a value of x close to that at which the classical action is defined,
x ⇠ ⇤/P+. However, when trying to describe modes with momentum fraction x0 ⇠ ⇤

0/P+

much smaller than x quantum corrections are large. This is due to the fact that, as in the
case of the factorization scale (see discussion in Sec. 2.2.1), the momentum scale ⇤ at
which the separation between soft and fast modes is done is totally arbitrary and the in-
teractions do not disappear as we move away from this scale to. These corrections can
be resummed via a renormalization group equation, JIMWLK, for the weight functional of
color charges that adopts the following Hamiltonian form [54]

@W
Y

[⇢]

@Y
= HW

Y

[⇢] (2.62)

where Y =⇤/⇤0 and H includes the kernel of the evolution that is a non-linear function of
⇢. Thus, the purely classical calculation can be adapted to contain the quantum modific-
ations by replacing W

⇤

[⇢] with W
Y

[⇢], a modified statistical weight, whose variation with
the scale, Y , is given by the JIMWLK equation. Then, the McLerran-Venugopalan model
is used as an initial condition for this evolution equation. In practice, solving the JIMWLK
equation is highly non-trivial so, usually, its mean field and large-N

c

approximation, i.e.
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the BK equation schematically given in Eq. (2.49), has become the starting point for phe-
nomenological studies. At this point we have learned how the nonlinear evolution leads
to a forward scattering amplitude that doesn’t violate unitarity i.e. it is always smaller
than one. Nevertheless, as will be discussed in Sec. 3.3.1, the total proton-proton cross
section obtained from it rises as a power of energy violating the Froissart-Martin bound
that states that hadronic total cross sections in the asymptotic limit, s ! 1, should not
grow faster than / ln

2 s [55]. This condition arises from very general properties of the
scattering such as unitarity, crossing or analiticity. The violation of the Froissart bound
has been confirmed both theoretically [56] and by numerically solving BK evolution in-
cluding impact parameter dependence [57]. This is not a flaw exclusive of BK evolution
but of any perturbative framework that is applied beyond its limit of validity. Therefore,
CGC techniques should be complemented with non-perturbative effects to make the total
cross section satisfy the Froissart bound.

The methodology to compare CGC and data is the same as in the PDF scenario: the
unintegrated gluon distributions are obtained by fits to HERA data and later on applied in
other physical processes sensitive to the small-x regime provided that the corresponding
factorization theorems apply. In Fig. 2.19, two particular cases in which CGC calculations
successfully met experimental data are depicted. The unintegrated gluon distributions
constrained by HERA data for the proton were scaled to the nuclear case and used
to compute the multiplicity of charged particles in a heavy ion collision at a centre of
mass energy per nucleon pair, p

s
NN

, of 2.76 TeV. The agreement between theory and
data is, in both cases, excellent and confirms the predictive power of the Color Glass
Condensate. This phenomenological success reinforces the status of the CGC as the
best candidate to approximate QCD dynamics in high-energy scattering or, equivalently,
the small-x regime.

2.4 This thesis in the context of the proton structure

All in all, significant progress has been made until reaching our current understanding
of proton structure despite its non-perturbative nature. Briefly, our knowledge of proton
structure consists of:

• HERA legacy: The longitudinal momentum information of the partons is well con-
strained thanks to a remarkable synergy between theoretical developments, such
as factorization theorems and renormalization group equations, and experimental
effort in terms of DIS data among others. Currently, PDF sets at NNLO accuracy
are available for high-precision LHC phenomenology studies with uncertainties at
the percent level in some kinematic window. Further, DIS at HERA opened the door
to study the small-x regime. An excellent agreement between data and experiment
has been achieved both in the framework of BFKL dynamics and saturation phys-
ics (see left pannel in Fig. 2.19) suggesting the necessity to go beyond DGLAP by
including non-linear terms in the evolution equations in this kinematic regime.
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Figure 2.19: Left: Comparison of the CGC calculation of the reduced cross section, a
combination of structure functions, with HERA data on electron-proton collisions. Figure
extracted from [58]. Right: Measured multiplicities in a lead-lead collision at LHC energies
compared to different theoretical predictions. Figure extracted from [59].

• 3-D imaging: Besides its intrinsic theoretical interest, the necessity of going beyond
PDFs stems from the study of exclusive observables in which the final state of the
interactions is partially or fully measured. In contrast with DIS where it is integrated
out and the only relevant scale is x. Several complications appear when trying to
extract the 3-D image of a proton in momentum or coordinate space:

– TMDs: One of the recent breakthroughs of the field is the experimental con-
firmation by the COMPASS Collaboration of the Sivers asymmetry, a robust
prediction of the theory that emerges from the gauge-invariance properties of
QCD. This measurement evidences their non-universality i.e. they are process
dependent. Further, a timely line of research consists in exploring the small-x
limit of TMDs within the CGC approach [60].

– GPDs: The mixed information on longitudinal momentum, intrinsic (x) and
transfer (⇠), and transverse coordinates described by GPDs encounters a ma-
jor drawback: the explicit dependence on the intrinsic longitudinal momentum
of partons is lost in experimental measurements such as DVCS. This is so
because it always appears convoluted with a function representing the hard-
scattering process. The information on the separate dependence can only be
obtained by measuring the Q2 variation of exclusive processes at a given ⇠.

Apart from the theoretical developments, the wide kinematic coverage that will be
explored by the upcoming Electron Ion Collider woud allow to perform tomographic
images of the nucleon with unprecedented precision.

• Ab-initio methods: Even though hadron structure is dominated by long-range phe-
nomena, the situation concerning its theoretical description is not completely hope-
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less. Two well-defined approaches tackle this question by means of first principles
calculations:

– Lattice QCD methods: Being perhaps the best approximation to QCD, this
technique is not able to describe the full longitudinal momentum dependence
by construction i.e. the action is discretized in Euclidean space. However,
moments of these distributions are formally well defined on the lattice and the
main reason behind the fact that only low moments have been computed so
far are numerical bottlenecks.

– Color Glass Condensate: The experimental confirmation of the strong growth
of gluonic densities at small values of x was the smoking gun for the con-
struction of this effective field theory of QCD in the small-x regime. The large
gluonic densities enable a semi-classical description of the gluon content in
hadronic wavefunctions. Deep-inelastic scattering is the perfect playground to
test the CGC. Further, nuclei can be initially characterized within the CGC in
ultra high energy heavy ion collisions. Its role in the description of QGP physics
will be explored in detail in Chapter 4.

In this thesis a phenomenological study of the spatial distribution of subnucleonic
degrees of freedom in the proton is performed. We base our model on features of elastic
scattering data of proton-proton interactions at low (

p
s = 62.5 GeV) and high (

p
s =

7 TeV) energies as measured in ISR and LHC respectively. The momentum information
is omitted and thus, a natural extension of our studies would be to investigate the x-
dependence of the considered degrees of freedom in our model and construct GPDs out
of it. In the next Chapter a detailed presentation of the ingredients of our description
together with the experimental data set is provided.



Into the hollow;
Queens of the Stone Age.

3
The hollowness effect

The best way to constrain the transverse spatial structure of the proton is to scrutinize
the available elastic scattering data. The analysis of the elastic proton-proton differential
cross-section at collision energy

p
s=7 TeV measured by the TOTEM Collaboration [61]

has revealed a new, intriguing feature of hadronic interactions: at high energies, the
inelasticity density of the collision does not reach a maximum at zero impact parameter.
This phenomenon, not observed before at lower collision energies, has been referred to
as hollowness effect [62].

In this Chapter, we present a dynamical explanation of the hollowness effect. Our
analysis is based on three main ingredients: we rely on gluonic hot spots inside the
proton as effective degrees of freedom for the description of the scattering process. Next,
we assume that some non-trivial correlation between the transverse positions of the hot
spots inside the proton exists. Finally, we build the scattering amplitude from a multiple
scattering, Glauber-like series of collisions between hot spots. In our approach, the onset
of the hollowness effect is naturally explained as due to the diffusion or growth of the hot
spots in the transverse plane with increasing collision energy. This microscopic realization
of the hollowness effect sets stringent constraints on the spatial distribution of the gluonic
hot spots.

This Chapter is based on the publication:

• J. L. Albacete, A. Soto-Ontoso, Hot spots and the hollowness of proton–proton
interactions at high energies, Phys. Lett. B770 (2017) 149–153 [1].

3.1 Proton-proton elastic scattering

Counterintuitively, one third of the times two protons collide at LHC energies they do
not produce new charged particles but exchange momentum while retaining their identity

33
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after the scattering i.e. they interact elastically. As depicted in Fig. 2.31, elastic scatter-
ing provides a sensitive probe of the proton transverse structure with a resolution given
by the momentum transfer ~q, Fourier conjugate to the impact parameter ~b. The impact
parameter is defined as the distance between the centres of the two protons. The lar-
ger the momentum transfer, the deeper one looks inside the proton. It should be noted
that at very small-|t| or, equivalently, when the separation between the protons is large,
the electromagnetic force becomes dominant. Then, the elastic interaction is described
by Coulomb scattering and reaches the same magnitude as the strong interaction when
t
0

⇠ 1/(14�
tot

) ⇠ 3⇥10

�4 GeV2 at
p

s = 7 TeV [63]. In our analysis, we will work in the
nuclear region, i.e. we consider t�5⇥10

�3 GeV2, such that both the electromagnetic and
the Coulomb-nuclear interference terms will be neglected. The differential elastic cross
section is given by

d�
el

dt
=

1

4⇡
|T

el

(s, t)|2 (3.1)

where T
el

(s, t) is the elastic scattering amplitude that depends both on the absolute value
of the momentum transfer |t| = q2, and the energy of the collision s. In the following we
will work with the Fourier-Bessel transform of the elastic scattering amplitude computed
as

eT
el

(s,~b) =

Z
d2q

2⇡
ei~q·~bT

el

(s, q2) =

Z
qJ

0

(qb)T
el

(s, q2)dq (3.2)

with J
0

the zeroth Bessel function and azimuthal symmetry has been assumed in the last
step given that both target and projectile are unpolarized. The optical theorem establishes
the relation between the forward (t = 0) scattering amplitude and the total cross section.
With this normalization the total cross section, �

tot

, the 2 ! 2 elastic cross section, �
el

,
and the ratio of real and imaginary parts of the scattering amplitude, ⇢, read, respectively

�
tot

(s) = 2ImT
el

(s, 0) = 2

Z
d

2b Im

eT
el

(s,~b) (3.3)

�
el

(s) =

Z
d

2b
��� eT

el

(s,~b)
���
2

(3.4)

⇢(s, t) =

ReT
el

(s, t)

ImT
el

(s, t)
. (3.5)

These two expressions can be combined into

�2
tot

(s) =

16⇡

1 + ⇢2(s, 0)

d�
el

dt

���
t=0

(3.6)

therefore, the differential elastic scattering data can be exploited to determine the total
cross section, as it is actually done in experiment. The value of ⇢ at t = 0 is usually
taken from an external source (such as COMPETE fits [64]) or it can also be extracted
by analyzing the interference between Coulomb and hadronic contributions to d�

el

/dt

1The notation form factor is subtle as it usually refers to the charge distribution as measured in electron-
proton scattering. In our case, we parametrize the matter distribution.
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[65]. In the latter scenario, the t-dependence of ⇢ is sensitive to the electromagnetic form
factor of the proton and the impact of different parametrizations has been considered in
the literature [66] being the subject to an on-going debate [67]. In any case, as it enters
the computation of �2

tot

like 1+⇢2 the influence of any errors in the determination of ⇢ is
small.

From an experimental point of view, the measurement of elastic processes is ex-
tremely challenging. In order to benefit from Eq. (3.6), a high degree of efficiency in
detecting small momentum transfers or, equivalently, protons with small deflection angles
(see Eq. (A.5)) is mandatory to reduce the uncertainties related to the extrapolation of
d�

el

/dt to t=0, given that this value cannot be measured directly. To be sensitive to small
angles, dedicated detectors capable of measuring tracks of scattered protons flying at
millimeter distance from the beam pipe and special beam optics, with reduced beam di-
vergencies, are needed. In proton-proton collisions at CERN, early measurements made
at the Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) at energies lying in the 23.4<

p
s<62.5 GeV range

and the most recent results achieved by TOTEM, with energies more than 100 times
higher, shared the same detection set up. It is composed by forward (see Eq. (A.3))2

tracking telescopes to detect the charged particles coming from inelastic p+p collisions
together with a system of roman pots located far (⇠100 m) from the interaction point but
as close as possible (< 1 mm) to the beam. A roman pot, named after the CERN/Rome
group that introduced this experimental technique in the early 1970s at ISR, is a movable
beam insertion equipped with tracking detectors. During beam injection, these secondary
vacuum chambers remain in a safe position and approach close to the beam for meas-
urements thanks to vacuum bellows. In the case of TOTEM there are 26 roman pots,
placed symmetrically, housing silicon strips. Thus, the scattered back-to-back protons hit
the detectors and by computing their transverse motion from the interaction point to the
roman pots, the scattering angle is determined. Once the scattering angle is known the
momentum transfer |t| in the elastic scattering can be reconstructed by using the relation
given in Eq. (A.5) [68].

It is worth to mention that d�
el

/dt has been measured in proton-antiproton interac-
tions at the SppS collider [69] at CERN and the Tevatron [70] at Fermilab between

p
s=

546 GeV and 1.96 TeV. Nevertheless, our study is restricted to the p+p case. The meas-
urements of the elastic proton-proton differential cross-section at (

p
s=7 TeV) by the TO-

TEM Collaboration [61] at the LHC and at the maximum ISR energy (
p

s=62.5 GeV) [71]
are presented in Fig. 3.1. The data on d�

el

/dt exhibits a high degree of structure and
consequently its description is challenging from a phenomenological point of view. First,
we will focus on the generic characteristics of the curve and afterwards on the energy
dependence of the observed features.

• The small-|t| behavior (before the pronounced dip) follows an almost exponential
shape

d�
el

dt
⇠
✓

d�
el

dt

◆ ���
t=0

e�B|t| (3.7)

2At TOTEM the tracking telescopes cover 3.1  |⌘|  6.5.
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Figure 3.1: d�
el

/dt as a function of the momentum transfer at
p

s = 7 TeV (red squares)
and

p
s = 62.5 GeV (blue dots). Note that the ISR data has been multiplied by 0.01 for

readability. The error bars account for statistical uncertainties.

where B ⌘ B(s) is called the slope parameter. Hints of deviation from the single
exponential behavior i.e. B(s) ! B(s, t) were reported in [72]. Naively, Fourier
transforming the exponential function in Eq. (3.7) a Gaussian in impact parameter
space ⇠ e�b

2

/B

2 is obtained. This points to a direct relation between the slope
parameter and the only length in the game i.e. the proton radius.

• After the exponential fall-off, moving to larger |t| values a pronounced dip is en-
countered followed by a secondary maximum. This characteristic pattern is uni-
vocal of diffractive phenomena. To make this point clear, let’s consider Eq. (3.1) in
impact parameter representation

d�
el

dt
=

1

4⇡
|T

el

(s, ~q)|2 =

1

4⇡

���
Z

d2qe�i~q·~b eT
el

(s,~b)
���
2

. (3.8)

Now, if the scattering is off a totally absorptive target that is circular with radius R
(a black disk) the elastic amplitude is given by

eT
el

(s,~b) = i⇥(R � b) (3.9)

where ⇥ is the Heaviside function. Then, the elastic differential cross section reads

d�
el

dt
= ⇡R2

J2

1

(

p|t|R)

|t| . (3.10)

The series of minima of Eq. (3.10) are the zeroes of the Bessel function and their
position is uniquely determined by the inverse size of the target. In other words, the
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B [GeV�2] |t
dip

| [GeV2] n in t�n

ISR:
p

s=62.5 GeV 13.3±0.2 1.26±0.03 –x–
LHC:

p
s=7 TeV 23.6±0.6 0.53±0.01 7.8±0.3

Table 3.1: Parameters characterizing the shape of d�
el

/dt at ISR and LHC energies.
Systematic and statistical uncertainties have been added in quadrature. The –x– symbol
indicates that this value has not been measured.

position of the dip in t-space scales as 1/�
tot

in this geometric interpretation. We
see that an analogy can be established between high-energy elastic scattering off a
black disk and light diffraction. Unavoidably, the parametrization given by Eq. (3.10)
fails when confronted with the experimental data presented in Fig. 3.1 as the spatial
structure of the proton is much more involved than the one of a black disk.

• At very high |t|, the differential elastic cross section can be described by a power-law
t�n. In this region, the QCD coupling constant is small enough so that perturbat-
ive techniques are applicable and the partonic structure of the proton is resolved.
In particular, it was shown in [73] that an energy independent d�

el

/dt / t�8 arises
naturally when describing the proton-proton scattering as the interaction of valence
quarks via the exchange of three gluons in a colorless state with negative charge
parity. The three gluons exchange is the easiest perturbative realization of an ob-
ject, the so-called odderon, that appears in Regge field theory, a pre-QCD formal-
ism that will not be covered in this tesis. For a detailed review and the connections
between Regge language and QCD the reader is referred to [74].

The values of the slope parameter B, the position of the diffractive minimum |t
dip

|
and the exponent n of the power-law fall-off at large-|t| for ISR and LHC energies are
presented in Table 3.1. Firstly, although the ISR Collaboration did not make a dedicated
analysis of the large-|t| behavior of the elastic scattering amplitude, the experimental
data was shown to be compatible with the three gluon exchange interaction in [75]. The
measured value of n at an energy hundred times larger is also compatible with the pQCD
model and thus reinforces the validity of this approach in the partonic regime. On the
contrary, the position of the diffractive minimum is strongly energy-dependent: it is shifted
towards smaller values of |t| when the centre of mass energy is increased. As it has
been previously mentioned, |t

dip

| can be related, in a geometric picture, to the inverse of
the total cross section or, equivalently to the inverse size of the hadron R�2. This phe-
nomenon is known in the literature as the shrinkage of the forward elastic peak and was
already observed before the advent of the LHC in the low energy scan performed at ISR
from 23.5 to 62.5 GeV [71]. This result is confirmed by the opposite

p
s-dependence of

the slope parameter, that scales as R2. Indeed, both experimental observations suggest
a diffusion of the proton interaction radius that naturally explains the raise of the total p+p
cross section when increasing the collision energy (see Fig. 2.17). Naively, the meas-
ured values of the slope parameter would correspond to R⇠0.72 and 0.96 fm at ISR and
LHC energies, respectively. A natural question arises at this point: what is the underlying
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dynamical mechanism responsible for the swelling of R. In Sec. 3.4 we argue that the
measured growth of the total proton-proton cross section can be accounted for by the
diffusion of the proton constituents and not by the proton itself. Further, in a radiative
description of proton subnucleonics degrees of freedom this growth emerges naturally.

In the next Section it is shown how to learn from the inelasticity component of the
collision by the data on d�

el

/dt.

3.2 Extraction of G
in

(s, b) from data

The conservation of total probability, also known as unitarity condition, constitutes one of
the main bedrocks of scattering theory together with Lorentz invariance. Succinctly, it can
be written as

SS†
= I (3.11)

where S and I are the scattering and identity matrices, respectively. Possibly, a more
transparent form of Eq. (3.11) is given in terms of cross sections

�
tot

= �
in

+ �
el

(3.12)

where �
in

is the total inelastic cross section. For our discussion, it is more convenient to
formulate the unitarity condition in impact parameter space by means of Eqs. (3.5)

G
in

(s,~b) ⌘ d

2�
in

d

2~b
= 2Im

eT
el

(s,~b) � | eT
el

(s,~b)|2. (3.13)

The most reliable relation between elastic and inelastic processes is provided by
Eq. (3.13). The inelasticity density (or profile), G

in

(s,~b), is the probability of having a
collision where new particles are produced at a given energy

p
s and impact parameter

~b. Conforming to unitarity, the inelasticity density is bound like 0 < G
in

(s,~b) < 1 and the
probabilistic interpretation holds. However, impact parameters cannot be measured ex-
perimentally. Therefore, the inelasticity density is not a physical observable. Up to now,
the only known method to explore the functional shape of G

in

(s,~b) is based on the meas-
urements of d�

el

/dt. An important comment is in order. From Eq. (3.13) it is neat that
through an accurate description of data on d�

el

/dt one is sensitive only to the square of
the absolute value of the amplitude, not to real and imaginary parts independently i.e. not
to the phase. Thus, the information gained with d�

el

/dt should be complemented with the
description of other features of p+p interaction which do depend on the phase such as
the real to imaginary ratio of the scattering amplitude at t = 0. It would be desirable to
obtain a complete description of ⇢(s, t), however, the experimental information is scarce
and from a theoretical point of view, as it has been mentioned, involves the modeling of
the electromagnetic structure of the proton, a source of uncertainties.

The procedure to construct G
in

(s,~b) starts by fitting the data on d�
el

/dt with a cer-
tain parametrization of the elastic scattering amplitude. The real and imaginary parts
of T

el

(s, t) should be also constrained by describing ⇢(s, 0). Next, T
el

(s, t) is Bessel-
Fourier transformed to impact parameter space as expressed in Eq. (3.2). At this point,
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a

1

a

2

b

1

b

2

b

3

ISR �0.31 ± 0.02 30.22 ± 4.14 �0.99 ± 0.02 �8.41 ± 0.48 �4.44 ± 0.16

LHC �7.92 ± 0.49 99.56 ± 4.56 �2.45 ± 0.04 �11.00 ± 0.17 �6.05 ± 0.27

d

1

�
tot

[mb] ⇢

ISR �4.24 ± 0.11 43.3 0.1

LHC �5.98 ± 1.00 98.3 0.12

Table 3.2: ISR and LHC parameters, expressed in [GeV�2], extracted from the fit with the
parametrization given by Eq. (3.14) and the corresponding �2/d.o.f. �2/d.o.f is computed
taking into account the data statistical uncertainties. The values of a

3

and c
1

are fixed to
reproduce the measured values of �

tot

and ⇢ at each energy taking into account the
uncertainties.

one has to make sure that the t-range measured experimentally is sufficient to carry out
the numerical Fourier transformation with a satisfactory accuracy. In the case of TO-
TEM data, this issue was tackled in [76] where it was explicitly shown that the integrand
of Eq. (3.2) vanishes long before reaching the maximum measured value of t. Finally,
the inelasticity density can be constructed from eT

el

(s,~b) by means of Eq. (3.13). Albeit
several analysis of ISR and LHC data on d�

el

/dt have been recently presented in the
literature [76, 77, 78, 79], resulting into similar quality fits, we have performed our own
independent analysis whose details are presented hereafter.

To describe the data on d�
el

/dt = (1/4⇡) |T
el

(s, t)|2 we resort to the following generic
parametrization:

ImT
el

(s, t) = a
1

eb1t + a
2

eb2t + a
3

eb3t ,

ReT
el

(s, t) = c
1

ed1t , (3.14)

with the fit parameters (a
i

, b
i

, c
i

, d
i

) being energy dependent and (a
i

, c
i

) subjected to the
constraints:

�
tot

= 2

3X

i=1

a
i

=

(
43.32 ± 0.34 mb ISR
98.3+2.8

�2.7

mb LHC
(3.15)

⇢ = c
1

3X

i=1

1/a
i

=

(
0.095 ± 0.018 ISR
0.14

+0.01

�0.08

LHC
(3.16)

where the values of �
tot

and ⇢ correspond to the experimental measurements given in [61,
71]. For the LHC case we use the extrapolated ⇢ value provided by the COMPETE
Collaboration [64], same as the TOTEM collaboration in their data analysis. With this set
up we obtain a very good description of d�

el

/dt, �2/d.o.f = 1.1 for ISR and �2/d.o.f = 2

for the LHC as depicted in Fig. 3.2. The minimization procedure has been performed
with the MINUIT package [80]. In Table 3.2 the numerical values of the fit parameters
are presented. Nevertheless, their physical interpretation is unclear as Eq. (3.14) is just
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Figure 3.2: Fit to d�
el

/dt with the parametrization given in Eq. (3.14) for
p

s = 62.5 GeV
(top) and

p
s=7 TeV (bottom). The error bars account for statistical uncertainties. �2
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(f(x
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where f is the theoretical parameterization that depends on the
vector of free parameters being fitted ↵ and e

i

are the individual measurements with
uncertainties �

i

.
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a general parametrization of the elastic scattering amplitude flexible enough as to allow a
very good description of data. Fits with a larger number of free parameters lead to similar
values of �2/d.o.f. Thus, in consistency with other works in the literature, we find that any
fit to the highly precise and structured data on d�

el

/dt with �2/d.o.f ⇠ O(1) requires at
least 6 free parameters. This point will be relevant in forthcoming discussions.

The normalized inelasticity densities G
in

(s, b) extracted from the corresponding fits
to d�

el

/dt for ISR and LHC energies are shown in Fig. 3.3. Note that by construction
G

in

(s, b) < 1 as required by the unitarity condition. Analyzing the behavior of G
in

(s, b)
in Fig. 3.3 a novel, striking feature of p+p interactions emerges: at high energies, the
inelasticity density of the collision does not reach a maximum at zero impact parameter.
Rather, peripheral collisions, where the effective geometric overlap of the colliding pro-
tons is smaller, are more inelastic or, equivalently, are more effective in the production of
secondary particles than central ones. This phenomenon, not observed before at lower
collision energies, is not an artefact of our specific parametrization for T

el

(s, t). Actu-
ally, identical conclusions have been achieved employing completely different techniques
and it has been referred to as hollowness [62] or grayness [77, 78, 79] of proton-proton
collisions by the authors of the first analyses where it was identified.

This exciting phenomenon is not exempt from a certain degree of skepticism. Firstly,
from Fig. 3.3 it could be argued that an effect at the level of 10

�3 can be defined, perhaps,
as subtle. Further, it has been discussed in [81] that the accuracy of the experimental
data at LHC is still not enough to completely discard the no-hollowness hypothesis i.e.
the deviation is in the scope of experimental error bars. Efforts have been made to refute
the previous arguments. On the one hand in [76], it was unveiled via the inverse scat-
tering method that the shallow minimum in the 2-D inelasticity density reflects a much
more pronounced hollow in 3-D. This idea can be easily understood as the longitudinal
integration effectively covers up the hole. Then, a flattening of G

in

at low impact para-
meters is already signaling a robust depletion in the 3 dimensional scenario. Besides, an
alternative approach to the hollowness phenomenon was suggested in [82]. In this work
the elastic scattering amplitude at low values of b is parametrized as purely imaginary
and Gaussian

ImT
el

(s, t) / Ae�b

2

/B, A =

4�
el

(1 + ⇢2)�
tot

, B =

(1 + ⇢2)�2
tot

16⇡�
el

. (3.17)

The obtained inelasticity density from Eq. (3.17) develops a maximum at a non-zero value
of b whenever �

el

>�
tot

/4, which is the case for the LHC collision energies. Another cri-
ticism that has been recently made [83] is related, precisely, to the role of the real contri-
bution to the scattering amplitude. Since the real part of the elastic scattering amplitude
is much smaller than the imaginary part it is often neglected in the unitarity condition
Eq. (3.13). Then, the authors discuss how this approximate definition of the inelasticity
density, that doesn’t longer have a probabilistic interpretation, may develop a hollow but
emphasize that when the real part is restored it enables to avoid the hollowness paradox.
This argument, although interesting, does not apply in our case as a non-zero real part is
included in the fits. All in all, the best way to overcome these critics would be the release
of new data at 13 TeV with a more extended range of t, to reduce the uncertainties on the
Fourier transformation in the low b region. This analysis would definitely help to shift our
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view of the current experimental observations from suggestive to certain.
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Figure 3.3: Normalized inelasticity density for
p

s = 62.5 GeV (top) and
p

s = 7 TeV
(bottom). Sub-pannels: zoom in the region of small b.

Taking everything into consideration, the onset of the hollowness effect entails a
change in the derivative of the inelasticity density at b = 0, a highly non-trivial dynam-
ical feature. In that regard, its description does not amount to a fine tuning of parameters
of a successful parametrization of lower energies data but, rather, requires the introduc-
tion of new dynamical mechanisms to account for such critical behaviour. The final point,
very important for the subsequent section, is that the hollowness effect challenges the
standard geometric interpretation of proton-proton collisions. In particular, it precludes
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models where the scattering amplitude is constructed as a naive folding of the density
profiles of the two colliding protons regardless how intricate the internal structure of one
individual proton may be. This argument holds even in the tempting case of modeling the
proton as empty in the middle. More concretely, and following [84], folding implies

G
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/
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d
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d

2b
2

⇢(~b
1

+
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2
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where ⇢(~b) describes the transverse distribution of componentes in the proton and !(

~b
1

�
~b
2

) is usually taken as �(~b
1

�~b
2

) in the literature.
If b is small one can perform a Taylor expansion of Eq. (3.18)
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and, therefore, G
in

=↵��b2 + ..., has necessarily a local maximum at b=0, in contrast to
the phenomenological observation of the hollowness effect. Eq. (3.18) can also be seen
in signal processing language as an autocorrelation function i.e. the convolution of a
function with a delayed copy of itself. By construction, the autocorrelation function always
reaches its peak at the origin. This fact has far-reaching theoretical consequences: an
incoherent superposition of scatterings between partonic constituents cannot reproduce
the hollowness effect. Therefore, a quantum nature of the scattering process where
interference/coherence effects exist should be the underlying mechanism responsible for
the striking onset of the hollowness effect. These observations suggest that the scattering
problem may be best formulated in terms of subnucleonic degrees of freedom which
internal dynamics and correlations should be non-trivial with increasing collision energy.
In the next Section a microscopic realization of the hollowness effect is presented.

3.3 Model description

We propose a phenomenological model allowing for the onset of hollowness of proton-
proton interactions. Although QCD-inspired, at the same time, is kept at the highest level
of simplicity, the reduced number of parameters being directly related with essential dy-
namical ingredients. An extensive discussion of the main elements, sketched in Fig. 3.4,
can be found below.

3.3.1 Gluonic hot spots

The idea that the gluon content of the proton is concentrated in domains of small ra-
dius R

hs

, as compared to the proton electromagnetic radius that controls the valence
quark distribution i.e. R

hs

⌧ R
p

, is strongly supported by theoretical and phenomeno-
logical arguments. In lattice QCD, the gauge-invariant two–point correlator of the gluon
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of the main ingredients of our description of proton-proton interactions.

field strength can be computed in the QCD vacuum [85]. It is defined, using the same
language of Chapter 2, as

D
µ⇢,⌫�

(x) = h0|Tr{F
µ⌫

(x)G(x, 0)F
⌫�

(0)G†
(x, 0)}|0i, (3.20)

where x is the spatial coordinate and, the gauge-link is given by

G(x, 0) = P exp

✓
i

Z
dtxµA

µ

(xt)

◆
. (3.21)

An exponential falloff at large distances of Eq. (3.20) i.e. D
µ⇢,⌫�

⇠ exp(�|x|/�) with
� = 0.22 fm is found. Note that one would expect this distance to be of the order of
the hadron size according to the confinement hypothesis. Therefore, an additional scale
relevant for the hadron description appears. This result confirms the smallness of the
correlation length of the gluon field strengths inside hadrons and suggests a picture of
the proton as a collection of domains of high gluonic density. Such domains have been
dubbed gluonic drops or hot spots in the literature.

While the existence of hot spots inside hadrons is widely accepted, the debate on
their ultimate dynamical origin remains open. It is commonly assumed that the gluon
content of the proton is radiatively generated from valence quarks in DGLAP or BFKL-
like cascades (see Eq. (2.26)). In this view, hot spots relate directly to the Fock space of
valence partons, for which they would provide an effective description. Thus, a hot spot
accounts for a large-x valence quark surrounded by a small-x gluon cloud. However,
the question arises of how and why the resulting glue is confined to a region of small
radius. In particular, any perturbative emission kernel possesses long range Coulomb-
like power tails that allow for successive massless gluon radiation at arbitrary distance
scales (as large as the distance from Earth to Cassiopeia) and make the hadron grow
exponentially. This mechanism is also known as infrared diffusion. Note that the use
of any kernel emphasizes the no distinction between linear (DGLAP) or non-linear (BK)
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kernels. Indeed, in the derivation of the BK equation (see Eq. (2.49)) translational invari-
ance, N(r, b) ! N(r), or, in other words, an homogenous and infinitely large target is
assumed. Then, the scattering probability solution of this equation saturates, N(r)  1,
but locally in impact parameter space. However, once the b-dependence is considered
the full BK evolution generate power like tails in N(r, b) that enable scatterings to happen
at arbitrarily large impact parameters. This can be directly deduced from the shape of
the unintegrated gluon distributions given by Eq. (2.61). In short, perturbative saturation
effects cut-off the fast growth of partonic densities but only suppress and not stop the
transverse expansion. Phenomenological approaches tackle this problem by including
non-perturbative gluon masses that modify the Coulomb behavior to a screened Yukawa
one in order to mimic confinement effects. In turn, the intrinsic non-perturbative nature of
glue drops has been advocated in [86, 87, 88, 89].

An interesting description of gluonic hot spots within a weak coupling approach mo-
tivated by the power-like growth of the total p+p cross section with energy was presented
in [90]. The main idea is the following. Two mechanisms are responsible for the rise of �

tot

when the energy of the collision increases in a perturbative framework: the fast growth of
partonic densities and the transverse diffusion. The former is counteracted by saturation
effects that kick in when the density reaches a critical value as discussed in Sec. 2.3.
The transverse swelling overcomes the non-linear finite density corrections and becomes
the leading method driving the evolution of �

tot

in dense systems. Further, the expansion
in the transverse plane is power-like due to the perturbative Coulomb like gluon fields.
Thus, it successfully conforms with the experimental observation on �

tot

(

p
s). To avoid

the natural cut-off imposed by confinement, hadrons themselves should be conformed by
dense gluonic regions with a radius smaller than the confining scale of QCD. The chosen
scale for these glue drops is the radius of the constituent quarks that can be estimated to
be ⇠0.3 fm according to diffractive J/ production [91] and double dijet production [92].
Still, non perturbative effects are needed in the asymptotia i.e. when the size of the hot
spots reaches the hadronic scale, in order to cease the power-like growth and respect the
Froissart bound. Long-range phenomena may be also responsible for the building up of
these gluonic clouds around each valence quark at low energies. However, once these
glue drops are formed, their energy evolution is strictly driven by perturbative branchings.

In this work we remain agnostic in this debate and simply assume that hot spots are
adequate degrees of freedom to discuss inclusive proton-proton scattering at high ener-
gies. Our main assumption about their dynamical properties is that collisions between
hot spots are fully absorptive over distances smaller than their radius, R

hs

. Hence, in
our effective description, hot spots appear as small black disks of average radius R

hs

.
We also assume implicitly that their ultimate dynamical origin is correlated to the valence
partons, since we model the proton as composed of N

hs

=3 hot spots. The dependence
of our conclusions on the number of hot spots will be examined.

3.3.2 Multiple scattering in Glauber theory

Our goal is to construct the elastic scattering amplitude in proton-proton collisions in im-
pact parameter representation. Note that all along the calculation we neglect the longitud-
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Figure 3.5: Different diagrams contributing to the multiple scattering expansion given
by Eq. (3.22). The yellow numbers indicate the combinatorial factor associated to each
diagram and the purple arrows the interactions between hot spots. The grey line indicates
the 17 omitted diagrams.

inal coordinate due to the Lorentz contraction that suffer the two protons when travelling
on the TeV regime. We describe p+p interactions as a collision of two systems, each one
composed of three hot spots. According to the Glauber model [93], the natural frame-
work to describe high-energy scattering of composite particles, the elastic amplitude for
a collision of hadrons A and B with the hot spots frozen in transverse positions {~s

i

} has
the form:

T
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~b) = 1 �
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h
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i

� ~sB
j

)

i
, (3.22)

where ⇥ denotes the scattering amplitude of the i-th and j-th hot spots interaction and
~b is the impact parameter of the collisions (see Fig. 3.4). The physical elastic amplitude
is obtained after averaging Eq. (3.22) over the transverse positions of the hot spots as
given by their probability distributions D(~s

1

,~s
2

,~s
3

) in the projectile and target, A and B:
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The main hypotheses underlying Eq. (3.22) are to assume a constant cross section
between the constituents and the fact that they do not deviate from their trajectories
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during the scattering, i.e. the use of the eikonal approximation, both of them justified
at high energies. An intuitive way to understand the shape of the multiple scattering
expansion given by Eq. (3.22) is to consider the interaction of a projectile A formed by
two constituents with a target B with only one. Then, the elastic amplitude computed in a
probabilistic way is given by:

T
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where the first two terms correspond to a single scattering while the third one to an
interaction in which both constituents interact with the target. Expanding Eq. (3.24) we
obtain
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Therefore, the double scattering term introduces a destructive interference contribution
in the elastic amplitude i.e. the scattering as described in the Glauber model contains
coherence effects. The different weights in the multiple scattering expansion will play
a major role in the description of the hollowness effect. Generalizing Eq. (3.25) to a
projectile with A constituents we get
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and, if the target is not elementary but composed by B constituents we recover Eq. (3.22).
A diagrammatic representation, pioneered by [94], of some of the different terms contrib-
uting to Eq. (3.22) is displayed in Fig. 3.5. Each row corresponds to the k-terms con-
tributing with a weight ck, indicating the number of equivalent diagrams, to the n-th order
of the scattering given by the number of hot spot-hot spot interactions or the number of
arrows in the sketch. In our case there are 25 independent diagrams. This diagrammatic
scheme is particularly useful to express Eq. (3.23) in a compact manner as
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involves a 12-dimensional integral. The use of Gaussian functions will allow to analytically
solve these integrations, as will be shown in the next Section, thus keeping a tight control
over the parameter space.
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Further, we have to specify the elastic scattering amplitude between two hot spots
separated a transverse distance s

ij

. As mentioned before, in order to facilitate full analytic
calculations, we resort to a Gaussian parametrization:

⇥(s
ij

) = exp

��s2
ij

/2R2

hs

�
(1 � i⇢

hs

) . (3.29)

This amplitude can be thought as resulting from the convolution of two Gaussian density
distributions for a single hot spot, each of radius R

hs

. The maximum value of the ab-
sorptive part of Eq. (3.29), unity, is reached for head-on collisions. Although hadronic
amplitudes are expected to be mostly imaginary at high energies, we allow for a constant
real to imaginary ratio ⇢

hs

in order to match the non-zero values measured experiment-
ally. It should be noted that all the energy dependence in our model has been left implicit
so far. As discussed below, it is encoded in the transverse swelling of the hot spot radius
R

hs

with increasing collision energy.
To finalize this Section, we would like to mention that considering the number of hot

spots as a variable quantity has a dramatic impact on the number of terms spanned by
the multiple scattering expansion. For example, the full numerical calculation for N

hs

=4

is an order of magnitude heavier than for N
hs

= 3 given the increased dimensionality of
the problem. Therefore, motivated by the results concerning the onset of the hollowness
effect, presented in the following sections, we have performed the calculation just for
N

hs

=2, 3.

3.3.3 Spatial correlations

The last element to compute the elastic scattering amplitude in impact parameter space
is the spatial distribution of the hot spots. The general structure that we shall consider for
the joint probability distribution for the transverse positions of hot spots inside a proton
has the following form:
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where C is a normalization constant to ensure that the probability distribution is normal-
ized to unity:

R {d

2s
i

}D({s
i

}) = 1

3. The next term corresponds to the product of three
uncorrelated probability distributions for a single hot spot, d(~s

i

). In order to facilitate a
full analytical calculation of the scattering amplitude, we shall assume them to be of a
Gaussian form:

d(~s
i

; R) = exp

��s2
i

/R2

�
, (3.31)

where R is the average radius of the d distribution. It should not be confused with the
proton radius itself R

p

. Finally, all the correlation structure is encoded in the function f

3
C=

(1 + µ)(1 + 2µ)(1 + 3µ)2

2µ3(2 + 3µ)⇡2

R

4

.
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which, by definition, is not factorizable in the spatial coordinates of the hot spots. We
write

f(~s
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) = �(2)(~s
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)
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⌘
. (3.32)

The �-function in Eq. (3.32) ensures that the hot spots system is described with respect
to the proton centre of mass, thus preventing it from acquiring unphysical transverse
momentum. Next, we implement repulsive short-range correlations between all pairs of
hot spots controlled by an effective repulsive core r2

c

⌘ R2/µ. In the limit µ ! 1 we
recover the uncorrelated case.

While we have no clear dynamical justification for these correlations, their main role in
our calculation is to enforce a larger transverse separation between hot spots with respect
to the completely uncorrelated case. Indeed, all realistic models for the electromagnetic
nucleon form factors entail non-trivial spatial correlations between the constituent quarks:
diquark models, where the proton is envisaged as a bound diquark state interacting with
the third quark via gluon flux tubes, depict a rod-like structure of a typical string length
l
s

⇠1.5 fm. In turn, baryon junction models, where the Wilson lines link the three valence
quarks at a junction, yield a more triangular structure of the proton. We argue that three-
dimensional realizations of both diquark and baryon junction models, when projected
onto the reaction plane, produce a similar correlation structure as the two dimensional
repulsive core correlations in Eq. (3.32). This is proved in Fig. 3.6 where we show the
average transverse distance between two hot spots yielded by the uncorrelated distribu-
tion, corresponding to µ ! 1, a correlated one with r

c

= 0.3 fm and the corresponding
value for two three-dimensional triangular distributions projected onto the reaction plane:
equilateral and a highly asymmetric isosceles one, which we take as proxies for baryon
junction and diquark models. More quantitatively, average quantities are defined as
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and the probability distribution for the equilateral and isosceles triangles are, respectively:
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where C
BY

and C
QDQ

are again normalization constants. Note that in Eqs. (3.34-3.35)
the vectors ~r

i

are 3-dimensional in opposition to ~s
i

in Eqs. (3.30-3.32) which are defined
on the transverse plane. As displayed in Fig. 3.6 the results for the probability distribution
given by Eqs. (3.30-3.32) provide a good interpolation between the aforementioned, more
realistic models of proton substructure.

Albeit the debate on the necessity of spatial correlations inside the proton is very
timely it has been previously discussed and analyzed in the case of nuclei [95, 96]. Fur-
ther, a similar mechanism prevents the ropes in the DIPSY event generator to be in a
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Figure 3.6: Mean transverse separation squared between pairs of hot spots as a function
of the mean transverse position for different D({~s
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}) as given by Eqs. (3.30), (3.34) and
(3.35).

highly energetic color state [97]. In the Glauber formulation of the scattering process ad-
opted here, the main effect of correlations in the transverse positions is to reweight the
contribution of the different terms of the multiple scattering series spanned by Eqs. (3.22-
3.23) with respect to the uncorrelated case. For instance, in baryon junction models,
terms where the three hot spots in one proton undergo simultaneous scattering with con-
stituents of the target are strongly suppressed, since the three vertices of an equilateral
triangle cannot overlap in the transverse plane, unlike the uncorrelated case. The other
parameter that controls the amount of effective overlap for different scattering configura-
tions, and hence their relative contribution to the scattering series, is the hot spot radius,
that, together with R, r

c

and ⇢
hs

are the four parameters of our model.

3.3.4 Multi-dimensional Gaussian integration

All the necessary elements to compute eT
el

(

~b) as given by Eqs. (3.27-3.28) have been
described. Now, we shall present a simple algebraic scheme which allows to ana-
lytically perform the integration over the transverse hot spots positions exploiting that
DA,B

(~s
1

,~s
2

,~s
3

) and the elastic scattering amplitude between hot spots, ⇥, are Gaussian
functions. First, the integrals involved in
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can be written in a general way as
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Note the vectorial character of s and z although, in the last line, the notation is not explicit
for readability purposes. In turn, W is a scalar and X a matrix. The goal is to remove the
linear term in Eq. (3.38). This can be achieved by transforming the coordinates as follows

� = ⌘ + s, where ⌘ = X�1z. (3.39)

Then, one obtains
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Since X is real and symmetric we may make an unitary and orthogonal transformation,
O, on the coordinates �
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which will diagonalize it, giving
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where �
i

are the eigenvalues of X. Thus the Gaussian integral in terms of the matrix X,
the vector Y and the scalar W is
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The explicit forms of X, Y and W change from diagram to diagram of Fig. 3.5. We
have systematically computed the 25 different contributions to eT

el

(

~b) using the symbolic
manipulation program Mathematica [98].
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3.4 Parameter space: {Rhs, Rp, rc, ⇢hs}
In order to prove that our model actually accounts for the onset of hollowness effect at
high energies, we scan the parameter space looking for the presence of a dip of the
inelasticity density at zero impact parameter and a monotonically decreasing scattering
amplitude, as dictated by data. In our model, essentially a linear combination of Gaus-
sian functions, both eT

el

(s, b) and G
in

(s, b) have extrema at b=0 by construction (the first
derivative vanishes). Therefore, the growing/decreasing behavior of these two functions
is governed by the sign of the second derivative at b = 0. Consequently, we impose the
following conditions:

d

2 eT
el

(s, b)

d

2b

�����
b=0

< 0, (3.43)

d

2G
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(s, b)

d

2b

����
b=0

> 0 . (3.44)

We shall refer to the region of parameter space that fulfills the two above conditions as
hollowness region.

A first, important result is that it is not possible to obtain a growing behaviour of
G

in

(s, b) at zero impact parameter in the absence of non-trivial correlations, i.e for µ!1
in Eq. (3.32) or, equivalently for zero correlation distances r

c

= 0, as long as ⇢
hs

= 0. In
turn, for non-zero values of the correlation length r

c

<R, we find a wide region of the para-
meter space compatible with the hollowness effect. In Fig. 3.7 we show the hollowness
region –represented as a grey area in the plots– in the (R

p

, R
hs

)-plane for r
c

=0.3 (top),
0.4 (middle) and 0.5 fm (bottom), where we have defined R2

p

⌘ R2

+ R2

hs

, the effective
proton radius resulting from the convolution of the hot spots distribution with their own
density distribution. Results in all plots were obtained with 0.05<⇢

hs

<0.15. We observe
that the hollowness region enlarges with increasing correlation distance r

c

.
In order to ensure the compatibility of our results with other global features of exper-

imental data, we now explore the phase space region of our model that is compatible
with the measured values of �

tot

and ⇢ at LHC and ISR energies as given by Eqs. (3.16).
Upon imposing these further phenomenological restrictions we see how the phase space
region phenomenologically compatible with ISR data falls outside the hollowness area. In
turn, the subspace compatible with LHC data at 7 TeV fully overlaps with it, both results
in perfect agreement with empiric observations. These phenomenologically allowed re-
gions are represented in Fig. 3.7 as blue (ISR) and red (LHC) solid areas. It is also shown
the subspace of parameter space –represented as a green area in the plots– compatible
with the COMPETE predictions �

tot

= 111.5 ± 10 mb and ⇢ = 0.14

+0.01

�0.08

for collision en-
ergy 13 TeV which, same as for 7 TeV, is fully contained within the hollowness region.
We hence predict that the hollowness effect should also be observed for the collision en-
ergy of the Run II at the LHC, 13 TeV, provided the COMPETE predictions hold. We have
also tested that there is no hollowness region compatible with the phenomenological con-
straints when the number of hot spots, N

hs

, is 2. We then infer that the minimum number
of hot spots to describe the onset of the hollowness effect, within our model, is N

hs

= 3.
Possibly, setting N

hs

� 4 our conclusions would also hold.
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Regarding the relevant geometric scales for fixed R
p

and r
c

, the hollowness effect
kicks in at some finite value of the hot spot radius R

hs

. For instance, fixing R
p

to the
value of the measured proton charge radius R

p

⇡ 0.88 fm the hollowness region starts at
R

hs

� 0.34 and 0.24 fm for r
c

= 0.3 and 0.5 fm respectively. These results are in perfect
agreement with the chosen hot spot radius discussed in Sec. 3.3.1. We hence conclude
that the main dynamical process underlying the onset of the hollowness effect is the
transverse diffusion or growth of the hot spots with increasing collision energy, which is
the main result of this analysis. Further, the measured growth of the total proton-proton
cross section can be simultaneously accounted for by the same mechanism.

R
hs

[fm] R
p

[fm] r
c

[fm] ⇢
hs

ISR 0.21 0.74 0.3 0.14
LHC 0.27 0.94 0.5 0.15

Table 3.3: Parameters of the G
in

results presented in Fig. 3.8 for ISR and LHC energies.

For completeness, we show in Fig. 3.8 a comparison between the resulting G
in

of
our model for representative values of the parameters of Fig. 3.7 given in Table 3.3 and
the inelasticity profiles extracted from data as described above. The small-b part, the
essential region where the hollowness effect take place, is correctly described within our
framework in all cases. For large impact parameters the tails of the distributions extracted
from our model start to deviate from the data-driven profile of G

in

. The main reason is the
relatively simplicity of the model. The possibility of improving the description of the data
by introducing a genuinely soft contribution is explored in the next section.

3.5 Model vs. d�
el

/dt data

After successfully describing the onset of the hollowness effect it would be desirable to
obtain a quantitatively precise description of experimental data on d�

el

/dt. Clearly, data
on the differential elastic cross section at ISR and LHC energies exhibit a high degree of
structure that requieres a similar degree of complexity in any phenomenological model.
Indeed, we have tried to perform fits to data on d�

el

/dt within our model and with its four
free parameters {R

hs

, R
p

, r
c

, ⇢
hs

} constrained to also reproduce the experimental values
of �

tot

and ⇢. Notice that, with these additional constraints, our model has essentially only
two degrees of freedom, which turns out to be insufficient to reproduce the highly precise
and structured experimental data. Further, the functional form for the hot-spot distribution
functions and their scattering amplitude are chosen to be just Gaussian functions in order
to facilitate the exact analytical computation of the Glauber series. This approach allows
us to establish a general framework that could, and should, be systematically improved in
order to provide a good quantitative description of all available data. In the case of LHC,
Fig. 3.9 shows the fit to the differential elastic cross section using our original model. A
similar quality fit is found in the ISR case. The parameters are displayed in Table 3.4.
According to the �2/d.o.f ⇠O(10), the quality of the fits is manifestly poor. However, the
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Figure 3.9: Fit to the differential elastic cross section using the parametrization of T
el

(t)
given by our model.

R
hs

[fm] R
p

[fm] r
c

[fm] ⇢
hs

LHC 0.25 0.99 0.57 0.24

Table 3.4: LHC parameters extracted from the fit with T
el

(s, t) as computed in our model.
The value of ⇢ is slightly overshot (0.19 vs 0.15).

bulk features of data, namely the slope of the diffraction cone, the position of the minimum
and the approximate power-law behaviour at high-|t|, are correctly grasped within our very
simple model. This result is suggestive that, as we discuss hereafter, a good quantitative
description of the data could be attained in case our model was extended and refined.

Arguably, the simplest extension of our model is to allow the scattering amplitude to
receive an additional contribution, to which we refer as soft as opposed to the supposed
hard dynamical origin of the hot spot. This new component allows us to adjust the fine
detail of the high-|t| behaviour of the scattering amplitude and to obtain a good description
of experimental data. Simultaneously, as we argue below, the onset of the hollowness
effect is explained in the same terms as in our original model. The scattering amplitude
in the extended model now reads:

T
el

= T
g

+ T
soft

, (3.45)

where T
g

stands for the scattering amplitude resulting from the Glauber series Eqs. (3.27-
3.32) and T

soft

is the new component parametrised in the following way:

ImT
soft

= A
1

exp(�B
1

t) (3.46)
ReT

soft

= C
1

exp(�D
1

t) (3.47)
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R
hs

[fm] R
p

[fm] r
c

[fm] ⇢
hs

A
1

[fm2] B
1

[fm2]
ISR 0.08±0.02 0.82±0.12 0.60±0.05 0.14±0.02 0.87±0.07 0.38±0.09

LHC 0.26±0.03 0.9±0.08 0.33±0.02 0.17±0.03 1.52±0.8 0.65±0.3

C
1

[fm2] D
1

[fm2]
0.02±0.1 0.10±0.04

0.06±0.18 0.07±0.02

Table 3.5: ISR and LHC parameters extracted from the fit with T
el

=T
g

+ T
soft

.

or, equivalently, in impact parameter space

Im

eT
soft

=

A
1

4⇡B
1

exp(�b2/4B
1

) (3.48)

Re

eT
soft

=

C
1

4⇡D
1

exp(�b2/4D
1

). (3.49)

Adding this new contribution our model have 8 free parameters (R
hs

, R
p

, r
c

, ⇢
hs

, A
1

, B
1

,
C
1

and D
1

) constrained to also reproduce the experimental values of �
tot

and ⇢ resulting
in 6 degrees of freedom. We have performed global fits to d�

el

/dt, finding that a good de-
scription of the data is possible, as shown in Fig. 3.10. The fit parameters are presented
in Table 3.5. Two important comments are in order:

• First and foremost, the presence of an additional component is needed to attain a
good quantitative accurate description of the data at all values of exchanged mo-
mentum t but does not change the main conclusions presented in the previous
section on the emergence of the hollowness effect. We have checked that the res-
ulting scattering amplitude from all successful fits yields the presence (absence) of
hollowness at LHC (ISR) energies. Further, all successful fits yield a non-zero cor-
relation length between hot spots and systematically larger values of the hot spot
radius at LHC than at ISR energies. We have not performed a systematic study of
the parameter space yielding good fits to data and simultaneously resulting in the
onset of hollowness at LHC energies (and its absence at ISR). This would result
in a parametric plot analogous to that of Fig. 3.7. Rather, as explained above, we
have sampled the parameter space represented in Fig. 3.7 and checked that all the
good fits to data obtained within the extended model fall within the right hollowness
region of parameter space.

• In the fits, the contribution of the new soft component to the total cross section at
ISR and LHC energies is constrained to be less than a 40% and 25% respectively.
The relative contribution of the soft term to the total cross section decreases from
the ISR to the LHC, thus confirming that the transverse diffusion of the hot spot
domains is the main mechanism for the growth of the cross sections with increasing
energy.
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Figure 3.10: Fit to the differential elastic cross section with the T
g

+ T
soft

parametrization
for the two energies considered in this work. Left: ISR at

p
s = 62.5 GeV. Right: LHC atp

s=7 TeV.

The fits to data including a soft component presented above successfully fulfill all the
required conditions for the model to be phenomenologically consistent. First, they provide
a good quantitative description of the data. Further, the parameters yielded from the best
fits to data fall in the correct region of parameter space: no-hollowness for ISR energies
and hollowness for the LHC.

3.6 Proton transverse structure as a byproduct of the hollow-
ness effect

Regarding the transverse structure of the proton in terms of gluonic hot spots, describing
the onset of the hollowness effect sets stringent constraints on its properties. In a nutshell,

• The number of gluonic hot spots must be at least 3.

• Short-range repulsive correlations between the proton constituents are vital.

• Although we do not provide a dynamical description, the hot spot radius grows with
increasing collision energy.

These effects may have observable consequences in other sets of experimental data
on proton collisions. Arguably, they could impact significantly the interpretation of data
specially sensitive to the initial collision geometry, like the correlation and flow analyses
of proton-proton collisions and the possible production of small drops of Quark Gluon
Plasma in such collisions, a highly debated topic nowadays. This is the subject of the
following chapters.
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4
The quest for the quark-gluon plasma

The natural continuation of the work presented in previous chapters is to explore further
consequences of subnucleonic spatial correlations on the properties of the initial state in
p+p collisions. As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, there are several areas of
high-energy physics, where the proton structure plays a decisive role. A convenient play-
ground to test the implications of a correlated description of the subnucleonic degrees of
freedom of the proton are the initial state properties of high energy proton-proton inter-
actions in the context of quark-gluon plasma (QGP) physics. This new state of matter,
to be described below, is expected to be created in extreme conditions when reaching
very high temperatures and/or densities. In nature, the early universe and the interior of
neutron stars are considered plausible scenarios for the QGP to be formed. Reproducing
these conditions in a controlled way is the main goal of high-energy heavy ion collisions
(A+A). In this context, the recent analyses of some of the considered golden probes for
QGP formation in small collision systems at the LHC (p+p and p+A), thought of as the
baseline for heavy ion collisions, have revealed striking similarities to the A+A case. The
possibility that QGP droplets are being produced in small collision systems has initiated
a lively debate both from a theoretical and an experimental point of view.

In this chapter, a general overview on selected aspects of QGP physics is presented
to set the stage. First, the current theoretical paradigm that has been confronted with ex-
perimental data on ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions is described. Then, the signatures
of QGP formation are explored in terms of measurable quantities and their interpretation
in small collision systems.

4.1 The QCD phase diagram

Up to now we have considered the fundamental degrees of freedom of QCD, quarks and
gluons, to be bound inside hadrons. However, another salient feature of QCD, namely

59
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asymptotic freedom, tells us that the coupling constant is ↵
s

(Q2

) ⌧ 1 whenever the dis-
tance between partons is small or as the exchanged momentum increases. The former
situation can be achieved by enlarging the density of the hadronic system i.e. by com-
pressing it, while the latter requires heating the system. Therefore, at sufficiently high
densities and/or temperatures the interaction among partons that keeps them confined
is weak enough so that they become free [99]. This phase of strongly-interacting matter
in which hadron constituents are deconfined and can roam quasi-freely is dubbed the
quark-gluon plasma.

We have identified the temperature and the density as the relevant variables that
make strongly interacting matter show up in distinct phases. In the case of water it is
common to represent its different states as a function of the pressure and the temperat-
ure. Therefore, analogously to the diagram of water, in Fig. 4.1 we show a sketch ot the
QCD phase diagram. As discussed above, the different phases are expressed in terms of
the temperature of the system T and a proxy for the density, namely the baryon-chemical
potential µ

B

. The definition of this quantity is the following. The density of baryons, n
B

,
in the center of the nucleus at T = 0 has been measured to be very similar in all nuclei
n
B

= 0.16 fm�3. These baryons inside stable nuclear matter are bound by �8 MeV and
therefore, the energy per baryon is ✏/n

B

= m
N

� 8 ⇠ 931 MeV where m
N

⇠ 939 MeV
is the rest mass of the nucleon. In general, the basic thermodynamic variables (energy,
entropy and number densities and pressure) are related through ✏=Ts+µn�p. Consider-
ing a stable nucleus we set the pressure to zero and thus the baryon-chemical potential
µ
B

at T = 0 is identical to the energy per baryon in the ground state. Therefore, in the
(T, µ

B

)-QCD phase diagram the ground state of nuclear matter sits at (0, 931) MeV. In
other words µ

B

B is a measure of how the energy of the system increases as one adds
another baryon to it. At non-zero temperature, if µ

B

=0 the number of baryons and antiba-
ryons is identical while increasing it leads to a baryon dominated system. In the following
discussion of Fig. 4.1 we are going to distinguish two different scenarios: the µ

B

⇠0/finite
temperature case and a baryon dominated scenario. A detailed description of the QCD
phase diagram can be found in [100]. The experimental facilities exploring the different
regions of the uncharted (T, µ

B

) territory will be presented in the next section.

4.1.1 Finite temperature

Nowadays, our universe is baryon dominated. Antibaryons are created in the laboratory
or in cosmic ray cascades. This has not always been the case. After the Big Bang and
below the electroweak scale (T < 100 GeV) the early universe was a relativistic gas of
Standard Model particles with the same amount of quarks and antiquarks i.e. µ

B

= 0.
Given the high temperatures and energy densities, the QCD degrees of freedom formed
a quark-gluon plasma. Then, the accelerated expansion made the system cool down and
our universe experienced a phase transition from the QGP to hadronic matter in its first
microseconds of existence. Note that if the number of baryons and antibaryons would
have been exactly the same they would have annihilated each other and only photons
would exist. Understanding the mechanism that generated the small excess of matter
over antimatter is one of the main open issues of the Standard Model.
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It is the goal of modern experiments to reproduce under controlled conditions the
high temperatures of the early universe and access the QGP phase. For this purpose,
heavy-ion collision at ultra-relativistic energies are performed. In these collisions, the
baryo-chemical potential is close to zero. This is so because the nuclei travelling close
to the speed of light deposit energy in the reaction centre (y ⇠ 0) and then pass through
each other. This deposited energy is converted, due to baryon number conservation, in
an equal amount of baryons and antibaryons. As will be discussed below large µ

B

can
be achieved by reducing the beam energy.

From a theoretical point of view, the partition function contains all the information
about the thermodynamic properties of the system. In the grand canonical ensemble,
using the same notation as in Eq. (2.43), it reads

Z(T, V, µ) =

Z
[Dq][Dq]DAei

R
d

4

xL
QCD

+µN (4.1)

where µ is the quark chemical potential and N ⌘ q�
0

q [100] is the number density oper-
ator associated with the quark number conservation. We can talk indistinctly about quark
chemical potential or µ

B

as they are related by a scaling factor given by the number of
quarks. By performing elementary algebraic operations with the grand partition function
one obtain all thermodynamic quantities such as the pressure p, the energy density ✏ or
the equation of state p(✏, µ

B

) (EoS). Then, phase transitions are determined by studying
discontinuities of the derivatives of the pressure at a given (T, µ). For example, a first
order phase transition, like water turns into vapor, implies discontinuities in

@p

@T

���
µ

,
@p

@µ

���
T

(4.2)

while the pressure is continuous at the point (T, µ). In general, a n-th order phase trans-
ition is described by the discontinuity of @np, while p and its n � 1-derivatives are con-
tinuous. Instead, a cross over transition, like butter melts in a pan, occurs when thermo-
dynamic properties change rapidly in a narrow range of (T, µ) while the pressure and its
derivatives remain continous. A full analytical solution for Eq. (4.1) would allow to draw
firm conclusions on the QCD phase diagram but, once more, non-perturbative effects
hamper the task. However, the QCD partition function can be computed in lattice QCD
(see Section 2.2.4) at µ

B

=0. At finite baryon densities the fermionic part of the Euclidean
action induces an oscillatory behavior in the integral of Z that invalidates the usual Monte
Carlo sampling. To circumvent the so-called sign problem is one of the actual challenges
of the lattice QCD community [101, 102]. Nevertheless, when µ

B

= 0 lattice QCD has
demonstrated a smooth cross-over transition from hadronic degrees of freedom to the
QGP phase as it is displayed in Fig. 4.2. We see how energy and entropy densities
grow very fast in the region around the cross-over temperature that has been determ-
ined to be in the range T

c

= 154 ± 9 MeV or, equivalently, at a critical energy density of
✏=0.34±0.16 GeV/fm�3 [103]. This can also be interpreted as an explosion in the number
of degrees of freedom of the system, when moving from a hadron gas to the QGP phase.
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of the QCD phase diagram.
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perature. The vertical band marks the crossover region. Figure extracted from [104].
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extracted from [105]. This plot shows the agreement between the results obtained by the
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4.1.2 Finite density

High energy heavy-ion collisions (O(100�1000) GeV) and lattice QCD are the tools to ac-
cess the high temperature and low density regime of the phase diagram. Three scenarios
have been proposed to explore the high density regime from low to high temperatures.

First, our universe provides a cosmic laboratory where the high density and low tem-
perature phase is expected to play a key role: the interior of neutron stars. The core of
these compact stellar objects, formed as a byproduct in supernovae collapse, may reach
ten times nuclear matter ground state densities with T .1 MeV. Then, neutron stars lie on
the baryo-chemical potential axis in Fig. 4.1. Therefore, measuring neutron stars prop-
erties such as their masses and/or radii may provide insights of cold dense QCD matter
[106].

To access the moderate temperature regime (T ⇠ 100 MeV) at finite densities (2 .
⇢/⇢

0

. 6), low beam energies (O(1�10) GeV) and high interaction rates (luminosity) are
required. In this case, the collision occurs at the interaction scale of the nucleons i.e. the
partons are not resolved. A phenomenon called baryon stopping kicks in at these low
energies. It is defined as the shift of an incoming baryon rapidity towards |y| ⇠ 0. The
baryons of the colliding nuclei are stopped i.e. they do not leave the interaction region
immediately but become part of the medium. Thus, the medium produced in low energy
collisions has a larger net baryo-chemical potential due to the contribution of the stopped
nucleons.

Finally, it has been argued that similar conditions to the ones in heavy-ion collisions
at low beam energies are reached in an alternative scenario. This is the early time of
neutron star mergers where both the temperature (T ⇡ 100 MeV) and the density (⇢ ⇡
3⇢

0

) are high [107]. Interestingly, it has been explicitly shown how the equation of state
of nuclear matter in the high (T, µ

B

)-zone can be constrained by analyzing the post-
merger gravitational waves frequency spectra [108]. Consequently, the recent discovery
by the LIGO Collaboration of this type of gravitational waves [109] may shed light on
the structure of the equation of state of nuclear matter. To conclude, two drastically
different experimental setups, heavy ion collisions at low beam energies and neutron star
mergers share the necessity of an equation of state. This fact suggests potential sinergies
between nuclear theory and cosmology communities.

Theoretically, at low T and high baryo-chemical potential several QCD calculations
predict a first-order phase transition [110]. The end of this line would mark the position of
a critical point. In the viccinity of a critical point large thermodynamic fluctuations, espe-
cially fluctuations of conserved quantities (baryon number, electric charge and strange-
ness) are expected. These critical fluctuations may show up into multiplicity spectra.
Therefore, a suggested experimental way to prove this critical behavior is to measure
event-by-event fluctuations and higher-order moments of the multiplicity distribution of
baryons, charged particles and strange hadrons [111]. Definite conclusions on the exist-
ence of the critical point or the first order phase transition have not been drawn yet.
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4.2 Heavy-ion experimental facilities

Awaiting for a robust extension of lattice QCD methods to the finite density regime, had-
ron colliders provide a unique opportunity to gain insight on the QCD phase diagram. It
would be desirable to know the reaction trajectories of each of the experimental facilities
in the (T, µ

B

)-plane. However, this cannot be done in a model-independent way. This
is so because the equation of state is needed to translate energy densities and particle
numbers to (T, µ

B

) values. Given certain experimental conditions, in terms of the collision
energy and the atomic number of projectile and target, one may end up in totally differ-
ent regions of the phase diagram just by changing the EoS. Therefore, in the vanishing
baryon-chemical potential region, where lattice QCD is applicable, the (T, µ

B

)-(✏, n
B

) cor-
respondence is well established while in the µ

B

>0 regime we rely on educated guesses
such as Taylor expansions of the QCD action in powers of µ

B

/T [101] or effective field
theories [112].

This section does not pretend to be an extended historical review of all experimental
facilities of the field. We are going to focus on two on-going and two upcoming accelerat-
ors given their relevance for this thesis and, in general, for QGP physics. The four of them
scan distinct regions of the phase diagram and are, therefore, complementary. Moreover,
some of the highlights of their experimental programs will be recasted in Sec. 4.4.

4.2.1 Large Hadron Collider

The physics program of the world’s largest and most powerful collider, i.e. the LHC, does
not only consist in searching for new particles and performing precision measurements
of the Standard Model, but includes studies of the quark-gluon plasma. Besides ALICE,
a dedicated heavy-ion experiment, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb have joined the quest for the
QGP. The available collision systems and the centre of mass (

p
s) or per nucleon pair

(ps
NN

) energies are summarized in Fig. 4.3. Note that the difference in the maximum
energies reached in the proton beam with respect to the nuclear one is due to the charge-
to-mass ratio Z/A. In short, neutrons inside the nucleus act like a burden for acceleration
purposes. Recently, a Xenon run was performed during 8 hours in order to test the
sensitivity of heavy-ion observables to the geometry of the collision. The corresponding
results have not been released yet.

The main distinctive feature of the LHC is its capability of performing three different
types of collisions namely p+p, p+A and A+A (ordered by increasing degree of complex-
ity), at the same effective energy. This allows to break the very complicated puzzle of
heavy-ion collisions into simpler pieces i.e. disentangle effects that have nothing to do
with the QGP formation. In this way, the proton run is used to characterize the element-
ary collisions involved in bigger systems. Analogously, proton-nucleus collisions allow to
study the influence of the nuclear wave function, the so-called cold nuclear matter effects.
Once both collision systems (p+p and p+A) are under control they are used as a bench-
mark for the heavy ion run in which final-state effects are related to the QGP medium.
This neat and logical procedure is based on the assumption that a hot and dense medium
is solely formed in the A+A case. This long-established hypothesis has been spoiled by
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unanticipated observations as will be discussed in Sec. 4.5.
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Figure 4.3: Compilation of collisions systems and energies investigated at the LHC. (Pb,
Xe) stands for isotopes with atomic numbers (208Pb,154Xe).

4.2.2 Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider

The RHIC in Brookhaven National Laboratory (USA) started running in 2000 becom-
ing the pioneering machine in the experimental study of heavy ions at high energies with
Au+Au collisions at p

s
NN

=200 GeV. RHIC, in analogy with the LHC, hosts 4 experiments:
STAR, PHENIX, PHOBOS and BRAHMS. Nowadays, only the PHENIX and STAR detect-
ors are still active and taking data. The different collision systems and energies available
at RHIC are displayed in Fig. 4.4. The most remarkable design characteristic of this facility
is the flexibility of the machine that is capable of colliding a wide range of nuclear spe-
cies at multiple energies. Precisely this versatility lead to the Beam Energy Scan (BES)
program whose primary purpose is two-fold. First, pinpoint the location of the critical en-
dpoint and cross the first order phase transition, if it does exist. Second, measure how
the QGP signatures turn off, when the energy of the collision decreases below the critical
energy density. During 3 years of data taking (2010, 2011 and 2014), deuteron, gold,
copper and uranium nuclei were collided at 7 different energies 7.7 <

p
s
NN

< 62.4 GeV
(see Fig. 4.4). A second run of the BES, BES-II, is planned to run in 2019-2020 withp

s
NN

< 20 GeV in order to collect more statistics given the importance of measuring
event-by-event fluctuations of conserved charges for the discovery of the QCD critical
point.

RHIC is not only a heavy ion facility but also the most powerful source of polarized
proton beams up to date achieving

p
s=500 GeV. This mode is being used to explore the

spin structure of the nucleon in the spirit of Chapter 2.
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Figure 4.4: Compilation of collisions systems and energies investigated at the RHIC.
(He,Al,Cu,Au,U) stands for isotopes with atomic numbers (3He, 27Al, 63Cu, 197Au, 238U).
p" indicates a polarized proton.

4.2.3 Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research

To explore the high-density regime of the QCD phase diagram, the FAIR experiment
is currently under construction at the Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung (GSI) in
Darmstadt, Germany. FAIR is a multi-purpose facility that will cover not only heavy-ion
research but also atomic physics, nuclear structure relevant for astrophysics and proton-
antiproton collisions. Heavy ion physics at FAIR counts with a fixed target detector, the
Compressed Baryonic Matter experiment (CBM) [113]. The goal of the CBM research
program is to explore the QCD phase diagram in the region of 800>µ

B

>500 MeV using
nucleus-nucleus collisions within an energy interval of 2.7<

p
s
NN

<4.2 GeV. Then, CBM
will look for the critical point at even higher densities and smaller collision energies than
the Beam Energy Scan program at RHIC. Another particular feature is the interaction
rate achieved at CBM that will be at least 2 and up to 5 orders of magnitude larger than in
existing and planned low energy heavy ion experiments such as NA61/SHINE at CERN-
SPS. This fact enhances the discovery potential of this experiment with respect to others
exploring the same region of the phase space.

4.2.4 Electron Ion Collider

The US-EIC will be the world’s first e+A collider and will also pioneer the scattering of
polarized electrons off polarized protons. There are two laboratories developing plans
to host the EIC with the premise of recycling the existing infrastructures: Brookhaven
National Laboratory (eRHIC) and Jefferson Lab (MEIC). The machine aims at achieving
energies in the range 20<

p
s<175 GeV for e+p collisions and 40<

p
s
NN

<90 GeV in the
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e+A case. The beams will consist of diverse species from protons to a Uranium nucleus.
Further it can polarize not only electrons and protons but also small nuclei such as d and
3He [25].

The scientific case is based on three main pillars. First, the EIC is a tomographic
machine in the e+p mode that offers the opportunity to characterize the structure of the
proton in a unprecedented way in terms of TMDs and GPDs as has been presented in
Sec 2.2. Turning to the e+A case, the heavy ion community has being facing for a long
time the scarceness of data on nuclear parton distribution functions (nPDFs) obtained by
the measurements in low-energy fixed-target experiments. This fact translates into large
uncertainties that disable a precise study of cold nuclear matter effects needed to prop-
erly describe p+A collisions. In [114], it was shown how a significant reduction of these
uncertainties could be achieved after including the pseudo data on EIC measurements on
the corresponding fits. The third physics prospect of the proposed Electron Ion Collider
is to scrutinize the saturation regime by exploring the small-x part of the wave function of
nuclei down to x⇠10

�5. A region, up to now, truly terra incognita.
The European counterpart to the US-EIC, the Large Hadron electron Collider (LHeC),

is proposed to be based at CERN [115]. By adding an electron linear accelerator close
to the existing LHC tunnel, it would be the only TeV-scale lepton-hadron/nucleus collider
ever built reaching a factor of 20 higher centre of mass energy than HERA (ps

NN

⇡
0.81�1.3 TeV). In addition, the electron beam could be polarized. The scientific case of
this program would benefit both the particle physics and the heavy ion communities. First,
the e+p run will extend the kinematic coverage down to very small longitudinal momentum
fraction x⇠10

�7 and therefore provide a sound reduction on the uncertainties of PDFs, a
crucial element for Beyond the Standard Model searches. In the case of e+A collisions,
it would complement the EIC program in the high-energy regime.

4.3 The standard model for heavy ion collisions

Over the last decade, a well-established paradigm on how to describe the 20 fm/c of a
heavy ion collision at high energies (RHIC, LHC) has been accepted by the community.
The stages of a heavy ion collision are sketched in Fig. 4.5. Contrary to the QCD phase
diagram cartoon, the displayed space-time evolution is theoretically motivated. The dy-
namical description of such a complex process is highly interdisciplinary and it requires
the use of diverse theoretical tools: from a CGC picture of the colliding nuclei to the use
of kinetic theory in the final stages. The standard model for heavy ion collisions consists
of the following components:

• Prior to the collision, the wave function of the colliding nuclei is dominated by small-
x gluons. Therefore, they shall be described as sheets of color glass.

• At t = 0 the nuclei meet each other and the interactions start occuring. Then, at
t = 0

+ the gluons of the colliding nuclei are liberated and form a highly-dense and
coherent state out of thermal equilibrium, the so-called glasma.
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• The large number of interactions between the produced partons lead to a redistri-
bution of energy and momentum that drives the system towards local thermal equi-
librium. According to experimental data this process happens in ⇠1 fm/c. How the
system thermalizes so rapidly is one of the remaining not fully answered questions
of the field.

• This partonic thermal state is nothing but the quark-gluon plasma. In this stage of
the evolution, the mean free path is much more smaller than the size of the system
and a fluid description is justified. Thus, the energy momentum tensor computed
within the CGC serves as an initial condition for the subsequent relativistic hydro-
dynamic evolution of the fireball. The matching procedure between both formalisms
comes, as expected, fraught with subtleties.

• Due to the expansion, the temperature of the system will eventually (t ⇠ 10 fm/c)
drop below T

c

=150÷170 MeV. At this point, bf hadronization kicks in and the equa-
tion of state has to be modified from partonic to hadronic degrees of freedom. Then,
the system can be described as a hot hadron gas. During this 10 fm/c thermalization
dynamics has to outrun the expansion.

• Once in the hadronic phase, the fluid description gradually breaks down. The trans-
ition from macroscopic variables (components of the energy momentum-tensor) to
a microscopic description in terms of particles (4-momenta) is called particlization.
The switching criterion is not unique in the literature and varies from a constant
temperature of the order of T

c

to a critical energy density.

• The lower temperature description of the fireball relies on kinetic theory i.e. the
relevant variable is the particle distribution function f(x, p). Hadrons rescatter until
the system become so dilute that they do not undergo more interactions i.e. they
freeze out at t⇠ 20 fm/c. After the kinetic freeze out, the hadrons free stream until
they reach the detector.
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Figure 4.5: The standard model for heavy ion collisions.

More details on each of the stages of high energy heavy ion collisions are presented
below.
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4.3.1 Initial state and the glasma

Highly energetic nuclei afford an ab-initio description of their structure in terms of the
Color Glas Condensate theory (see Sec. 2.3). The large-x degrees of freedom of the two
colliding nuclei generate an external current [47]:

Jµ

= �µ+�(x�
)⇢

1

(x?) + �µ��(x+

)⇢
2

(x?) (4.3)

where ⇢
(1,2)

are the color charge densities of projectile and target. This current acts as an
external non-dynamical source for the small-x gluon fields via classical Yang-Mills equa-
tions [D

⌫

, F ⌫µ

] = J⌫ . At leading order, observables depend on the solution Aµ

a

that is
non-linear to all orders in both ⇢

1

and ⇢
2

and can be expressed in terms of the asso-
ciated chromo-electric and chromo-magnetic fields, (E

a

,B
a

). For example, the energy-
momentum tensor reads [116]

Tµ⌫

=

1

4

gµ⌫F ��F
��

� Fµ�F ⌫

�

(4.4)

Prior to the collision (t<0), when Eq. (2.55) is rewritten in the light-cone gauge (A+

=0)
one obtains the following solution for the gauge field [117]

A±
= 0

Ai

(A,B)

(x?) =

i

g
U
(A,B)

(x?)@
i

U†
(A,B)

(x?) (4.5)

where A refers to the projectile and B to the target. Therefore, the corresponding vectors
(E

a

,B
a

) have only transverse components i=1, 2 with respect to the z-axis.
The next step is to compute the gauge field A

µ

immediately after the two nuclei hit
each other i.e. at time t = 0. In an Abelian situation, A

µ

would be simply the sum of the
incoming transverse fields of each of the nuclei. However, the intrinsic non-linearities of
Yang-Mills equations introduce additional terms. As we have discussed, the two incoming
nuclei satisfy, respectively, the conditions A�

(x�
=0)=0 and A+

(x+

=0)=0. The Fock-
Schwinger gauge A⌧

= (x+A�
+ x�A+

)/⌧ = 0 (see Appendix B) smoothly interpolates
between the light-cone gauge conditions of the incoming nuclei. In this gauge, the solu-
tion to the classical Yang-Mills equations of motion at t=0 in terms of the gauge fields of
the colliding nuclei reads [118]

Ai

= Ai

A

+ Ai

B

A⌘

=

ig

2

[Ai

A

, Ai

B

] (4.6)

This solution has a very rich structure. As anticipated, in addition to the intrinsic trans-
verse fields of the colliding color sheets, there is also a longitudinal component of the
gauge field A⌘ which extends along the collision axis. At t = 0, it can be related to the
longitudinal component of the chromoelectric field like A⌘

= �E
⌘

/2. This fact suggests
a picture in terms of color flux tubes with the endpoints on each of the nuclei and a typ-
ical transverse extension radius of 1/Q

s

. Therefore, at the initial time of a high energy
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nuclear collision the only nonzero components of Fµ⌫ are the longitudinal chromoelec-
tric and chromomagnetic fields. Then, the structure of the energy-momentum tensor is
Tµ⌫

CGC

=diag(✏, ✏, ✏, �✏) where the energy density can be computed as [119]

✏(t = 0) =

1

2

Tr(F
ij

F
ij

) + 4Tr(A⌘

)

2 (4.7)

The shape of Tµ⌫ in the CGC is comparable to that of a system with an anisotropy in the
longitudinal direction i.e Tµ⌫

CGC

= diag(✏, p
T

, p
T

, p
L

) with the transverse and longitudinal
pressures given by (p

T

= ✏, p
L

= �✏). At t = 0, the Glasma is a highly anisotropic state
i.e. the ratio p

L

/p
T

is not close to one. A natural question is, if the time-evolution of the
energy-momentum tensor may lead to isotropization and justify the matching with a fluid
description.

To compute the evolution of the system at later times, one has to solve the classical
equations of motion with Eq. (4.6) as initial conditions. So far, the analytic solution is not
known so it has to be computed either numerically or within certain approximations. Note
that with increasing time the system expands and becomes dilute in a such a way that
the description in terms of gluonic fields breaks down. An estimate of the instant up to
which the dynamics can be described in terms of the CGC is t ⇠ 1/Q

s

⇠ 0.2÷0.3 fm/c.
This estimate arises from the uncertainty principle: the small-x gluons have predomin-
antly k? ⇠ Q

s

and, consequently, will be released by the collision after �t ⇠ 1/Q
s

. Up
to t ⇠ 1/Q

s

, the numerical solution of classical Yang-Mills (also at NLO [120]), assum-
ing a McLerran-Venugopalan distribution for the color charge densities (see Eq. (2.59),
shows that the longitudinal pressure remains at all times much smaller than the trans-
verse one [121]. This leads to an unsatisfactory matching between the CGC description
and hydrodynamics at t⇠1/Q

s

[122].
To bypass this fundamental problem several solutions have been proposed. The

bottom-up thermalization scenario [123] has shown promising results [124, 125]. In gen-
eral terms, the idea is to introduce an intermediate step between the CGC and hydro-
dynamics. The natural choice is to describe the system from t ⇠ 1/Q

s

up to t
hydro

in
kinetic theory. Switching from fields to particles at t⇠ 1/Q

s

is justified as the occupancy
numbers are no longer non-perturbative. The input for the effective kinetic theory is the
gluon spectrum dN

g

/dyd2k?, that is a function of Aµ in the CGC. Then, when the sys-
tem is sufficiently close to thermal equilibrium, kinetic theory and hydrodynamics provide
equivalent descriptions and a smooth matching between them can be performed. Expli-
cit results of two implementations of this scenario are shown in Fig. 4.6. An orthogonal
solution to the early thermalization puzzle was proposed in the context of the AdS/CFT
correspondance: viscous hydrodynamics may be applicable, even when the pressures
are anisotropic i.e. for times as early as t ⇠ 0.25 fm [126, 127]. As a disclaimer, it is
important to keep in mind that N =4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills is a toy model for QCD
and henceforth, this result should be considered a valuable insight but not a dynamical
solution to the problem of thermalization.

Up to this point we have presented a completely model-independent description of
the initial state of high-energy nuclear collisions within the Color Glass Condensate ef-
fective theory of QCD. Note that we have omitted so far the energy dependence of the
distribution of color charge densities. To extrapolate, in a consistent way, results from
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Figure 4.6: Left: Different components of the energy momentum tensor as a function
of the proper time. Figure extracted from [124]. Right: Pressure evolution starting from
a CGC-inspired model evolved through kinetic theory and matched to hydrodynamics.
Figure extracted from [128].

RHIC to LHC energies a full solution of JIMWLK equations is mandatory. However, as
we have already mentioned, when including the impact parameter dependence into the
evolution equations a regulator/cut-off has to be included ad-hoc to mimic confinement
effects. Such an insufficiency of the theory implies some degree of modeling in the nuc-
lear wave functions at small-x to compare with experimental data. The main differences
amongst the diverse phenomenological CGC approaches [129, 130] stem from this char-
acterization. To provide a more detailed description on how the initial state modelling is
done, we pick IP-Glasma [131], the trendy choice given its very good agreement with a
wide range of experimental data, as an example. We stick to a heavy-ion collision where
subnucleonic degrees of freedom are not considered. For a discussion of their role see
Sec. 4.5. The main ingredients of IP-Glasma can be expressed in an algorithmic fashion
as:

• The transverse positions of the nucleons are sampled from a Woods-Saxon distri-
bution

⇢(r) = ⇢
0

1 + w(r/R)

2

1 + exp((r � R)/a)

(4.8)

where ⇢
0

is the nucleon density, R stands for the nuclear radius, a corresponds to
the skin depth and w measures the deviation from a spherical shape [132].

• The color charge squared µ
P

per unit transverse area of each nucleon is (x, b?)-
dependent and proportional to Q2

s

(x, b?). The saturation scale is obtained from the
IP-Sat model. This model describes the dipole-nucleon cross section as [133]

N (x, r, b) = 1 � exp


� ⇡r2

2N
c

↵
s

(µ2

)xg(x, µ2

)T (b)

�
(4.9)

where xg(x, µ2

) is the gluon distribution evaluated at µ2

=µ2

0

+1/r2 and T (b) is the
impact parameter profile of the proton chosen to be Gaussian. The evolution of N
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is done à la DGLAP and the parameters fitted to HERA data. Note that Eq. (4.9)
is an extension of the MV-model that incorporates small-x evolution in a completely
ad-hoc way.

• The nucleus color charge µ
A

(x, b?) is obtained by incoherently summing the indi-
vidual contributions of each nucleon.

• Once µ
A

(x, b?) is built the color charge density ⇢a(x?) is sampled adopting the
MV-model (see Eq. (2.60)).

• The color charges ⇢a(x?) are inserted in the classical Yang-Mills equation of motion
that are solved numerically using a lattice formulation. Further, an infrared regulator,
O(m) ⇠ ⇤, that imposes color neutrality at the nucleon level is inserted into the
definition of the Wilson line:

U
(A,B)

(x?) = P exp

✓
�ig

Z
dx� ⇢(x?)

r? + m2

◆
(4.10)

Given the quantum nature of the colliding objects this procedure is performed on an
event-by-event basis. It leads to an initial energy density distribution, Eq. (4.7), displayed
on the left side of Fig. 4.7 that is fed into a hydrodynamic evolution. The main feature
is the lumpy shape and high degree of granularity of ✏(x?) due to fluctuations on length
scales of O(Q�1

s

).
The saturation framework, extensively covered in this section, is not the unique ac-

cepted description of the initial state in the heavy-ion community. On the right hand side
of Fig. 4.7 the initial energy density for a heavy ion collision computed in an alternative
paradigm is shown. It relies on a Monte Carlo implementation of the Glauber Model,
discussed in Chapter 2. The methodology to extend the analytical framework in a Monte
Carlo fashion will not be covered here, but in the following chapter as it constitutes one of
the major projects of this thesis.

Figure 4.7: Initial energy density in the transverse plane obtained with IP-Glasma (left)
and MC-Glauber (right) models. Figure extracted from [131].
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4.3.2 Hydrodynamic evolution

Hydrodynamics is an effective theory that describes the dynamics of a fluid in terms of a
reduced set of macroscopic variables. The underlying microscopic description is kinetic
theory i.e. fluid dynamics follows from kinetic theory in the small mean free path limit. In
our case, the fluid under consideration is the expanding and relativistic nuclear fireball.
In this section the basic ideas of this framework that have been phenomenologically suc-
cessful are discussed. Recent developments in the field of hydrodynamical modeling are
presented. For a comprehensive review, followed in this thesis, the reader is referred to
[134].

A fluid can be characterized locally in space-time by its energy momentum tensor
Tµ⌫

(x)

1 and by the currents jµ
i

associated to i conserved charges such as baryon number
or electric charge. The equations of motion, in the relativistic case, of the considered fluid
are

@
µ

Tµ⌫

(x) = 0

@
µ

jµ
i

(x) = 0. (4.11)

These equations demand the conservation of energy, momentum and charge number.
Tµ⌫ is a symmetric tensor and has, consequently, 10 independent components. Thus,
for a system with n charges, there are 10+4n independent variables but only 4+n are
constrained by Eqs. (4.11). Therefore, fluid dynamics is, in its more general formulation,
a non-solvable systems of equations. To close the set of equations one has two ways
out: reduce the number of unknowns or include 6+3n additional equations of motion.
The latter is realized in the case of ideal fluid dynamics while the former constitutes an
elegant solution when dissipative effects are introduced in the fluid description. Before
dealing with both cases it is convenient to decompose Tµ⌫ and jµ in their most general
form allowed by symmetries:

Tµ⌫

= ✏uµu⌫ � p�µ⌫

+ qµu⌫

+ q⌫uµ

+ ⇡µ⌫

jµ
i

= n
i

uµ

+ ⌫µ (4.12)

where �µ⌫ is a projection operator orthogonal to uµ

�

µ⌫ ⌘ gµ⌫ � uµu⌫ (4.13)

and uµ is an arbitrary normalized time-like vector uµu
µ

= 1. The physical meaning of uµ

depends on the reference frame and will be discussed hereafter. As an example, the
Landau frame is defined as the coordinate system in which uµ

=(1,0). In this reference
frame, a physical interpretation of the quantities appearing in Eq. (4.12) is possible e.g ✏
is the energy density, p is the hydrostatic pressure and n

i

is the density of particles. Note
that with Eq. (4.12) we have just split the 10+4n unknowns as follows: n

i

depends on n
variables, ✏ and p are scalars and qµ(3), ⌫µ

i

(3n),⇡µ⌫(5).
On general grounds, the microscopic properties of the particles that compose the fluid

and its macroscopic description must be related. This is realized in kinetic theory. The
1Note the use of x as a spatial coordinate.
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cornerstone of kinetic theory is the one-particle phase-space distribution function f(x,p)

that is nothing else but the Wigner function (see Sec. 2.2). It measures the number of on-
shell particles in a given unit of phase space, in this case, of the fluid. Actually, omitting
the temporal dependence, Tµ⌫ and jµ can be computed as moments of f(x,p) in a local
thermal equilibrium state:

Tµ⌫

(x) ⌘
Z

d

3p

E
pµp⌫f(x,p)

jµ
i

(x) ⌘ q
i

Z
d

3p

E
pµf(x,p) (4.14)

where q
i

are charges of the individual particles and E fulfills the relativistic dispersion
relation E =

p
p

2

+ m2. Unfortunately, the functional shape of f(x,p) is only known
when the system is in local thermodynamical equilibrium, as will be used in the ideal fluid
discussion. In a non-equilibrium situation, such as a dissipative scenario, f(x,p) lacks
of a dynamical meaning in the context of Eqs. (4.14) and one has to, unavoidably, make
approximations. Finally, the one-particle phase-space distribution is not an static object
but evolves with time as dictated by the relativistic Boltzmann equation that reads in its
covariant form:

pµ@
µ

f
i

(t,x,p) = C
i

[f
i

(t,x,p)] (4.15)

where all the interactions (decays and collisions) are encoded in the collision kernel C.
The solution of this integro-differential equation in 6+1 dimensions is, in general, not
known analytically. The two more relevant cases of fluid dynamics in heavy ion collisions
are presented below.

• Ideal fluid dynamics: A fluid is said to be ideal, if it is in local thermal equilibrium.
The equilibrium phase space distribution reads

f
eq

(x,p) =

g

(2⇡)

3

1

exp((p · u � µ(x))/T (x)) ± 1

(4.16)

where g is a degeneracy factor, uµ

(x) is the average four velocity of the particles,
T is the temperature and µ refers to the chemical potential. The ± relates to the
fermionic (+) or bosonic (�) nature of the particle. To compute the macroscopic
variables one has to insert f

eq

into Eqs. (4.14). For an ideal fluid, Tµ⌫ and jµ
i

are
given by

Tµ⌫

= ✏uµu⌫ � p�µ⌫

jµ
i

= n
i

uµ (4.17)

Comparing Eqs. (4.17) with Eqs. (4.12) we observe how the assumption of local
thermal equilibrium significantly reduces the dimensionality of the problem. After
setting the dissipative corrections i.e. qµ,⇡µ⌫ and ⌫µ to zero, the system of 4+n
equations only has 5+n unknown variables left. The missing element to close the
above system is the equation of state p(✏, n

i

) that connects the so far general de-
rivation to a particular physical system. Thus, after including the EoS and choosing
a set of initial conditions the evolution of the fluid is unambiguously determined by
Eqs. (4.11).
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• Viscous fluid dynamics: The natural extension of the ideal fluid case is to in-
clude small departures of thermal equilibrium. In other words, not to set, a priori,
the dissipative/viscous terms to zero but force them to be small compared to the
equilibrium quantities. This is equivalent to write the distribution function as

f(x,p) = f
eq

(x,p) + �f(x,p) (4.18)

or, in the hydrodynamic language,

Tµ⌫

= Tµ⌫

eq

+ �Tµ⌫ , �Tµ⌫ ⌘ qµu⌫

+ q⌫uµ

+ ⇡µ⌫

jµ⌫ = jµ
eq

+ �jµ (4.19)

where Tµ⌫

eq

and jµ
eq

are given by Eqs. (4.17). The question now is how to determine
the additional 6+3n equations of motion needed to settle the evolution. We are
going to outline the two most popular methods in the framework of 2nd order fluid
dynamics.
The first idea is related to entropy production. Contrary to the ideal case in which
the entropy is conserved along the evolution, when dissipative effects are included
the entropy increases as dictated by the second law of thermodynamics. This fun-
damental bedrock is used to derive the evolution equations of the dissipative terms
as follows. An ansatz for the entropy four-current is performed [134]:

Sµ

= suµ

+ �qµ + Qµ

with Qµ

= ↵
0

⇧qµ + ↵
1

⇡µ⌫q
⌫

+ uµ

(�
0

⇧

2

+ �
1

q · q + �
2

⇡⌫�⇡
⌫�

). (4.20)

Note that Qµ contains up to second order terms in the dissipative quantities. This
fact is essential as when only first order terms are considered the solutions of the
evolution equations turn out to be unstable and acausal [135]. Therefore, in order to
ensure the principle of non-decreasing entropy one imposes @ ·S �0. This leads to a
system of equations of motion for the dissipative quantities (⇧, qµ,⇡µ⌫) in terms of 8

transport coefficients (�
0

,�
1

. . .) [136]. These coefficients, just like the EoS, depend
on the microscopic properties of the fluid. They must be obtained from experiment
or lattice QCD. The most relevant ones in phenomenological applications are the
shear (⌘) and bulk (⇣) viscosities.
The second approach relies on kinetic theory. The off-equilibrium correction can
be expanded up to second order in momentum like �f(x,p) = "

1

(x) + "
2

(x) ·
p + "

µ⌫

(x)pµp⌫ + O(p3). Therefore2, the non-equilibrium one-particle phase-space
distribution function depends on 14 independent variables (✏

1

, ✏
2

, ✏µ⌫ (symmetric),
uµ, T, µ) that can be uniquely mapped to the unknown 14 macroscopic variables
(✏,⇧, uµ, qµ,⇡µ⌫) using the kinetic definitions of Tµ⌫ and jµ as given by Eqs. (4.14).
The equations of motion are then derived from the Boltzmann equation [137]. This
is the state-of-the art in hydrodynamic simulations for heavy ion collisions.

In recent years, the necessity to go beyond relativistic viscous hydrodynamics both in
the early and final stages of the collision has been clearly established. In these phases,

2For simplicity, only one conserved charge is considered.
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the QGP fireball is highly anisotropic as one would expected given the evident asym-
metry between longitudinal and transverse directions in a relativistic heavy ion collision.
For the early stages we have already discussed the suggestion of transforming the early
non-equilibrated state into a thermalized medium via kinetic evolution of the gluon distri-
bution arising from the CGC. Alternatively, anisotropic viscous hydrodynamics has been
proposed to describe far from equilibrium systems [138, 139]. The starting point of this
framework is to allow the one-particle distribution function to be momentum anisotropic.
In a system that undergoes one-dimensional hydrodynamical expansion f(x,p) reads
[140]

f(x,p) = f
eq

 p
p2 + ⇠(x)p2

z

�(x)

!
+ �f(x,p) (4.21)

where ⇠(x) quantifies the momentum anisotropy and �(x) reduces to the temperature
in the isotropic limit, ⇠(x) ! 0. The field is currently under development and the first
phenomenological results for bulk observables of heavy ion collisions can be found in
[141].

4.3.3 Hadronic rescattering and freeze out

Sooner or later the hydrodynamic description is no longer valid in any of its formulations.
Due to the expansion, the system gets colder and dilute leading to a reduction in the
number of interactions. Therefore, maintaining local thermodynamical equilibrium be-
comes unfeasible. Formally, the validity of the fluid-dynamical limit can be quantified by
the Knudsen number Kn⌘ l

micro

/L
macro

. Hydrodynamics applies when Kn⌧1 i.e. when
a clear separation between microscopic length scales (mean free path) and macroscopic
scales (related to the gradients) exists. An estimate of the values of Kn reached in heavy
ion collisions has been presented in [142].

In practice, the conversion from fluid to particles, also called particlization, is per-
formed as follows. First, the transition from partonic to hadronic degrees of freedom is
taken care by a change in the equation of state during the hydrodynamic evolution. Note
that this does not have to take place at the same instant as the particlization, although
is commonly assumed that they occur close in time. Then, single inclusive spectra of
particles is obtained from the phase-space distribution function according to the Cooper-
Frye formula [143]:

E
dN

d3p
=

g

(2⇡3)

Z

�

pµf(x,p)d�
µ

(4.22)

where � is the freeze-out hyper-surface and d�µ its surface element. Basically,
Eq. (4.22) describes the flux of particles through a 3-dimensional hypersurface determ-
ined by ensuring a constant temperature, energy density or Knuden number. The number
of particle species sampled from the Cooper-Frye prescription is uniquely determined by
the degrees of freedom included in the hadronic equation of state.

At this point of the evolution, we are left with hadrons that may collide and decay,
although not as frequently as in the early stages, before reaching the detectors. This last
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step before the free streaming is described within kinetic theory and has non-negligible
effects on bulk observables. The combination of hydrodynamics and hadronic rescatter-
ing is usually referred to as hybrid approaches [144].

The so-called hadronic afterburners describe the non-equilibrium dynamics of had-
rons by performing N-body simulations that numerically solve the equations of motion
associated to Eq. (4.15) [145, 146]. Hadronic rescattering is the final step in the evolu-
tion3. Afterwards, particles fly to the detectors. The purpose of next section is to show
how to disentangle from this final collection of particles (around 10.000 in a Pb+Pb colli-
sion at LHC energies at mid-rapidity) whether a droplet of QGP was created or not.

4.4 QGP signatures

Several observables have been proposed as standard candles for QGP formation. The
usual strategy is to compare the outcome of a given observable in a heavy-ion collision
with respect to proton-proton considered to be a reliable baseline. To do an apples-to-
apples comparison one has to introduce a scaling factor such as the number of nucleon-
nucleon collisions in A+A. Then, the differences between both collision systems may
be solely attributed to medium effects. Depending on their transverse momentum, p

T

,
probes are classified into soft (p

T

. 1÷2 GeV) and hard i.e. particles with a perturbatively
large p

T

. The latter, relatively rare even in the highest energy collisions, do not thermalize
but act as tomographic probes. In the following two golden probes of the QGP, one of each
sector, will be presented together with their experimental measurement.

4.4.1 Jet quenching

Particles with large transverse momenta are generated in the early stages of a heavy
ion collision, well before the QGP is expected to form, via hard scatterings. Being in
the large momentum regime, the complete machinery of perturbative QCD is safely and
successfully applied. These high energetic parent partons give rise to jets via radiation
processes i.e. a collimated spray of hadrons in the final state. In the presence of a colored
medium the parton propagation is expected to be modified by multiple interactions with
the surrounding plasma [147]. The energy loss suffered by a parton during its ride through
the medium is referred to as jet quenching [148]. Due to this energy loss some of the
high energy particles may thermalize becoming part of the medium.

The simplest consequences of jet quenching can be translated into definition of ex-
perimental observables. For example, high-p

T

hadrons in heavy ion collisions should be
suppressed when compared to proton-proton collisions. The observable used to quantify
this idea is the nuclear modification factor, R

AA

, defined as

R
AA

=

dN
AA

/d2p
T

dy

hN
coll

idN
pp

/d2p
T

dy
(4.23)

3Note that although the theoretical description has been lenghty the actual heavy ion collision takes place
in only 20 fm/c.
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where N refers to the number of hadrons and hN
coll

i is the number of binary nucleon
collisions. This scaling factor is obtained a priori with Monte Carlo Glauber simulations.
In the absence of nuclear modifications this observable would be equal to unity at high
p
T

. At low p
T

, particle production follows a scaling with the number of participants and
not with the number of binary collisions. Therefore, R

AA

is expected to be lower than one.
In Fig. 4.8 the nuclear modification factor measurements at RHIC and LHC energies

are displayed. First, a clear suppression of high-p
T

hadrons was measured in Au+Au
collisions at p

s
NN

=200 GeV and Pb+Pb at p
s
NN

=5.02 TeV. Another interesting feature
measured at RHIC is that R

AA

for photons remains close to unity indicating that electro-
magnetic probes do not feel the presence of the medium. All in all, the measurement of
R

AA

strongly supports the discovery of the QGP in high energy heavy ion collisions both
at RHIC and LHC.

Remarkably, ALICE [149] and CMS [150] have determined the ratio between hadron
spectra in p+Pb and p+p. The so-called R

pA

is intended to disentangle whether me-
dium effects are present in p+A collisions. From Fig. 4.8, we observe the absence of jet
quenching i.e. R

pA

is compatible with one. The straightforward inference is to discard
the possibility of creating QGP droplets in small collision systems such as p+A. As will
be discussed in Sec. 4.5 this observation is highly challenged by the measurements of a
complementary QGP probe: flow harmonic coefficients.
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Figure 4.8: Nuclear modification factor at RHIC energies for different particles and cent-
ralities (left) and at LHC for Pb+Pb and p+Pb collision systems (right). Figures extracted
from [151, 150].

4.4.2 Flow harmonic coefficients

Particle production processes are symmetric with respect to the azimuthal angle, �,
whose definition in terms of momentum components of the particle is

� = arctan

✓
p
y

p
x

◆
. (4.24)
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Therefore, one expects an isotropic distribution of particles reaching the detector. How-
ever, a key point during our discussion on QGP formation in ultra-relativistic heavy ion
collisions is that the system thermalizes. Thus, it can be described in terms of macro-
scopic variables such as pressure. According to Euler’s equation of fluid dynamics i.e.:

@v

@t
= �(v · r)v � 1

⇢
rp (4.25)

the pressure, p, leads to a common velocity v that depends on the density ⇢. The common
velocity is usually referred to as collective flow [152]. This effect has a direct impact on the
momentum distribution of particles and constitutes an indirect probe of the QGP transport
properties such as its viscosity.

Consider a non-central collision as depicted in the left corner of Fig. 4.9. The overlap
region delimits the zone where particles are created, with an isotropic cross section in the
azimuthal angle, in the central rapidity region. Note that the shaded area is asymmetric
i.e. it is an ellipse with its major axis aligned with the y-direction. This spatial anisotropy
leads to a larger pressure gradient in the x-direction. Then, due to the pressure boost,
it is easier for the particles to escape in the x-direction than in the y-direction. Con-
sequently, the transverse momenta are preferentially oriented along the same line. Thus,
the initial spatial anisotropy of the nuclear overlap region is converted into a final state
momentum space anisotropy via large collective pressure gradients during the evolution
of the system. This phenomenon translates into a non-flat measured azimuthal distribu-
tion of particles, dN/d�. The whole process is sketched in Fig. 4.9. The plane spanned
by the impact parameter and the beam axis, (x, z) in our case, is called reaction plane.
Notice that the impact parameter fluctuates from one event to the next and so it does the
reaction plane.

The azimuthal distribution can be written in the form of a Fourier expansion:

dN

d�
=

v
0

2⇡
+

1

⇡

1X

n=1

[x
n

cos[n(��  
RP

)] + y
n

sin[n(��  
RP

)]] (4.26)

where � is the azimuthal angle of the particle,  
RP

is the azimuthal angle of the reaction
plane and the coefficients are given by

v
0

=

Z
2⇡

0

dN

d�
d�

x
n

=

Z
2⇡

0

dN

d�
cos[n(��  

RP

)]d�

y
n

=

Z
2⇡

0

dN

d�
sin[n(��  

RP

)]d�. (4.27)

First, if the azimuthal distribution is normalized v
0

=1. Second, in a symmetric collision the
probability of emitting a particle with an angle � is identical to produce it at ��. Therefore,
dN/d� is symmetric and all the y

n

coefficients vanish. Then, the azimuthal distribution
reads

dN

d�
=

1

2⇡

"
1 + 2

1X

n=1

v
n

cos[n(��  
RP

)]

#
. (4.28)
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Initial geometry anisotropy

x
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⌦
<latexit sha1_base64="vH7ovrpcJm0gGnoSRNK0YKIkdOI=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoN4CXjxGcDWQLGF20psMmX0w0yuEJR+hFxE9+T3+gH/jJO5BE+tU3VVNd3WYKWnIdb+cysrq2vpGdbO2tb2zu1ffP7g3aa4F+iJVqe6E3KCSCfokSWEn08jjUOFDOL6e6Q+PqI1MkzuaZBjEfJjISApOttXppSRjNKxfb7hNdw62TLySNKBEu1//7A1SkceYkFDcmK7nZhQUXJMUCqe1Xm4w42LMh9i1NOF2S1DM752ykyjVjEbI5vVvb8FjYyZxaD0xp5FZ1GbN/7RuTtFlUMgkywkTYS1Wi3LFKGWz2GwgNQpSE0u40NJeycSIay7IPqdm43uLYZeJf9a8arq3541Wq/xDFY7gGE7BgwtowQ20wQcBCp7hDd6dsfPkvDivP9aKU84cwh84H98wy409</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vH7ovrpcJm0gGnoSRNK0YKIkdOI=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoN4CXjxGcDWQLGF20psMmX0w0yuEJR+hFxE9+T3+gH/jJO5BE+tU3VVNd3WYKWnIdb+cysrq2vpGdbO2tb2zu1ffP7g3aa4F+iJVqe6E3KCSCfokSWEn08jjUOFDOL6e6Q+PqI1MkzuaZBjEfJjISApOttXppSRjNKxfb7hNdw62TLySNKBEu1//7A1SkceYkFDcmK7nZhQUXJMUCqe1Xm4w42LMh9i1NOF2S1DM752ykyjVjEbI5vVvb8FjYyZxaD0xp5FZ1GbN/7RuTtFlUMgkywkTYS1Wi3LFKGWz2GwgNQpSE0u40NJeycSIay7IPqdm43uLYZeJf9a8arq3541Wq/xDFY7gGE7BgwtowQ20wQcBCp7hDd6dsfPkvDivP9aKU84cwh84H98wy409</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vH7ovrpcJm0gGnoSRNK0YKIkdOI=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoN4CXjxGcDWQLGF20psMmX0w0yuEJR+hFxE9+T3+gH/jJO5BE+tU3VVNd3WYKWnIdb+cysrq2vpGdbO2tb2zu1ffP7g3aa4F+iJVqe6E3KCSCfokSWEn08jjUOFDOL6e6Q+PqI1MkzuaZBjEfJjISApOttXppSRjNKxfb7hNdw62TLySNKBEu1//7A1SkceYkFDcmK7nZhQUXJMUCqe1Xm4w42LMh9i1NOF2S1DM752ykyjVjEbI5vVvb8FjYyZxaD0xp5FZ1GbN/7RuTtFlUMgkywkTYS1Wi3LFKGWz2GwgNQpSE0u40NJeycSIay7IPqdm43uLYZeJf9a8arq3541Wq/xDFY7gGE7BgwtowQ20wQcBCp7hDd6dsfPkvDivP9aKU84cwh84H98wy409</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="X940Wn+drVmalDmKQwNBzAj5MyY=">AAAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVrfMb4irp00xgEV2FGBHUXcOMyAccEkiH0dCpJk54H3TVCHPIDuhHRlb/kD/g3duIsNPGuTte9DXUrTJU05Lpfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTi8N0mmBfoiUYluh9ygkjH6JElhO9XIo1BhKxzfzPzWA2ojk/iOJikGER/GciAFJztqPvYqVbfmzsWWwSugCoUavcpnt5+ILMKYhOLGdDw3pSDnmqRQOC13M4MpF2M+xI7FmEdogny+6JSdDhLNaIRs/v6dzXlkzCQKbSbiNDKL3mz4n9fJaHAV5DJOM8JY2Ij1BplilLBZX9aXGgWpiQUutLRbMjHimguyVynb+t5i2WXwz2vXNbd5Ua3XizuU4BhO4Aw8uIQ63EIDfBCA8Axv8O70nSfnxXn9ia44xZ8j+CPn4xtN+opk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X940Wn+drVmalDmKQwNBzAj5MyY=">AAAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVrfMb4irp00xgEV2FGBHUXcOMyAccEkiH0dCpJk54H3TVCHPIDuhHRlb/kD/g3duIsNPGuTte9DXUrTJU05Lpfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTi8N0mmBfoiUYluh9ygkjH6JElhO9XIo1BhKxzfzPzWA2ojk/iOJikGER/GciAFJztqPvYqVbfmzsWWwSugCoUavcpnt5+ILMKYhOLGdDw3pSDnmqRQOC13M4MpF2M+xI7FmEdogny+6JSdDhLNaIRs/v6dzXlkzCQKbSbiNDKL3mz4n9fJaHAV5DJOM8JY2Ij1BplilLBZX9aXGgWpiQUutLRbMjHimguyVynb+t5i2WXwz2vXNbd5Ua3XizuU4BhO4Aw8uIQ63EIDfBCA8Axv8O70nSfnxXn9ia44xZ8j+CPn4xtN+opk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X940Wn+drVmalDmKQwNBzAj5MyY=">AAAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVrfMb4irp00xgEV2FGBHUXcOMyAccEkiH0dCpJk54H3TVCHPIDuhHRlb/kD/g3duIsNPGuTte9DXUrTJU05Lpfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTi8N0mmBfoiUYluh9ygkjH6JElhO9XIo1BhKxzfzPzWA2ojk/iOJikGER/GciAFJztqPvYqVbfmzsWWwSugCoUavcpnt5+ILMKYhOLGdDw3pSDnmqRQOC13M4MpF2M+xI7FmEdogny+6JSdDhLNaIRs/v6dzXlkzCQKbSbiNDKL3mz4n9fJaHAV5DJOM8JY2Ij1BplilLBZX9aXGgWpiQUutLRbMjHimguyVynb+t5i2WXwz2vXNbd5Ua3XizuU4BhO4Aw8uIQ63EIDfBCA8Axv8O70nSfnxXn9ia44xZ8j+CPn4xtN+opk</latexit>

b
<latexit sha1_base64="Vjxy17z0e3UBM9NF40jl3boa1Vo=">AAAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozIqi7gBuXCTgmkAyhp1OTNOl50F0jhJAf0I2Irvwlf8C/sRNnoYl3dbrubahbYaakIdf9ckpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDowaS5FuiLVKW6E3KDSibokySFnUwjj0OF7XB8O/fbj6iNTJN7mmQYxHyYyEgKTnbUCvvVmlt3F2Kr4BVQg0LNfvWzN0hFHmNCQnFjup6bUTDlmqRQOKv0coMZF2M+xK7FhMdoguli0Rk7i1LNaIRs8f6dnfLYmEkc2kzMaWSWvfnwP6+bU3QdTGWS5YSJsBHrRblilLJ5XzaQGgWpiQUutLRbMjHimguyV6nY+t5y2VXwL+o3dbd1WWs0ijuU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EETfBCA8Axv8O4MnCfnxXn9iZac4s8x/JHz8Q0qQopM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vjxy17z0e3UBM9NF40jl3boa1Vo=">AAAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozIqi7gBuXCTgmkAyhp1OTNOl50F0jhJAf0I2Irvwlf8C/sRNnoYl3dbrubahbYaakIdf9ckpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDowaS5FuiLVKW6E3KDSibokySFnUwjj0OF7XB8O/fbj6iNTJN7mmQYxHyYyEgKTnbUCvvVmlt3F2Kr4BVQg0LNfvWzN0hFHmNCQnFjup6bUTDlmqRQOKv0coMZF2M+xK7FhMdoguli0Rk7i1LNaIRs8f6dnfLYmEkc2kzMaWSWvfnwP6+bU3QdTGWS5YSJsBHrRblilLJ5XzaQGgWpiQUutLRbMjHimguyV6nY+t5y2VXwL+o3dbd1WWs0ijuU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EETfBCA8Axv8O4MnCfnxXn9iZac4s8x/JHz8Q0qQopM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vjxy17z0e3UBM9NF40jl3boa1Vo=">AAAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozIqi7gBuXCTgmkAyhp1OTNOl50F0jhJAf0I2Irvwlf8C/sRNnoYl3dbrubahbYaakIdf9ckpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDowaS5FuiLVKW6E3KDSibokySFnUwjj0OF7XB8O/fbj6iNTJN7mmQYxHyYyEgKTnbUCvvVmlt3F2Kr4BVQg0LNfvWzN0hFHmNCQnFjup6bUTDlmqRQOKv0coMZF2M+xK7FhMdoguli0Rk7i1LNaIRs8f6dnfLYmEkc2kzMaWSWvfnwP6+bU3QdTGWS5YSJsBHrRblilLJ5XzaQGgWpiQUutLRbMjHimguyV6nY+t5y2VXwL+o3dbd1WWs0ijuU4QRO4Rw8uIIG3EETfBCA8Axv8O4MnCfnxXn9iZac4s8x/JHz8Q0qQopM</latexit>

Pressure gradients

Anisotropy in momentum space

py
<latexit sha1_base64="0A9MdEeXgpc1Lrax8BZU+o6BLac=">AAAB43icbZDNSgMxFIVv6l+tf1WXboJFcFVmRFB3BTcuKzq20A4lk95pQzM/JBlhGPoGuhHRlW/kC/g2pnUW2npWX+45gXtukEqhjeN8kcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tX3z940EmmOHo8kYnqBkyjFDF6RhiJ3VQhiwKJnWByPfM7j6i0SOJ7k6foR2wUi1BwZuzoLh3kg3rDaTpz0WVwS2hAqfag/tkfJjyLMDZcMq17rpMav2DKCC5xWutnGlPGJ2yEPYsxi1D7xXzVKT0JE0XNGOn8/TtbsEjrPApsJmJmrBe92fA/r5eZ8NIvRJxmBmNuI9YLM0lNQmeN6VAo5EbmFhhXwm5J+Zgpxo29S83WdxfLLoN31rxqOrfnjVarvEMVjuAYTsGFC2jBDbTBAw4jeIY3eCcheSIv5PUnWiHln0P4I/LxDcuai0Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0A9MdEeXgpc1Lrax8BZU+o6BLac=">AAAB43icbZDNSgMxFIVv6l+tf1WXboJFcFVmRFB3BTcuKzq20A4lk95pQzM/JBlhGPoGuhHRlW/kC/g2pnUW2npWX+45gXtukEqhjeN8kcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tX3z940EmmOHo8kYnqBkyjFDF6RhiJ3VQhiwKJnWByPfM7j6i0SOJ7k6foR2wUi1BwZuzoLh3kg3rDaTpz0WVwS2hAqfag/tkfJjyLMDZcMq17rpMav2DKCC5xWutnGlPGJ2yEPYsxi1D7xXzVKT0JE0XNGOn8/TtbsEjrPApsJmJmrBe92fA/r5eZ8NIvRJxmBmNuI9YLM0lNQmeN6VAo5EbmFhhXwm5J+Zgpxo29S83WdxfLLoN31rxqOrfnjVarvEMVjuAYTsGFC2jBDbTBAw4jeIY3eCcheSIv5PUnWiHln0P4I/LxDcuai0Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0A9MdEeXgpc1Lrax8BZU+o6BLac=">AAAB43icbZDNSgMxFIVv6l+tf1WXboJFcFVmRFB3BTcuKzq20A4lk95pQzM/JBlhGPoGuhHRlW/kC/g2pnUW2npWX+45gXtukEqhjeN8kcrK6tr6RnWztrW9s7tX3z940EmmOHo8kYnqBkyjFDF6RhiJ3VQhiwKJnWByPfM7j6i0SOJ7k6foR2wUi1BwZuzoLh3kg3rDaTpz0WVwS2hAqfag/tkfJjyLMDZcMq17rpMav2DKCC5xWutnGlPGJ2yEPYsxi1D7xXzVKT0JE0XNGOn8/TtbsEjrPApsJmJmrBe92fA/r5eZ8NIvRJxmBmNuI9YLM0lNQmeN6VAo5EbmFhhXwm5J+Zgpxo29S83WdxfLLoN31rxqOrfnjVarvEMVjuAYTsGFC2jBDbTBAw4jeIY3eCcheSIv5PUnWiHln0P4I/LxDcuai0Y=</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="dru8puVU3k/mco7eE9OpZV09vs8=">AAAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVrfMb4irp00xgEV2FGBHUXcOMyAccEkiH0dCpJk54H3TViGPIDuhHRlb/kD/g3duIsNPGuTte9DXUrTJU05Lpfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTi8N0mmBfoiUYluh9ygkjH6JElhO9XIo1BhKxzfzPzWA2ojk/iOJikGER/GciAFJztqPvYqVbfmzsWWwSugCoUavcpnt5+ILMKYhOLGdDw3pSDnmqRQOC13M4MpF2M+xI7FmEdogny+6JSdDhLNaIRs/v6dzXlkzCQKbSbiNDKL3mz4n9fJaHAV5DJOM8JY2Ij1BplilLBZX9aXGgWpiQUutLRbMjHimguyVynb+t5i2WXwz2vXNbd5Ua3XizuU4BhO4Aw8uIQ63EIDfBCA8Axv8O70nSfnxXn9ia44xZ8j+CPn4xtLAIpi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dru8puVU3k/mco7eE9OpZV09vs8=">AAAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVrfMb4irp00xgEV2FGBHUXcOMyAccEkiH0dCpJk54H3TViGPIDuhHRlb/kD/g3duIsNPGuTte9DXUrTJU05Lpfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTi8N0mmBfoiUYluh9ygkjH6JElhO9XIo1BhKxzfzPzWA2ojk/iOJikGER/GciAFJztqPvYqVbfmzsWWwSugCoUavcpnt5+ILMKYhOLGdDw3pSDnmqRQOC13M4MpF2M+xI7FmEdogny+6JSdDhLNaIRs/v6dzXlkzCQKbSbiNDKL3mz4n9fJaHAV5DJOM8JY2Ij1BplilLBZX9aXGgWpiQUutLRbMjHimguyVynb+t5i2WXwz2vXNbd5Ua3XizuU4BhO4Aw8uIQ63EIDfBCA8Axv8O70nSfnxXn9ia44xZ8j+CPn4xtLAIpi</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dru8puVU3k/mco7eE9OpZV09vs8=">AAAB4XicbZDLSgNBEEVrfMb4irp00xgEV2FGBHUXcOMyAccEkiH0dCpJk54H3TViGPIDuhHRlb/kD/g3duIsNPGuTte9DXUrTJU05Lpfzsrq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTi8N0mmBfoiUYluh9ygkjH6JElhO9XIo1BhKxzfzPzWA2ojk/iOJikGER/GciAFJztqPvYqVbfmzsWWwSugCoUavcpnt5+ILMKYhOLGdDw3pSDnmqRQOC13M4MpF2M+xI7FmEdogny+6JSdDhLNaIRs/v6dzXlkzCQKbSbiNDKL3mz4n9fJaHAV5DJOM8JY2Ij1BplilLBZX9aXGgWpiQUutLRbMjHimguyVynb+t5i2WXwz2vXNbd5Ua3XizuU4BhO4Aw8uIQ63EIDfBCA8Axv8O70nSfnxXn9ia44xZ8j+CPn4xtLAIpi</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="QVJ/cs3on5uOwZwvZbm65p0t19c=">AAAB4XicbZDNSgMxFIVv6l+tf1WXboJFcFVmRFB3BTcuW3BsoR1KJr3ThmZ+SDLCMPQFdCOiK1/JF/BtTOsstPWsvtxzAvfcIJVCG8f5IpW19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnj0oJNMcfR4IhPVC5hGKWL0jDASe6lCFgUSu8H0du53H1FpkcT3Jk/Rj9g4FqHgzNhRJx/WG07TWYiugltCA0q1h/XPwSjhWYSx4ZJp3Xed1PgFU0ZwibPaINOYMj5lY+xbjFmE2i8Wi87oWZgoaiZIF+/f2YJFWudRYDMRMxO97M2H/3n9zITXfiHiNDMYcxuxXphJahI670tHQiE3MrfAuBJ2S8onTDFu7FVqtr67XHYVvIvmTdPpXDZarfIOVTiBUzgHF66gBXfQBg84IDzDG7yTEXkiL+T1J1oh5Z9j+CPy8Q1MfYpj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QVJ/cs3on5uOwZwvZbm65p0t19c=">AAAB4XicbZDNSgMxFIVv6l+tf1WXboJFcFVmRFB3BTcuW3BsoR1KJr3ThmZ+SDLCMPQFdCOiK1/JF/BtTOsstPWsvtxzAvfcIJVCG8f5IpW19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnj0oJNMcfR4IhPVC5hGKWL0jDASe6lCFgUSu8H0du53H1FpkcT3Jk/Rj9g4FqHgzNhRJx/WG07TWYiugltCA0q1h/XPwSjhWYSx4ZJp3Xed1PgFU0ZwibPaINOYMj5lY+xbjFmE2i8Wi87oWZgoaiZIF+/f2YJFWudRYDMRMxO97M2H/3n9zITXfiHiNDMYcxuxXphJahI670tHQiE3MrfAuBJ2S8onTDFu7FVqtr67XHYVvIvmTdPpXDZarfIOVTiBUzgHF66gBXfQBg84IDzDG7yTEXkiL+T1J1oh5Z9j+CPy8Q1MfYpj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QVJ/cs3on5uOwZwvZbm65p0t19c=">AAAB4XicbZDNSgMxFIVv6l+tf1WXboJFcFVmRFB3BTcuW3BsoR1KJr3ThmZ+SDLCMPQFdCOiK1/JF/BtTOsstPWsvtxzAvfcIJVCG8f5IpW19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnj0oJNMcfR4IhPVC5hGKWL0jDASe6lCFgUSu8H0du53H1FpkcT3Jk/Rj9g4FqHgzNhRJx/WG07TWYiugltCA0q1h/XPwSjhWYSx4ZJp3Xed1PgFU0ZwibPaINOYMj5lY+xbjFmE2i8Wi87oWZgoaiZIF+/f2YJFWudRYDMRMxO97M2H/3n9zITXfiHiNDMYcxuxXphJahI670tHQiE3MrfAuBJ2S8onTDFu7FVqtr67XHYVvIvmTdPpXDZarfIOVTiBUzgHF66gBXfQBg84IDzDG7yTEXkiL+T1J1oh5Z9j+CPy8Q1MfYpj</latexit>

px
<latexit sha1_base64="s+yyujWhArIAlAl4LvGKJ0Z29Mk=">AAAB43icbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozIqi7gBuXER0NJCH0dGqSJj0PumvEMOQPdCOiK//IH/Bv7MRZaOJdna57G+pWkCppyHW/nNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1T3d27M0mmBfoiUYluBdygkjH6JElhK9XIo0DhfTC6nPr3D6iNTOJbGqfYjfgglqEUnOzoJu099qo1t+7OxBbBK6AGhZq96menn4gswpiE4sa0PTelbs41SaFwUulkBlMuRnyAbYsxj9B089mqE3YUJprRENns/Tub88iYcRTYTMRpaOa96fA/r51ReN7NZZxmhLGwEeuFmWKUsGlj1pcaBamxBS60tFsyMeSaC7J3qdj63nzZRfBP6hd19/q01mgUdyjDARzCMXhwBg24gib4IGAAz/AG707oPDkvzutPtOQUf/bhj5yPb8odi0U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s+yyujWhArIAlAl4LvGKJ0Z29Mk=">AAAB43icbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozIqi7gBuXER0NJCH0dGqSJj0PumvEMOQPdCOiK//IH/Bv7MRZaOJdna57G+pWkCppyHW/nNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1T3d27M0mmBfoiUYluBdygkjH6JElhK9XIo0DhfTC6nPr3D6iNTOJbGqfYjfgglqEUnOzoJu099qo1t+7OxBbBK6AGhZq96menn4gswpiE4sa0PTelbs41SaFwUulkBlMuRnyAbYsxj9B089mqE3YUJprRENns/Tub88iYcRTYTMRpaOa96fA/r51ReN7NZZxmhLGwEeuFmWKUsGlj1pcaBamxBS60tFsyMeSaC7J3qdj63nzZRfBP6hd19/q01mgUdyjDARzCMXhwBg24gib4IGAAz/AG707oPDkvzutPtOQUf/bhj5yPb8odi0U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s+yyujWhArIAlAl4LvGKJ0Z29Mk=">AAAB43icbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8YguAozIqi7gBuXER0NJCH0dGqSJj0PumvEMOQPdCOiK//IH/Bv7MRZaOJdna57G+pWkCppyHW/nNLS8srqWnm9srG5tb1T3d27M0mmBfoiUYluBdygkjH6JElhK9XIo0DhfTC6nPr3D6iNTOJbGqfYjfgglqEUnOzoJu099qo1t+7OxBbBK6AGhZq96menn4gswpiE4sa0PTelbs41SaFwUulkBlMuRnyAbYsxj9B089mqE3YUJprRENns/Tub88iYcRTYTMRpaOa96fA/r51ReN7NZZxmhLGwEeuFmWKUsGlj1pcaBamxBS60tFsyMeSaC7J3qdj63nzZRfBP6hd19/q01mgUdyjDARzCMXhwBg24gib4IGAAz/AG707oPDkvzutPtOQUf/bhj5yPb8odi0U=</latexit>

Azimuthal distribution

�
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Figure 4.9: Collective flow in a peripheral heavy-ion collision. The impact parameter is
directed along the x-direction and z denotes the beam axis.
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A more differential definition includes rapidity and transverse momentum dependence,
i.e.:
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with the so-called flow harmonic coefficients, v
n

, given by

v
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where h. . .i denotes an average over all particles, summed over all events, in the (p
T

, y)-
bin under study. v

1

is called directed flow and represents an overall shift of the distribution
in the reaction plane. v

2

and v
3

are referred to as elliptic and triangular flow respectively,
etc.

Although its apparent simplicity, the flow harmonics definition given by Eq. (4.30) en-
tails several complications from an experimental point of view. First, it contains an ele-
ment that cannot be accessed experimentally: the reaction plane. The easiest way to
experimentally estimate the real reaction plane is called the event-plane method [153]
where the event-plane angle is computed as
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being w
j

weights chosen to optimize the reconstruction of the reaction plane. Then, the
values of the flow coefficients are estimated as v

n

{EP} ⌘ hcos[n(� �  

n

)]i/R. R is a
resolution factor that would be equal to unity if the event plane coincides with the reaction
plane. It is commonly calculated by dividing the set of particles into subgroups according
to a certain criterion i.e. their rapidity, randomly, etc. If the whole set is divided into two
sub-events, A and B, the flow coefficients are estimated as [153]
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where the denominator is averaged over the number of events. Certainly, a systematic
study of the different choices in this method (weights, number of sub-events,etc.) has to
be performed.

The results for the flow harmonic coefficients using the event-plane method both at
RHIC and LHC energies are displayed in Fig. 4.10. The experimental data exhibit ro-
bust collective flows at both energies. Moreover, as mentioned above, one of the free
parameters that can be constrained with flow analyses is the viscosity over entropy ratio,
⌘/s, that characterizes how perfect a fluid is, that is, the viscosity is zero for an ideal
fluid. The excellent agreement between theory and data displayed in Fig. 4.10 is com-
patible with values of ⌘/s ⇠ 0.1 at RHIC and 0.2 at LHC. These values are an order of
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magnitude smaller than any other fluid in nature [154]. Then, the QGP is said to be the
most ideal fluid ever observed. An important comment is in order. Measuring a non-zero
value of the flow coefficients do not unambiguously imply a fluid description i.e. the initial
state dynamics may be responsible for this observation. In other words, the momentum
correlations observed in the final state were there from the very beginning and do not de-
velop during the evolution. Nevertheless, the measured flow strength in ultra-relativistic
heavy ion collisions has only be reproduced, up to date, by evolving these initial state
momentum correlations with hydrodynamics.

To sum up, jet quenching and collective flow in the expanding fireball, among others
measurements, have provided strong indications of the formation of drops of quark-gluon
plasma at RHIC and later confirmed at even higher energies at LHC. In the next section
the analysis of particle correlations and their theoretical interpretation in smaller collision
systems is reported.
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Figure 4.10: Left: elliptic flow measured by PHENIX in Au+Au collision at p
s
NN

=200 GeV
compared to a hydrodynamic calculation [155, 156]. Right: anisotropic flow coeffi-
cients measured by ATLAS in Pb+Pb collisions at p

s
NN

= 2.76 TeV compared to IP-
Glasma+viscous fluid dynamics simulation [157].

4.5 Hints of collectivity in small systems

4.5.1 Experimental observations

The first discovery at the LHC was the observation in 2010, even before the Higgs boson,
by CMS of ridge i.e. two-particle correlations at small relative azimuth, ��⇠0, which ex-
tends over at least several units of �⌘ in high multiplicity p+p collisions [158]. This meas-
urement represented a major breakthrough as these correlations could not arise from
particles produced in a binary collision i.e due to transverse momentum conservation
those would appear in opposite azimuthal hemispheres. These azimuthal correlations
were later quantified in terms of flow harmonic coefficients as discussed below.
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A fundamental difference between A+A and p+p (or p+A) collisions is the multiplicity of
the event. While on a Pb+Pb interaction at the LHC around 10.000 particles are produced
at mid-rapidity, the average number of charged particles is ⇠ 40 in a p+p collision atp

s=7 TeV. This observation has a direct impact in experimental flow analyses due to the
so called non-flow contributions, significantly relevant when the multiplicity, N , is low. The
event-plane method presented in the previous section relies on a very strong assumption:
all momentum correlations in the system are due to anisotropic flow. However, this is not
always the case as particles coming from the same resonance decay or contained within
the same jet will also have correlated momenta. These sources of correlations, that scale
approximately as 1/N [159] clearly endanger the flow reconstruction. From a theoretical
point of view it is not clear how to compute them. Therefore, the task is to systematically
reduce the troublesome non-flow contributions and isolate the collective flow signal. For
that purpose, methods using multi-particle azimuthal correlations, where the response to
flow and non-flow is better understood, have been developed [160, 161, 162].

To illustrate how these methods works consider the simplest case on which the event-
plane method basically relies: two-particle azimuthal correlations i.e. hcos(n[�

1

� �
2

])i
where �

i

is measured with respect to a fixed direction in the detector. The average is
performed in two steps: first, over all possible combinations of pairs in one event i.e.
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where autocorrelations are avoided by imposing i 6=j. Then, one averages over all events.
For a given n harmonic, the measured two particle correlations can be written as:
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where �
2

represents the non-flow contributions and the nomenclature c
n

{m} has been in-
troduced that refers to the so-called cumulants, which are genuine multi-particle correla-
tions. The standard assumption to neglect �

2

is only justified when v
n

� 1/N1/2. Further,
we have assumed that �

2

and v
n

are uncorrelated. For two-particle cumulants, c
n

{2}, the
non-flow correlations can be reduced by requiring a large separation in ⌘ between the
pairs of particles that enter in Eq. (4.34). In other words, if two particles originate from the
same resonance decay they will have a similar value of ⌘. The effect of this rapidity-gap is
illustrated on the left side of Fig. 4.11. As expected, non-flow contributions are especially
harmful in the low multiplicity regime.

Turning to four particle correlations one finds [166]:
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where v4
n

arises from purely flow correlations between the four particles. Its correspond-
ing non-flow term is �

4

that scales as 1/N3/4. Additional terms are needed to account for
the fact that the four particle correlations may emerge from pairs of two particles correla-
tions. Therefore, non-flow two-particle correlations are included via 2�2

2

where the factor 2
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Figure 4.11: Left: c
2

{2} measured by ATLAS in p+p collisions at
p

s = 13 TeV with and
without a rapidity gap. Figure extracted from [163]. Right: elliptic flow simulated in the
AMPT framework [164] with different analysis techniques covered in the text. Figure
extracted from [165].

arises from the two ways of pairing. The last possibility is that two particles are correlated
due to flow and the other two are not that, with the corresponding combinatorial factor,
gives (2 ⇥ 2)v2

n

�
2

. The key point in this discussion is to substract Eqs. (4.34) and (4.35)
in the following manner:
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where the last equality holds, if one neglects event-by-event flow and non-flow fluctuations
i.e. hv2

2

i2 = hv4
2

i. This procedure can be extended up to an arbitrary number of particles
c
n

{m}. Before explaining how to introduce these fluctuations note the remarkable feature
of the four-particle cumulant: the �

2

contribution has been removed and it only depends
on �

4

. Hence, the main advantage of the cumulant analysis is that the contribution of non-
flow correlations to v

n

extracted from higher order cumulants are suppressed by powers
of particle multiplicity. The flow coefficients from two and four particle cumulants are
obtained from
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Finally, if the value of v
n

does not fluctuate and without non-flow v
n

= v
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{2} = v
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{4}.
If the event-by-event fluctuations of v
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are characterized by a standard deviation �
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and neglecting non-flow again, v
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and the difference between v
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{4} can be used to infer �
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Due to all these arguments, an ordering of the flow harmonic coefficients v
n

{2}�v
n

{4}⇠
v
n

{6} is expected. The differences between the discussed methods to compute v
n

are
nicely summarize in Fig. 4.11 using a simulation where the reaction plane is known by
definition. Clearly, the estimator that provides a better agreement with v

2

{RP} is v
2

{4}.
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The results for the elliptic flow in the three collision systems measured at the LHC are
displayed in Fig. 4.12. Strikingly, a robust signal of a non-zero value of v

2

is extracted
even in low multiplicity p+p collisions. Note that v

2

{2}, even with the rapidity gap, is still
higher due to residual non-flow contributions and fluctuations. These flow-like features
were recently confirmed by the analyses of ATLAS and ALICE [163, 169]. Although
in qualitative agreement, ATLAS and CMS results show non-negligible differences that
affect both the absolute magnitude of v

n

and their multiplicity dependence. The origin of
these discrepancies has been identified as due to the method used to reduce non-flow
contributions and the classification of the event activity. The different possibilities have
been discussed both at a real data and a Monte Carlo level. For example, in [170, 163]
the sensitivity of multi-particle azimuthal correlations to the multiplicity class definition in
terms of kinematic variables such as (⌘, p

T

) and the multiplicity bin-width was studied.
The non-negligible value of v

2

in p+p collisions have lead to an intense theoretical debate
on the origin of these azimuthal correlations that will be the subject of the next section.
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Figure 4.12: Integrated elliptic flow of unidentified charge particles as a function of the
multiplicity. Figure extracted from [171].

The vast amount of high-precision data collected in the recent years at the LHC has
allowed to go beyond the analysis of event-averaged observables and explore higher
order moments of their probability distributions. More concretely, measurements of the
correlations between different flow harmonics v

n

have been performed. The so-called
symmetric cumulants are defined as [162]
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where the non-flow contributions have been neglected in the last step. Their normalized
version
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eliminates the dependence on the absolute magnitude of v
n(m)

. The measurement of
Eq. (4.38) would be zero by definition, if the fluctuations of v

n

and v
m

were totally uncor-
related, in the same way as the Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Instead, a positive value
of Eq. (4.38) implies that an event with v

n

> hv
n

i would be more likely to have v
m

> hv
m

i
i.e. v

n

and v
m

are said to be correlated. Equivalently, if SC(n, m) < 0 the two flow har-
monic coefficients under consideration are anti-correlated. In particular, by measuring
SC(2,3) we can gain information about initial state fluctuations whereas SC(2,4) is mostly
sensitive to the strongly interacting medium properties [172].
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Figure 4.13: Top: SC(2,3) and SC(2,4) as a function of the multiplicity in the three collision
systems. Bottom: normalized symmetric cumulants. Figures extracted from [173].

The experimental study of symmetric cumulants was pioneered by ALICE [174] in
Pb+Pb collisions at p

s
NN

= 2.76 TeV. Recently, CMS has performed an experimental
analysis of the symmetric cumulants as a function of the multiplicity in the three collision
systems available at the LHC: p+p, p+Pb and Pb+Pb [173]. The experimental results,
shown in Fig. 4.13, suggest a similar pattern across systems. Concretely, SC(2,4) is
always positive although its multiplicity dependence varies from p+p to Pb+Pb. Further,
NSC(2,4) is clearly modified when varying the system size. On the contrary, the sign
of SC(2,3) is strongly multiplicity-dependent: at low multiplicities SC(2,3) is found to be
positive. However, it turns out to be negative for very high multiplicities, No✏ine

trk

>60 in both
p+Pb and Pb+Pb and No✏ine

trk

⇠ 100 in p+p. Moreover, NSC(2,3) in the high-multiplicity
regime is found to have not only the same sign in the three collision systems but the same
quantitative value as well.
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Other measurement showing similarities between high-multiplicity proton-proton inter-
actions and p+Pb and Pb+Pb is the enhanced production of multi-strange hadrons [175].
All together, the experimental data is constantly reigniting the debate on whether collect-
ive effects, precedently attributed to the formation of QGP droplets, are being observed
in small collision systems such as p+p and p+Pb.

4.5.2 Theoretical perspective

From a theoretical point of view, we have seen that the well established paradigm of
either Monte Carlo Glauber or CGC initial conditions followed by viscous hydrodynamic
evolution has successfully described data on bulk observables in heavy-ion collisions.
Turning to smaller systems the situation is less conclusive and two schools of thought
have emerged to tackle the origin of these correlations.

• Hydrodynamical evolution: One option is to consider that there is no fundamental
difference between the flow signals observed in p+p and Pb+Pb collisions and the
Panta Rhei principle holds [176, 177]. This idea was adopted in [178] to simultan-
eously describe the integrated flow values in the three collision systems using vis-
cous hydrodynamic evolution. A reasonable agreement with experimental data was
found with the QGP parameters set to be the same in the three collision systems.
Earlier, in the case of p+Pb interactions, a successful description of the harmonic
flow was found in [179] using a similar set-up consisting on Glauber+event-by-event
viscous relativistic hydrodynamics and with the EPOS model [180]. Regarding, the
symmetric cumulants data a satisfactory description within the hydro paradigm was
achieved in [172, 181] in the A+A case. The major criticism to this approach is re-
lated to the break down of a fluid description in a system that is neither in thermal
equilibrium nor isotropic. The validity of hydrodynamics outside of equilibrium was
discussed in [182]. Possibly, there is no way around quantitatively studying the
Knudsen numbers reached in p+p collisions to obtain firm knowledge on the applic-
ability of hydrodynamics.

• Initial state dynamics: Azimuthal anisotropies of multiparticle correlations can be
generated in the Color Glass Condensate framework without the need of final state
interactions due to QGP formation [183, 184]. This can be understood in a very
simplified picture. For instance, consider a p+Pb collision in which uncorrelated
partons from the proton scatter off the strong color fields of the nucleus. Then,
each parton receives a transverse momentum kick in the scattering process. As
we discussed in Section 4.3.1 a spatial extension, or domain, with a characteristic
size of 1/Q

s

can be attributed to the color fields. Therefore, when two partons, in
the same color state, scatter off the same domain they acquire a similar transverse
momentum kick that gives rise to a correlation. The diagrammatic representation of
the scattering in coordinate space is displayed in Fig. 4.14. However, the diagrams
contributing to the momentum correlations are suppressed by the number of color
sources [183] and consequently the signal is weak. An additional degree of free-
dom, namely the orientation/polarization of the chromoelectric field that naturally
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collimate the partons, is included in the color domain model that enhances the flow
signal [185]. Thus, two partons that were completely uncorrelated develop a mo-
mentum correlation that gives rise to a non-zero signal of v

n

solely by means of the
scattering process. In short, non-trivial initial state correlations can mimic collectiv-
ity. Remarkably, within this picture, a quantitative description of the ridge data was
provided in [186]. A step forward has been recently presented in [187, 188] where,
not only two but multi-particle azimuthal correlations and SC(n,m) are computed
within the CGC in qualitative agreement with the p+Pb results. In the p+p case, the
possibility of generating a non-zero v

n

signal by converting the gluon distribution
as obtained in classical Yang-Mills into hadrons with the Lund string fragmentation
model contained in PYTHIA was explored in [189].

To finalize, the fact that both frameworks, conceptually orthogonal, are able to de-
scribe not all but some features of the experimental data keeps alive the flame of this
exciting debate. Claims in favor of one particular approach should not be done solely
on the basis of agreement with flow harmonic coefficients data. Such is a necessary
but not sufficient condition. Together with stringent experimental predictions of the two
models, a robust theoretical description across a wide kinematic range from p+p to A+A
collisions seem unavoidable to work out which of them contains the most suitable dy-
namics underlying azimuthal correlations in small systems. An alternative and pragmatic
view is to consider that this is not a black and white question. In that regard, a com-
bination of both initial and final state momentum correlations cannot be discarded. The
fundamental tasks in this gray area are to asses the strength of both effects in a given kin-
ematic window and ensure a smooth matching between frameworks. This line of thought
was explored in [190], on a weak coupling description of p+Pb interactions i.e. classical
Yang-Mills+effective kinetic theory, finding that the relative importance of the initial state
momentum correlations with respect to the ones built up in the evolution depend on the
multiplicity of the event and the transverse momenta considered. In addition, a quant-
itative theory-to-data agreement in flow coefficients measurements in p+Pb has been
achieved by feeding CGC-like initial momentum correlations into a viscous hydro evolu-
tion [191].

4.6 This thesis in the context of QGP physics

The parametrization of the geometry of the collision is mandatory in any theoretical model
attempting to describe the striking experimental results that suggest collective behavior
in small systems at the LHC, such as the non-zero value of the flow harmonic coefficients
v
n

. This information is indispensable regardless on whether the origin of these azimuthal
correlations is attributed to the initial state dynamics or to the dynamical evolution of the
expanding fireball as in the nucleus-nucleus case. Precisely the smaller systems exhibit
a high degree of sensitivity to the description of the proton structure and its fluctuations.
The origin of the fluctuations is intimately related with the quantum mechanical nature
of the system. As an example, the importance of considering subnucleonic degrees of
freedom when describing the elliptic flow in p+Pb within the IP-Glasma framework was
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Figure 4.14: The grey blobs represent the domains of color fields in the target off which
two independent quarks at transverse positions (x,u) scatter. The momentum kick is
equivalent, in the conjugate coordinate space, to a shift in the positions in the amplitude
and conjugate amplitude. Left: independent scattering of the two quarks. Right: connec-
ted diagram that leads to genuine correlations. Figures adapted from [183].

realized in [191]. While current theoretical models differ in many aspects, as we have
discussed in the previous section, all [191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196] assume a similar
picture of the proton that consists on:

• Three or more subnucleonic degrees of freedom dubbed valence quarks, constitu-
ent quarks or hot spots.

• Two relevant scales: the radii of the proton and the constituents.

• The subnucleonic components of each colliding proton are completely independent
from each other i.e. they are uncorrelated.

However, in our view, it seems unrealistic that the components of the wave function of the
proton do not know anything about each other. This claim is phenomenologically sup-
ported by the substantial impact of spatial correlation in the description of the hollowness
effect (see Chapter 3). The subject of the next chapter is to go beyond the current as-
sumptions on the proton structure in the literature and include spatial correlations among
the sub-nucleonic degrees of freedom. For this purpose, a Monte Carlo Glauber event
generator to study proton-proton interactions at different collision energies has been de-
veloped. Our work tackles the initial state of hadronic collisions i.e. t=0 in the language
of Fig. 4.5.
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5
Initial state studies in p+p collisions

In this Chapter we investigate the effect of non-trivial spatial correlations between pro-
ton constituents, considered to be gluonic hot spots as introduced in Chapter 3, on
the initial conditions of proton-proton collisions from ISR to LHC energies, i.e.

p
s =

52.6, 7000, 13000 GeV. Our analysis relies on a Monte Carlo Glauber approach including
fluctuations in the hot spot positions and their entropy deposition in the transverse plane.
We explore both the energy dependence and the effect of spatial correlations on the
number of wounded hot spots, their spatial distribution and the eccentricities, "

n

, of the
initial state geometry of the collision. A quantitative way to characterize the initial geo-
metry anisotropy of the overlap region in a collision is to compute the spatial eccentricity
moments ("

n

). A precise understanding of the geometry of the collision is the first step to-
wards addressing the enigmatic flow signals in small collision systems at LHC energies.
Precisely in a hydrodynamical picture, the flow harmonic coefficients are the response
to the anisotropy in the initial density profile. Actually, a linear response, v

n

/ "
n

, was
extensively assumed for a long time. Recently, non-linear terms have been shown to be
non-vanishing [197, 198].

Moreover, we present a systematic study of the normalized symmetric cumulants,
NSC(n,m), at the eccentricity level in proton-proton interactions at

p
s = 13 TeV. Further,

we explore the dependence of our conclusions on the number of hot spots, the values
of the hot spot radius and the repulsive core distance. Our results add evidence to the
idea that considering spatial correlations between the subnucleonic degrees of freedom
of the proton may have a strong impact on the initial state properties of high-energy
proton-proton interactions.

This chapter is based on the publications:

• J. L. Albacete, H. Petersen, A. Soto-Ontoso, Correlated wounded hot spots in
proton-proton interactions, Phys.Rev. C95 (2017) no.6, 064909 [2].

• J. L. Albacete, H. Petersen, A. Soto-Ontoso, Gluonic hot spots and spatial correla-

91
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tions inside the proton, Nucl.Phys. A967 (2017) 924-927 [3].

• J. L. Albacete, H. Petersen, A. Soto-Ontoso, Symmetric cumulants as a probe of
the proton substructure at LHC energies, Phys.Lett. B778 (2018) 128-136 [4].

5.1 Setup

The proton is a quantum mechanical system. Therefore, in proton-proton collisions at the
LHC its intrinsic properties, such as the arrangement of its constituents or how effective
they are producing new particles, fluctuate on an event-by-event basis. Consequently,
the model presented in Chapter 3 is not sufficient and has to be extended to accomodate
these stochastic features. For that purpose, we developed a Monte Carlo Glauber event
generator in ROOT [199] and C++. Similar codes for nucleus-nucleus collisions can be
found in the literature [132, 200]. In this section, a detailed description of the building
blocks is presented. In the following, for simplicity, a proton is considered to be formed
by 3 hot spots. The impact of a varying number of hot spots N

hs

= (2, 4) is studied in
Sec. 5.3 and 5.4.

5.1.1 Impact parameter distribution

First of all, the impact parameter of the collision is chosen randomly from the distribution

dN
ev

/db / b (5.1)

up to b
max

= 2 fm & 2R
p

as displayed in the left side of Fig. 5.1. In our picture, the
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Figure 5.1: Left: impact parameter distribution as given by Eq. (5.1). Right: Typical event
for p+p with the target constituents in red and the projectile ones in blue.

impact parameter is the distance between the centers of the two protons in the x-direction.
Thus, the centers of the colliding protons are located at (x, y) = (�b/2, 0) and (b/2, 0).
Furthermore, the z-component will be neglected in the whole calculation i.e. the analysis
is performed exclusively in the transverse plane. We have checked that beyond b=2 fm
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the number of events with at least one collision is negligible. The reaction plane is defined,
in our case, by the (x, y)-plane.

5.1.2 Sampling hot spots positions

In each p+p event, after generating a random impact parameter for the collision, we
sample the transverse positions of the three hot spots in each proton {~s

i

} according to
the distribution defined in Chapter 3 i.e.:

D(~s
1

,~s
2

,~s
3

) = C

3Y

i=1

e�s

2

i /R
2

�(2)(~s
1

+ ~s
2

+ ~s
3

)⇥

3Y

i<j

i,j=1

⇣
1 � e�µ|~si�~sj |2/R2

⌘
. (5.2)

It should be noted that the extension of Eq. (5.2) to an arbitrary number of hot spots is
straight forward. As mentioned in the previous chapter, most of the models in the lit-
erature [201, 195, 196, 191, 178, 194, 202] implement a proton geometry following the
two first terms of Eq. (5.2) i.e. the hot spots are distributed according to Gaussian func-
tions with the natural constraint of fixing the centre of mass of the constituents system
to the centre of the proton. However, with this set up the most probable configurations
are the ones with three hot spots in the middle of the proton and the one with two hot
spots fully or partially overlapping and the third one separated due to the �-function like
in the quark-diquark model. The third term of Eq. (5.2) allows us to go beyond these
approaches by implementing short range repulsive correlations among all pairs of hot
spots that effectively enlarge the mean transverse separation |~s

i

� ~s
j

| between them. It
should be noted that we do not impose any kind of artificial minimum-distance between
the hot spots as it is done in other works in the literature to mimic the short range cor-
relations [200]. This would directly modify the single particle distribution. We generate
the polar coordinates of the three hot spots, that are next easily converted into Cartesian
ones, sampling D(~s

1

,~s
2

,~s
3

) for each proton. An illustrative example of a p+p interaction
generated in this fashion is displayed on the right side of Fig. 5.1.

5.1.3 Collision criterion

Once the hot spots of projectile and target are located in the transverse plane, the prob-
ability of two hot spots to collide is sampled from the inelasticity density

G
in

(d) = 2e�d

2

/2R

2

hs � (1 + ⇢2
hs

)e�d

2

/R

2

hs (5.3)

where d is the transverse distance between a pair of hot spots with radius R
hs

, and ⇢
hs

is the ratio of real and imaginary parts of the hot spot-hot spot scattering amplitude.
This collision probability results from a Gaussian parametrization of the elastic scattering
amplitude (see Eq. (3.29)). We evaluate this probability for all pairs of hot spots and refer
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to them as wounded [203, 204], if they have suffered at least one collision. Thus, in each
event, the maximum number of wounded hot spots N

w

and collisions N
coll

is 6 and 9

respectively. Another possibility that has been studied in the literature is to consider the
number of binary collisions instead of the wounded hot spots scenario or a combination
of both. We have tested that our main conclusions are not affected by this choice and
take the wounded hot spot approach for simplicity. For each event, we keep track of the
position of each wounded hot spot, (x

w

, y
w

), for later usage in the calculation of spatial
distributions, eccentricities or any other quantity of interest.

5.1.4 Entropy deposition

Subsequently, we consider that each wounded hot spot located at (x
w

, y
w

) deposits a
random amount of entropy smeared around the center of the wounded hot spot following
a Gaussian prescription according to

s(x, y) = s
0

1

⇡R2

hs

exp

✓
�(x � x

w

)

2

+ (y � y
w

)

2

R2

hs

◆
(5.4)

where s
0

fluctuates independently for each wounded hot spot. The choice of a Gaussian
profile in Eq. (5.4) avoids unphysical spiked entropy deposition and endows our model
with a more realistic description. To characterize the entropy deposition s

0

we rely on
a very similar approach to the one recently proposed in [195]. Essentially, entropy de-
position is directly related to the number of charged particles produced in p+p collisions.
The charged hadron probability distribution in an incoherent description of the particle
production process can be written as

P(N
ch

) =

NwX
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w
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where P
w

is the probability distribution of i hot spots to be wounded and P
hw

is the
distribution of the number of hadrons produced by a single wounded hot spot. To make
clearer the interpretation of Eq. (5.5) consider that we want to know the probability of
producing N

ch

=3 in a collision where two hot spots have been wounded. Then, Eq. (5.5)
reduces to:

P(3) = P
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(5.6)

that is, the 3 charged particles can be produced by only one hot spot (the two first terms)
or each of them contribute (the other two terms). According to Eq. (5.5) each wounded
hot spot contributes independently to the total charged hadron multiplicity distribution in
p+p collisions. An important comment is in order at this point. Particle production is
treated incoherently, since we assume that each hot spot contributes the same way to
the multiplicity distribution independent of the number of interactions. However, it seems
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reasonable to think that a certain degree of coherence should be included in a realistic
model for particle production. By coherence we refer to the fact that an event where e.g.
one hot spot in the projectile undergoes simultaneous scattering with three constituents in
the target may not contribute in the same way to P(N

ch

) as the incoherent superposition
of three 1 vs. 1 interactions. For instance, in the IP-Glasma model the saturation scale
is used as a degree of freedom to describe coherence [131]. Exploring a more realistic
coherent description of the charged hadron multiplicity distribution is left for future work.
Up to this point there is still one missing element in Eq. (5.5): the precise functional form
for the hadron multiplicity distribution from each wounded hot spot P

hw

(N
ch

). The latest
analysis of experimental data on charged hadron multiplicities by the LHC collaborations
has revealed that a double negative binomial function provides a better description of the
data than just a single one [205]. This is the choice adopted in this work to parametrize
P
hw

:
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where �(x) is the Euler Gamma function, the averages are given by n
i

, larger 
i

means
smaller fluctuations and ↵ is a mixing parameter. The parameters {n

i

,
i

,↵} are adjusted
to reproduce the observed multiplicity distributions at all the collision energies considered
in this work, independently. We achieve a good description of the data, �2/d.o.f ⇠ 1.2�2,
for all cases as it is shown in the left side of Fig. 5.2. Nevertheless, there are small
departures at low values of N

ch

at
p

s = 13 TeV and we overshoot the tail of the ISR
data. We have not included in the fit the last 5 points of the experimental data of the
ATLAS Collaboration at

p
s = 13 TeV due to the large systematic uncertainties and their

tiny contribution to the probability distribution.
Within the current context, the main purpose of an accurate description of the

charged hadron multiplicity distribution is to provide phenomenological guidance to a
non-measurable quantity, the shape of the entropy distribution i.e. s

0

in Eq. (5.4). In gen-
eral, the negative binomial distribution can be expressed as a convolution of a Gamma
and a Poisson distributions. Following the usual assumption that the particle emission is
given by a Poissonian process with the mean proportional to the entropy deposited in the
fluid element, the entropy distribution can be written as a double Gamma distribution:
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The parameters {n
i

,
i

,↵} in Eq. (5.8) are identical to the ones of the negative binomial
distribution, Eqs. (5.5-5.7), that yield a precise description of the measured multiplicity
distributions (see Table 5.2).
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5.1.5 Centrality classes

In this work we characterize the centrality of an event by its deposited entropy that is
tightly related with the event multiplicity. In other words, the more entropy is deposited
by the wounded hot spots, the more central the event. At this point it is worth to men-
tion that the definition of centrality in small systems is a highly debated topic nowadays.
Originally, the term centrality was borrowed from the heavy ion community. In these type
of collisions a systematic correlation between the number of charged particles produced
in an event (a measurable quantity) and the impact parameter (a theoretical variable) ex-
ists. Then, small values of N

ch

are related to peripheral collisions i.e. large values of the
impact parameter. In the case of small systems the correspondance between multiplicity
and b becomes much weaker. These kind of systems are dominated by fluctuations that
invalidate a geometric interpretation of multiplicity as a measure of collision centrality as
was explicitly shown in [196] and later confirmed in our studies. A hard collision might
produce lots of particles independently of b. To sum up, in our context by more central we
mean more effective producing entropy and it does not always imply a small impact para-
meter. On the right side of Fig. 5.2 we show the integrated entropy deposition distribution
for a particular choice of the parameters, the r

c

=0.4 fm case (to be described below), atp
s=13 TeV where S is computed in each event as

S =

NwX

i=2

si
0

(5.9)

and s
0

is given by Eq. (5.8). We have superimposed the division of the events in centrality
classes depending on their contribution to the integrated entropy. Then, the [0�1%] bin
contains one percent of the total number of events around the maximum value of the
integrated entropy.

5.1.6 Parameters

Our model has four free parameters {R
hs

, R, r
c

, ⇢
hs

}. For a given value of r
c

we constrain
{R

hs

, R, ⇢
hs

} to reproduce the measured values of the total p+p cross section (�
tot

) and
the ratio of real and imaginary parts of the scattering amplitude (⇢) at each collision
energy as was done in Sec. 3.4. Upon imposing these constraints we ensure that our
results are phenomenologically compatible. Note that the values of the parameters of
our model that fulfill the phenomenological conditions are not unique but rather conform
a whole region of the parameter space. As shown below, we have chosen representative
values of those allowed regions.

Regarding the correlation structure of the hot spots, Eq. (5.2), we have considered two
extreme scenarios: the uncorrelated case labeled as r

c

=0 and a repulsive core of 0.4 fm
labeled as r

c

=0.4. Being the main goal of this work to explore the net effect of correlations
we have considered a third situation, r

c

=0, nc, in which we set the repulsive distance to 0

but choose the values of {R
hs

, R, ⇢
hs

} as in the r
c

=0.4 case, not reproducing though the
experimental values of �

tot

and ⇢. However, although the rest of the parameters coincide,
this is not enough to consider that differences between the results of r

c

=0.4 and r
c

=0, nc
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Figure 5.2: Left: Fit to the charged particle multiplicity distributions for different collision
energies in the wounded hot spot model, Eqs. (5.5-5.7). The experimental data from
top to bottom is taken from: ATLAS [206], ALICE [207] and ISR [208]. Note that each
experiment has a different rapidity acceptance window, ⌘, that influences the shape of
the data. Also, the ALICE (red) and ISR (blue) curves are multiplied by 0.1 and 0.01

respectively. Right: Histogram of the integrated entropy deposition for the r
c

= 0.4 fm
case at

p
s=13 TeV. Vertical red lines labelled by black numbers define centrality classes

as fractions of the total number of events.

are then only attributable to the presence of short-range repulsive correlations. This is so
because for the same values of {R

hs

, R, ⇢
hs

} the hot spots of the correlated distribution
have a larger mean transverse position (or r.m.s), hs

1

i, defined as

hs
1

i =

Z
s
1

d~s
1

d~s
2

d~s
3

D(~s
1

,~s
2

,~s
3

) (5.10)

where D(~s
1

,~s
2

,~s
3

) is given by Eq. (5.2), than for r
c

= 0. In order to avoid this artificial
swelling we have included one last scenario, labeled as "hs

1

i fixed", in which {R
hs

, ⇢
hs

}
are the same as in the r

c

=0.4 case but R is chosen to reproduce the hs
1

i of the correlated
distribution.

The values of {R
hs

, R, r
c

, ⇢
hs

} are shown in Table 5.1. Further, the parameters of the
double Gamma distribution that controls the entropy deposition s

0

obtained after fitting
the multiplicity distributions are given in Table 5.2. Note that the fits shown in Fig. 5.2
correspond to the r

c

= 0.4 case. Good quality fits were found in the other scenarios as
well.

Once the building blocks of our model have been presented in the next sections we
display its results.

5.2 Basic quantities in a Monte Carlo Glauber calculation

Before addressing the two relevant observables for flow studies i.e. spatial eccentricities
and their fluctuations in terms of symmetric cumulants, it is interesting to explore the
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effect of spatial correlations in core elements of any Monte Carlo Glauber simulation such
as the average number of wounded objects or the radial distribution of the participants.
The following results have been obtained after generating 500k events with the set of
parameters corresponding to

p
s = 7 TeV. The results are qualitatively the same for ISR

and LHC-Run II energies. The averages have been performed over the number of events
with at least one hot spot-hot spot collision.

r
c

=0.4 fm r
c

=0 hs
1

i fixedp
s [GeV] R

hs

[fm] R [fm] R
hs

[fm] R [fm] R [fm]
52.6 0.19 0.72 0.23 0.73 0.84

7000 0.3 0.69 0.39 0.65 0.83

13000 0.32 0.76 0.41 0.75 0.87

Table 5.1: Parameters of the hot spot distribution and the inelasticity profile in Eqs.(5.2-
5.3) for various p+p collision energies with (r

c

= 0.4 fm) and without (r
c

= 0) short-range
repulsive correlations. We set ⇢

hs

=0.1 in all cases. On the last column, the values of R
for the "hs

1

i fixed" case are shown.

p
s=62.5 GeV n

1


1

n
2


2

↵

r
c

=0.4 fm 7.81 36.10 2.46 2.20 0.52

r
c

=0 5.61 49.12 0.07 0.03 0.77

r
c

=0, nc 6.48 26.58 0.44 41.61 0.72

hs
1

i fixed 6.70 18.14 0.43 27.98 0.73

p
s=7 TeV n

1


1

n
2


2

↵

r
c

=0.4 fm 11.86 2.45 2.04 1.49 0.27

r
c

=0 10.86 2.27 1.72 1.68 0.24

r
c

=0, nc 11.47 2.40 1.92 1.54 0.26

hs
1

i fixed 11.69 2.40 1.98 1.50 0.27

p
s=13 TeV n

1


1

n
2


2

↵

r
c

=0.4 fm 27.29 1.51 4.68 1.66 0.37

r
c

=0 26.26 1.55 4.16 1.79 0.31

r
c

=0, nc 21.70 1.51 4.38 2.50 0.48

hs
1

i fixed 26.47 1.42 4.54 1.73 0.37

Table 5.2: Default values of the parameters of the double Gamma distribution that char-
acterizes the fluctuating amount of entropy each wounded hot spot deposits, s

0

, forp
s = 52.6, 7000, 13000 GeV. The errors of the parameters arising in the fitting procedure

are ⇠ ±0.01.
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Figure 5.3: Left: Average number of wounded hot spots for different impact parameter
bins of the collision. The horizontal lines indicate the width of the bins. Right: Normalized
radial distribution of the wounded hot spots with respect to the reaction plane.

5.2.1 hN
w

i vs. b

We begin our analysis by computing the average number of wounded hot spots in p+p col-
lisions as a function of the impact parameter b for the four different scenarios introduced
above. The results are shown in the left part of Fig. 5.3. We note that the qualitative
behavior of the impact parameter dependence of hN

w

i is not affected by the inclusion of
correlations. For instance, the number of wounded hot spots is larger in central collisions
(b=0) than in peripheral ones, as expected. However, in central to moderately peripheral
collisions, 0<b<0.8 fm, the average number of wounded hot spots is smaller in the cor-
related scenario (squares vs. empty dots/triangles in Fig. 5.3). We have also computed
the mean number of wounded hot spots in a proton-proton interaction defined as

N
w

= (

N

evX

i=1

N i

w

)/N
ev

(5.11)

where N
ev

is the total number of events with at least one collision. We find that N
w

is
slightly reduced ⇠ 5% in the r

c

= 0.4 case with respect to fixing hs
1

i. Then, a very basic
element of all Monte Carlo Glauber calculations i.e. the mean number of wounded ob-
jects, hot spots in our case, is already affected by the modification of the initial geometry
of the collision as it is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Nevertheless, the dominant scale affecting
hN

w

i is not r
c

but R
hs

i.e. the bigger the hot spots, the larger the value of hN
w

i. It is worth
to mention that, in agreement with [195], we find moderate variations in the mean number
of wounded hot spots as the energy increases. Indeed, for the r

c

= 0.4 case we obtain
N

w

=2.3, 2.74, 2.75 at
p

s=52.6 GeV, 7 TeV and 13 TeV respectively. The rising behavior
of N

w

with increasing collision energy can be directly attributed to the growth of R
hs

as
depicted in Table 5.1. In other words, in a geometrical framework as it is the Monte Carlo
Glauber model, bigger hot spots translate into more collisions between them.
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5.2.2 Radial distribution of wounded hot spots

Another important feature of the presence of repulsive correlations is their effect on the
spatial distribution of the hot spots. In the right part of Fig. 5.3 we compare the normal-
ized radial distribution of the wounded hot spots, characterized by their polar coordinate
r
w

=

p
x2

w

+ y2
w

, resulting from the uncorrelated and correlated scenarios. One sees that
for r

c

=0.4 fm, the radial distribution gets broader and its mean value is shifted to larger
values than in the uncorrelated case. Therefore, a plausible interpretation in a geomet-
rical picture is that when including repulsive correlations the probability to find wounded
hot spots on the edges of the interaction region is increased.

5.2.3 hSi vs. b and P
w

(i)

The behavior of the average entropy deposited, hSi, as a function of the impact parameter
is depicted in Fig. 5.4. We found a similar trend in the four cases considered in this work:
hSi decreases as a function of the impact parameter as it should be by construction in our
model i.e. on average the more central the smaller the impact parameter or, equivalently,
larger number of wounded hot spots, the larger the entropy deposited. It is important to
emphasize that this is true on average and not on an event-by-event basis as we have
already discussed. We see that the difference between "r

c

= 0.4" and "hs
1

i fixed" cases
is small in Fig. 5.4.

An easy to way to crosscheck if the parameters of the multiplicity distribution extracted
from the fits are in agreement with other features of the Monte Carlo calculation is to
compute the average probability of i hot spots to be wounded. This factor, P

w

(i) takes
part in the functional shape of P(N

ch

) (see Eq. (5.5)) whose parameters are fitted to
data. From Fig. 5.4 we observe how correlations favor collisions with a small number of
wounded hot spots. This has a direct consequence: in order to reproduce the probability
distribution for charged particles each wounded hot spot has to be more efficient or,
equivalently produce more particles on average than in the uncorrelated cases. In other
words, when trying to describe P(N

ch

) a trade-off between the mean number of wounded
hot spots and the average number of produced particles by hot spot exists. That is, if the
mean number of wounded hot spots decreases from the correlated to the uncorrelated
case it has to be compensated by an increase on the averages in the negative binomial
(n

1

, n
2

). In fact, this argument is confirmed by the parameters extracted from the fits
displayed in Table. 5.2.

5.3 Spatial eccentricity moments

A quantitative measurement of the initial anisotropy of the geometry in a collision, which
results into an asymmetric transverse flow by means of the pressure gradients, is given
by the spatial eccentricities that are defined as

"
n

=

phrn cos(n�)i2 + hrn sin(n�)i2
hrni (5.12)
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Figure 5.4: Left: Average entropy deposited as a function of the impact parameter. Right:
Average probability of i hot spots to be wounded that enters into Eq. (5.5).

where h·i denotes the average weighted by the entropy deposition i.e.
R

dxdy(·)s(x, y)

and includes a sum over all wounded hot spots (see Eq. (5.4)). By construction, 0"
n

1.
For n = 2, Eq. (5.12) reduces to the standard definition of the eccentricity of an ellipse
i.e. "

2

= 0 for a circle. In our calculation "
n

are defined on an event-by-event basis with
respect to the participant plane as described in the next section.

5.3.1 Participant plane

In a Glauber Monte Carlo event, when calculating eccentricities of a system that suffers
fluctuations, in our case of the hot spots positions and of their entropy deposition, one
important aspect should be noted. To make the discussion more intuitive we take "

2

as an example but the idea generalizes to any moment. In a given event, the minor
axis of the ellipse in the transverse plane formed by the wounded hot spots does not
necessarily point along the impact parameter direction as given in Fig. 5.1. In other
words, the principle axes of the ellipse may be tilted by an angle  

2

with respect to the
(x, y)-directions. This new reference frame defined by the tilted axes is called participant
plane. In order to avoid that the spatial eccentricities lose their power of characterizing
the anisotropy of the collision one has to transform the wounded hot spots coordinates to
ensure that the minor and major axes of their distribution align with the x and y axes. This
situation is illustrated in Fig. 5.5 where the green circles represent the (x

w

, y
w

) positions
of the wounded hot spots and the purple ones correspond to the transformed coordinates.
This transformation is a two-step procedure.

First, Eq. (5.12) is valid whenever hxi = hyi = 0. Then, the coordinates are shifted
such that (0, 0) coincides with the center of mass of the participants system. In our case,
the wounded hot spots create an entropy distribution in the transverse plane as given by
Eq. (5.4). Therefore, the shifted distribution, s0(x, y), is given by

s0(x, y) = s

✓
x �

Z
xs(x, y)dxdy, y �

Z
ys(x, y)dxdy

◆
. (5.13)
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Figure 5.5: Illustrative example of a
p

s = 7 TeV p+p event with 5 wounded hot spots
(green disks). The principal axes of the area formed by the wounded hot spots are tilted
by an angle  

2

with respect to the reaction plane given by the axes (x and y) of the
transverse plane. The purple disks represent the transformed coordinates.

Next we determine the angular orientation of the "
n

plane from

 
n

=

1

n
arctan 2

 R
dxdy(x2

+ y2)n/2 sin(n�)s0(x, y)R
dxdy(x2

+ y2)n/2 cos(n�)s0(x, y)

!
. (5.14)

Then, the participant spatial eccentricities are defined on an event-wise basis as:

"
n

=

R
dxdy(x2

+ y2)n/2 cos(n(��  
n

))s0(x, y)R
dxdy(x2

+ y2)n/2s0(x, y)

(5.15)

A good test to check if the method has been correctly implemented consists in simplifying
Eq. (5.15) by removing the smearing effect and the entropy fluctuations. In this case,
x0i

= xi

w

� xC.o.M

w

,y0i = yi
w

� yC.o.M

w

and the  
n

angle is given by

 
n

=

1

n
arctan 2

0

BBBBB@

NwX

i=1

r0i sin(n�0i)

NwX

i=1

r0i cos(n�0i)

1

CCCCCA
. (5.16)
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Figure 5.6: Left: Average values of the eccentricity, "
2

, for r
c

= 0 (blue empty circle),
r
c

= 0.4 fm (red empty square), r
c

= 0, nc (grey filled circle) and hs
1

i fixed (purple filled
circle) as a function of the number of wounded hot spots. Right: Example of an event
with two wounded hot spots before (green disks) and after (purple disks) rotating to the
participant plane.

Therefore, the computation of the spatial eccentricity moments is given by

"
n

=

vuut
NwX

i=1

�
(ri

pp

)

n

cos(n�i
pp

)

�
2

+

NwX

i=1

�
(ri

pp

)

n

sin(n�i
pp

)

�
2

NwX

i=1

(ri
pp

)

n

(5.17)

where (ri
pp

,�i
pp

) are the polar transformation of (xi

pp

= x0i
cos 

n

� y0i sin 
n

, yi
pp

=

y0i cos 
n

+ x0i
sin 

n

). In Fig. 5.6 the event-averaged value of "
2

as a function of the
number of wounded hot spots is shown. The fact that h"

2

i reaches unity for N
w

= 1

is a direct consequence of the participant plane method. When only two hot spots are
wounded, they sit symmetrically on the vertical axes after rotating by  

2

as depicted on
the right side of Fig. 5.6. In this case, h"

2

i = 1 (and "
3

= 0) by definition. This artifact is
washed out once the smearing and entropy fluctuations are taken into account.

After cross-checking the implementation of the participant plane calculation, in the
following we compute "

n

as given by Eq. (5.15) and refer to them simply as spatial ec-
centricities. We present our results in two different cases: all the events are selected
(minimum bias) and only the events on the [0�1%] centrality class (ultra-central colli-
sions) as defined in Fig. 5.2 are considered.

5.3.2 Minimum bias

The probability distribution of "
2

is shown in Fig. 5.7: the eccentricity is reduced in the
correlated scenario compared to the rest of the cases including the one with hs

1

i fixed.
We hence conclude that the probability of having smaller values of the eccentricity in
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Figure 5.7: Probability distribution of the eccentricity, "
2

, for r
c

= 0 (blue short-dashed
line), r

c

=0.4 fm (red long-dashed line), r
c

=0, nc (grey dotted line) and hs
1

i fixed (purple
solid line).

a proton-proton interaction is increased when repulsive short-range correlations are in-
cluded. In essence the eccentricity is a direct measurement of the anisotropy of the
interaction region between the x and y directions. Thus, the results presented in Fig. 5.7
suggest that the characteristic ellipsoidal shape of the interaction region between the
two protons is replaced by a more round one (with smaller eccentricity) in the correlated
scenario. However, all cases exhibit a broad probability distribution of "

2

due to the highly
fluctuating nature of the system.

In addition, the effect of correlations between the constituents of the proton is shown
to be qualitatively the same as in the nucleus case [209] but has a stronger impact on
the numerical values of "

2

. This is not a surprising result as smaller systems are ex-
pected to be more sensitive to the fine details of the geometry than the complex A+A
case, where the net effect of these subtleties is washed out by the accumulation of un-
correlated nucleon-nucleon collisions. However, this study being a multiparametric one
the magnitude of the eccentricity’s depletion could vary depending on the values of {R

hs

,
R, r

c

, ⇢
hs

} provided that it will always decrease when including correlations among sub-
nucleonic degrees of freedom in the proton.

Further, we show in Fig. 5.8 the probability distribution for the triangularity, P("
3

). The
origin of odd eccentricity moments, in our model, is not driven by the geometry of the
collision but rather by the fluctuations in both the entropy deposition and the positions of
the hot spots. The main reason is that our spatial distributions are symmetric with respect
to the y-axis, hyi=0, so in absence of fluctuations all the odd eccentricity moments would
exactly vanish. Compared to "

2

, we observe how the role of spatial correlations for "
3
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Figure 5.9: Average value of the triangularity as a function of the eccentricity for r
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= 0, nc (grey filled circle) and hs
1

i
fixed (purple filled circle).
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is weaker. Nevertheless, the triangularity of the proton-proton interaction in our model
shows the same qualitative behavior as the eccentricity i.e. is reduced in the correlated
scenario.

To conclude this Section the correlation between "
3

and "
2

is displayed in Fig. 5.9.
In agreement with other works in the literature [196], the value of "

3

is always smaller
than "

2

and the correlation among them is positive. Note that, the impact of spatial
correlations is the opposite depending in which regime of values of "

2

we are. That
is, for "

2

� 0.4, repulsive correlations generate a more triangular interaction region while
for smaller values of "

2

the conclusion is reverted. A similar situation will be discussed in
the next section. Nevertheless, by comparing the "

3

�"
2

correlation between the hs
1

i and
r
c

=0.4 fm cases we conclude that it is a rather insensitive observable to the presence of
spatial correlations.

5.3.3 Ultra-central collisions

Motivated by the phenomenological interest in very high-multiplicity p+p collisions we
have computed the probability distributions P("

2(3)

) for the 0� 1% centrality class i.e.
after imposing a cut on the entropy deposition S as given by Fig. 5.2. Two remarkable
results can be extracted by comparing Figs. 5.7-5.8 (minimum bias) with Fig. 5.10 (ultra-
central collisions). First, we observe how the probability distributions P("

2(3)

) are shifted
towards larger values when selecting ultra-central events both in the uncorrelated and
correlated scenarios. Next, focusing on the role of correlated constituents in this high-
entropy context we observe that it turns out to favor higher values of "

2

and "
3

when
compared to the uncorrelated scenario. Thus, we find that the consequence of having
correlated constituents inside the proton is the opposite in ultra-central collisions than in
minimum bias. To sum up, in the 0�1% centrality class the net effect of correlations is
to increase the probability of having larger values of "

2(3)

whereas in the minimum bias
case this probability is diminished.

The difference on the effect of spatial correlations between the minimum bias case
and the ultra-central can be neatly deduced from Figs. 5.11-5.12. We represent the
average values of "

2(3)

for different centrality classes. A common trend is observed both in
the correlated and uncorrelated cases: while h"

2(3)

i is barely centrality independent in the
mid-central to peripheral collisions it increases significantly in the very central region i.e.
in the events with higher entropy deposition. Regarding the effect of spatial correlations
we notice that they increase h"

2(3)

i for the higher entropic events with respect to the
uncorrelated cases as we have already shown in Fig. 5.10. Minimum bias collisions
are not dominated by these infrequent extremely entropic events but by the ones with a
smaller entropy production. In this case, we see in Figs. 5.11-5.12 how the net effect
of correlations in the peripheral/less entropic bins is to reduce h"

2(3)

i. Furthermore, the
quantitative difference in h"

2(3)

i between the correlated and uncorrelated scenarios is
larger in the ultra-central events than in minimum bias. Thus, we conclude that the net
effect of correlated constituents is larger in ultra-central collisions.

Certainly, it would be desirable to obtain a quantitatively precise description of ex-
perimental data on v

n

. Unfortunately, this is not possible within the current status of our
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Figure 5.10: Average values of the eccentricity, "
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, (left) and the triangularity, "
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, (right)
for r

c

= 0 (blue empty circle), r
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= 0.4 fm (red empty square), r
c

= 0, nc (grey filled circle)
and hs

1

i fixed (purple filled circle) as a function of the number of wounded hot spots.
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relatively simple geometric model. Our calculation lacks of any kind of information on the
momenta of the produced particles. Thus, we consider that only after feeding our model
into a hydrodynamic evolution, currently a work in progress, a full comparison with data
would be meaningful and realistic. Nevertheless, one can grasp a feeling by comput-
ing ratios of cumulants, as defined in Eq. (4.37), because in first approximation they are
independent of the hydrodynamic response [210] i.e.:

v
n

{µ}
v
n

{⌫} =

"
n

{µ}
"
n

{⌫} . (5.18)

In the case of the eccentricity,

"
2

{2} = h"2
2

i, "
2

{4} = (2h"2
2

i2 � h"4
2

i)1/4 (5.19)

The equality in Eq. (5.18) only holds if the scaling between eccentricity and flow is linear.
Although deviations from this linear response are expected [197], it is interesting to check
whether our model can capture the general trends of the data. The comparison between
eccentricity and flow fluctuations is displayed in Fig. 5.13. Note that the experimental
data is given in terms of the flow harmonic coefficients as a function of the No✏ine

trk

. This
variable contain the number of reconstructed charged particles after imposing p

T

and ⌘
cuts which vary from one experiment to the other. Therefore, we refuse to present the
results of our model overlaid on top of the experimental data as the x-axes, although
sharing the same spirit of representing particle/entropy production, do not match i.e. it
will not be an apples-to-apples comparison. Presenting our results as a function of N

ch

as shown in Fig. 5.2 will not help to directly compare to the experimental measurement
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Figure 5.13: Left: Fluctuations of v
2

characterized by the ratio v
2

{2}/v
2

{4} as a function of
the number of reconstructed charged particles using the CMS definition. Data measured
by ATLAS [163] and CMS [173]. Right: Fluctuations of "
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within our wounded hot spot
approach.

and may lead to confusion for the reader. This is so because No✏ine

trk

and N
ch

are not
equivalent. Nevertheless, two interesting messages can be extracted from Fig. 5.13.
First, the outcome of our calculation is in quantitative agreement with the experimental
data and nicely interpolates between the ATLAS and CMS results indicating that our
model although unsophisticated is realistic. The fluctuations of "

2

turn out to be very
sensitive to the presence or absence of correlations, even more than its absolute value
as one can observe by comparing Figs. 5.13 and 5.11. Therefore we conclude, as already
suggested by [210], that the description of v

2

{2}/v
2

{4} may set strong constraints in any
initial state model.

5.3.4 Energy scan in minimum bias

In addition to the effect of correlations on the properties of the initial state we have ex-
plored their energy dependence from ISR to the LHC. In Fig. 5.14 we represent the av-
erage values of "

2

and "
3

as a function of their standard deviation for 3 different collision
energies namely

p
s=52.6, 7000, 13000 GeV. All the curves refer to the r

c

=0.4 case and
all events have been included. It should be noted that the energy dependence of the
parameters of the model (see Table 5.1) comes from the requirement of reproducing the
total p+p cross section, being this a quite soft condition. Endowing our model with a more
rigorous and precise energy dependence is left for future work. The main goal of Fig. 5.14
is to show that there are no significant differences in the values of h"

2

i and h"
3

i for dif-
ferent collision energies. The fact that the spatial eccentricities do not drastically deviate
with increasing energy was also observed in [211] where a different parametrization of
the initial state was used. Further, the purpose of representing the average values as a
function of the standard deviation is to emphasize the width of the probability distributions
that we obtain as we have seen in the previous sections (see Figs. 5.7-5.10).
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Figure 5.14: Average values of "
2

(filled markers) and "
3

(empty markers) for
p

s =

52.6 GeV (blue filled/empty circles), 7 TeV (red filled/empty squares) and 13 TeV (grey
filled/empty triangles) as a function of their standard deviation. These energies corres-
pond to ISR and Runs I-II of the LHC, respectively.

Correlated hs
1

i fixed
R

hs

[fm] R [fm] r
c

[fm] R
p

[fm] R [fm]
N

hs

=2 0.51 1.04 0.35 1.31 1.13

N

hs

=4 0.21 0.55 0.32 1.2 0.64

Table 5.3: Default values of the parameters characterizing the hot spots distribution
Eq. (5.2) and their probability to interact Eq. (5.3) for different number of hot spots both in
the correlated and "hs

1

i fixed" cases.
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Correlated
n
1


1


2

n
2

↵

N

hs

=2 26.22 1.21 4.64 1.79 0.45

N

hs

=4 25.68 1.46 4.54 1.82 0.34

hs
1

i fixed
n
1


1


2

n
2

↵

N

hs

=2 24.66 1.05 4.55 2.05 0.49

N

hs

=4 23.04 1.15 4.37 2.14 0.4

Table 5.4: Default values of the parameters of the double Gamma distribution that charac-
terizes the fluctuating amount of entropy each wounded hot spot deposits, s

0

, for different
number of hot spots both in the correlated (top) and "hs

1

i fixed" cases (bottom).

5.3.5 N
hs

-dependence

All along this Section we have considered that the proton is constituted by 3 gluonic hot
spots. This is the most natural scenario when a direct correspondance between the
Fock space of valence partons and the hot spots is assumed. However, this relation
is arguable as, while being extensively used as a phenomenological tool, the ultimate
dynamical origin of the hot spots remains as an open debate (see Sec. 3.3.1). Therefore,
it is opportune to check the reliability of our results after variations of this parameter, N

hs

.
Note that the possibility of having a different number of hot spots may account for other
elements such as the large-x sea quarks.

We focus our discussion on the results for "
2(3)

after considering the two more straight-
forward extensions of our model: N

hs

=2 and N
hs

=4. In order to make a fair comparison
between the three different scenarios, N

hs

=(2, 3, 4), we choose representative values of
the parameters {R

hs

, R} that fulfill two constraints. As in the previous sections, the ex-
perimental value of the total p+p cross section is reproduced. Further, the proton radius
defined as R

p

=

p
N

hs

q
hs2

1

i + R2

hs

, where hs
1

i is the r.m.s of the spatial probability distri-
bution given by Eq. (5.2), should not depend on the number of hot spots that the proton
contains so we fix it to be the same in all cases. For simplicity, we restrict the analysis
to the correlated and hs

1

i fixed cases at
p

s = 13 TeV. The values of the parameters are
given in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. From a technical point of view, the extension of the code
to N

hs

> 3 brings with it a change in the sampling procedure of the spatial distribution
of hot spots D({s

i

}). This is so because the built-in ROOT class for random number
generation extends up to 3 dimensional functions. To overcome this difficulty we have de-
veloped an independent algorithm based on the well-known rejection sampling method.
The algorithm has been tested against the ROOT routine by generating random numbers
according to a 3-dimensional Gaussian distribution. As shown in Fig. 5.15, the accuracy
of the method is satisfactorily compatible with the well tested ROOT class. Nevertheless,
the current implementation of the Monte Carlo event generator is not straightforwardly
extendable to an arbitrary number of hot spots in each proton. From a numerical point
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Figure 5.15: Each green dot represents an (x,y,z)-trio distributed according to a 3-D
Gaussian distribution. They have been generated with the TRandom class in ROOT
(left) and with our own rejection-sampling based algorithm (right). The boxes show the
mean values and the standard deviations of (x,y,z).
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Figure 5.16: Average values of the eccentricity, "
2

, (left) and the triangularity, "
3

, (right)
for N

hs

=2 as a function of the centrality range.

of view, the main bottleneck is the generation of P(N
ch

) as the number of terms entering
the sum increases very rapidly. Up to now, all these possible combinations are computed
in a rather brute-force fashion and, therefore, obtaining P(N

ch

) for a large number of N
hs

would be doable but computationally expensive. On the analytic side, tuning the model
parameters by ensuring that the total cross section is reproduced and the proton radius
remain constant makes the full study we are undertaking more cumbersome as meeting
both conditions require 3N

hs

-dimensional Gaussian integration. Enlarging the flexibility of
the code to accomodate an arbitrary number of constituent hot spots is a must for the fu-
ture. However, even the two simplest extensions considered in the following already show
very interesting physical features. The average values of "

2

and "
3

against the centrality
of the collision for N

hs

=2, 4 are shown in Fig. 5.16 and 5.17, respectively. Note that we
have extended our calculations to a higher centrality bin, [0�0.1%]. First and foremost,
the effect of including spatial correlations is invariant under changes in the number of
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Figure 5.17: Average values of the eccentricity, "
2

, (left) and the triangularity, "
3

, (right)
for N

hs

=4 as a function of the centrality range.

hot spots: larger eccentricities and triangularities are expected in the correlated scenario
than in the uncorrelated one in ultra-central collisions while they reduce both of them in
minimum bias events. Furthermore, we find that both "

2

and "
3

smoothly increase when
a larger number of hot spots is considered.

5.4 Normalized symmetric cumulants

This Section constitutes the natural extension of our previous studies on the initial state
properties of proton-proton collisions in terms of eccentricities by exploring not only their
mean but their fluctuations (see Sec. 4.5). There have been attempts to describe the val-
ues of the symmetric cumulants, SC(n,m) in p+Pb by computing them in terms of eccent-
ricities, i.e. replacing v

n(m)

by "
n(m)

in Eqs. (4.38-4.39), within wounded quark models.
These studies lead to the correct negative sign of SC(2,3) at high multiplicities but the
magnitude is off [212, 196]. Up to today we are unaware of any theoretical prediction for
the values of SC(n,m) in p+p interactions at LHC energies, although results for RHIC en-
ergies were presented in [212]. All along this Section we compute the normalized version
of the symmetric cumulants at the eccentricity level as given by:

NSC(n, m) ⌘ h"2
n

"2
m

i � h"2
n

ih"2
m

i
h"2

n

ih"2
m

i (5.20)

at
p

s = 13 TeV, the energy at which they have been measured. The computation of
higher order moments of the eccentricities distributions requires more statistics. More
concretely, within our Monte Carlo approach, an order of magnitude more of events was
needed relative to the eccentricities calculation to achieve enough statistical significance
(4.5 million vs 500k). For simplicity, we have not considered the r

c

= 0, nc case. In the
following plots the uncorrelated results will be exhibited as a band bounded by the r

c

=0

and hs
1

i fixed cases to display the different possibilities considered. Again, the proton is
considered to be formed by 3 hotspots by default and the sensitivity of the results to this
parameter is explored in a dedicated section.
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Figure 5.18: Average value of NSC(2,3) as a function of the centrality range for r
c

= 0

(blue short-dashed line connecting open blue circles), hs
1

i fixed (purple short-dashed
line connecting filled purple circles) and r

c

= 0.4 fm (red solid line connecting filled red
squares). The error bars represent statistical uncertainties while the light violet band
indicates the theoretical uncertainty associated to the choice of parameters that define
the uncorrelated scenario.

5.4.1 Centrality dependence

The most important result of this Section is shown in Fig. 5.18 where we represent the
event-averaged value of NSC(2,3) as a function of centrality. A common feature in the
three correlation scenarios is the fact that NSC(2,3) decreases from peripheral to cent-
ral collisions as suggested by data. Focusing on the effect of the short-range repulsive
correlations we observe how they enlarge the positive correlation of "

2

and "
3

in the
peripheral regime. However, their repercussion in the very central collisions is precisely
the opposite. Finally, the most striking effect of the spatial correlations is observed in
the ultra-central bins [0� 0.1%] and [0.1� 1%]: only in the r

c

= 0.4 case there exists
an anti-correlation of "

2

and "
3

as data dictates. Then, we conclude that the experi-
mental evidence of NSC(2,3)<0 may back up the necessity to consider correlated proton
constituents. Note that a precise theory-to-data comparison, is not possible due to the
aforementioned multiplicity selection. Especially cumbersome is the comparison in the
low multiplicity regime where non-flow dijet contributions, totally absent in our initial state
coordinate space approach, dominate the measured values of NSC(n,m). However, our
main purpose is to lay out, for the first time in the literature, a particular mechanism i.e.
the presence of spatial repulsive correlations inside the proton, that builds up a negative
sign of NSC(2,3) in the highest centrality bin at the geometric level.

In the case of NSC(2,4), see Fig. 5.19, the role of the repulsive correlations is qual-
itatively the same as in the NSC(2,3) calculation: in peripheral collisions the value of
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Figure 5.19: Average value of NSC(2,4) as a function of the centrality range for r
c

= 0

(blue short-dashed line connecting blue open circles), hs
1

i fixed (purple short-dashed
line connecting filled purple circles) and r

c

= 0.4 fm (red solid line connecting filled red
squares). The error bars represent statistical uncertainties while the light violet band
indicates the theoretical uncertainty associated to the choice of parameters that define
the uncorrelated scenario.

NSC(2,4) is larger in the r
c

= 0.4 case than in the uncorrelated scenarios and the situ-
ation gets reversed at barely the same centrality bin. As well, we find the absolute value of
NSC(2,4) to be larger than NSC(2,3) in all the centrality bins as it is the case in the data.
We would also like to remark that in our approach the symmetric cumulants are almost
flat in the mid-to-peripheral interactions but thanks to a dissection of the very central bins
we see a clear centrality dependence. This is consistent with our previous calculations of
the average values of the spatial eccentricity moments (see Figs. 5.11-5.17).

A geometric and intuitive interpretation of the fact that only in the correlated case
NSC(2,3)< 0 in the [0�1%] centrality bin is given in the following section. It should be
noted that, for this purpose, we have merged the two highest centrality bins, [0�0.1%]
and [0.1�1%], into a single one in order to improve the statistics.

5.4.2 Role of the interaction topology

In order to capture the effect of the spatial correlations we characterize each proton-
proton interaction by its number of wounded hot spots and the number of collisions
(N

w

, N
coll

), the two basic quantities of any Monte Carlo Glauber calculation. We dub
each (N

w

, N
coll

)-configuration as interaction topology.
We begin our analysis by computing the average number of collisions as a function

of the number of wounded hot spots for the three different scenarios introduced above.
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Figure 5.20: Average number of collisions as a function of the number of wounded hot
spots for r
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= 0 (open blue circles), hs
1

i fixed (filled purple circles) and r
c

= 0.4 fm (filled
red squares).

The results are shown in Fig. 5.20. First of all, as we describe the entropy deposition
in an incoherent way i.e. on average the more wounded hot spots the more entropy is
deposited, the configurations in which only two hot spots collide cannot create enough
entropy to be part of the [0 � 1%] centrality bin. Then, the minimum number of wounded
hot spots is three and, in this case, hN

coll

i = 2 in all the correlation scenarios as it is the
only existing configuration. However, for N

w

> 3 the average number of collisions starts
to differ between the three different cases. We observe that hN

coll

i is systematically re-
duced when including repulsive correlations with respect to the uncorrelated cases. This
effect has a very straightforward interpretation: enlarging the mean transverse distance
between the hot spots reduces the probability of having interaction topologies with a high
number of collisions. In other words, the repulsive correlations spread the hot spots in
the transverse plane and as a consequence enhance the probability of the hot spots to
collide by pairs over the configurations in which all hot spots in the projectile interact with
all the others in the target, as it is schematically represented in Fig. 5.21.

To connect this fact with the total value of NSC(2,3) we would like to understand
the individual contributions from the different interaction topologies. For this purpose we
define a weighted version of NSC(n,m) denoted NSC

w

(n,m) as follows

NSC

w

(n, m) ⌘ P(N
w

) · P(N
w

|N
coll

) · NSC(n, m)

���
Nw,N

coll

(5.21)

where

• P(N
w

) is the probability of having a certain number of wounded hot spots.
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Figure 5.21: Sketch representing the interaction topologies preferred in the correlated
case (left) and in the uncorrelated one (right). The purple arrows represent the collisions
between the hot spots.

• For a given N
w

, P(N
w

|N
coll

) represents the probability of having a certain number
of collisions between the hot spots.

• NSC(n, m)

���
Nw,N

coll

is the value of NSC(n,m) for each interaction topology.

The error of NSC
w

(n,m) is computed by adding the statistical uncertainties of each term
in Eq. (5.21) in quadrature. Essentially, by summing NSC

w

(n,m) over all the possible
(N

w

, N
coll

)-configurations one recovers NSC(n,m). This new quantity allows us to de-
compose the value of NSC(2,3) and investigate the contribution of each interaction topo-
logy separately. From now on, to facilitate the discussion, we only show the comparison
between hs

1

i fixed and r
c

= 0.4 scenarios. We have checked that the same conclusions
as in the hs

1

i fixed case hold for r
c

=0.
In Fig. 5.22 we show a particular example of the output of our calculation for

NSC
w

(2,3) by selecting the events with N
w

= 6. Two important results can be extrac-
ted from this figure. First, as already suggested by Fig. 5.20, configurations with a large
number of collisions, e.g. N

coll

> 6, only occur in the uncorrelated case where the three
hot spots are closer to each other or, equivalently, clustered. Second, and more im-
portant, the value of NSC

w

(2,3) shows a clear dependence on N
coll

: configurations with
a smaller number of collisions reduce the value of NSC(2,3) and, eventually, contribute
negatively. Then, in our picture, the inclusion of spatial correlations inside the proton mod-
ifies the weight of each interaction topology in such a way that these configurations are
enhanced. This feature provides a natural explanation for the different sign of NSC(2,3)
in the uncorrelated and correlated scenarios. Far from being a casual coincidence or an
artifact this effect is observed for any number of wounded hot spots as it is depicted in
Fig. 5.23. In the left pannel we show the event-averaged value of NSC

w

(2,3) with respect
to the number of collisions for N

w

=3 to N
w

=6 for the r
c

=0.4 case. Once again, the con-
figurations that contribute more to the total value of NSC(2,3) are the ones with a large
number of wounded hot spots that interact a small amount of times. In opposition, as
displayed in the right pannel, the interaction topologies that have associated a negative
NSC(2,3) are extremely suppressed in the uncorrelated scenario where the configuration
with the biggest weight and precisely positive value of NSC(2,3) is (N

w

=4, N
coll

=3).
Then, by computing NSC

w

(2,3) for the different interaction topologies we find that the
origin of the negative sign of NSC(2,3) in the r

c

=0.4 scenario is due to the decisive role
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of correlations in modifying the weights of the diverse configurations in the Monte Carlo
Glauber simulations.

5.4.3 Scan of the parameter space

To continue, we check the sensitivity of the obtained results on the values of the model
parameters. Thus, we focus on the correlated scenario and study the dependence of
NSC(2,3) on the radius of the hot spot and the repulsive core distance in the [0�1%]
centrality bin. The value of the repulsive distance, r

c

, apart from being different from zero
[1], is essentially unconstrained. As it could be argued that r

c

= 0.4 fm is a large repuls-
ive distance that may be unrealistic we explore the results of our model for r

c

= 0.25 fm.
In the case of R

hs

, we choose 4 different values in our scan {0.15, 0.25, 0.32, 0.4} fm.
Consequently, the parameters of the Gamma distribution for the entropy deposition (see
Eq. (5.8)) are extracted in all the cases by fitting the experimental charged-particle mul-
tiplicity distributions P(N

ch

). The other two parameters of our model, namely R and ⇢
hs

,
remain fixed to their default values given in Table 5.1. Except in the chosen values for
R

hs

and r
c

appearing in Table 5.1, i.e. R
hs

=0.32 fm and r
c

=0.4 fm, the requirement that
our model reproduces the p+p total cross section and ⇢ is not fulfilled. Removing these
phenomenological constraints allows to pinpoint the effect of just varying the radius of the
hot spot or the correlation distance in our results.

In the left pannel of Fig. 5.24 we represent the event-averaged value of NSC(2,3)
as a function of R

hs

for the two different values of the correlation distance considered.
First, we observe that by reducing the value of r

c

for a given value of R
hs

we get closer
to the uncorrelated case and thus the value of NSC(2,3) is enlarged and pushed to the
positive regime, as expected. However, this statement is not universal as it breaks down
when R

hs

. 0.22 fm. In this scenario of very small values of the radius of the hot spot,
"
2

and "
3

are positively correlated for both values of the repulsive core distance and the
value of NSC(2,3) is larger in the r

c

=0.4 case. This result indicates that NSC(2,3) is not
sensitive to R

hs

and r
c

independently but to the interplay of both scales. In other words,
NSC(2,3) depends on a generic function of the radius of the hot spot and the repulsive
core distance f(R

hs

, r
c

).
As a first and simple guess to the functional form of f(R

hs

, r
c

) we choose it to be
the ratio of the two scales involved i.e. f(R

hs

, r
c

) = R
hs

/r
c

. This ratio has a transparent
interpretation by characterizing the degree of repulsion: if R

hs

/r
c

� 1 the shape of the
proton resembles the uncorrelated scenario where the hot spots can largely overlap in
transverse space. The results of NSC(2,3) for different values of R

hs

/r
c

are displayed in
the right pannel of Fig. 5.24. We can distinguish three regimes in this plot. On the one
hand, when R

hs

/r
c

� 1 the geometric picture of the proton approaches the uncorrelated
scenario and the value of NSC(2,3) increases monotonically starting to be positive for
R

hs

/r
c

& 1.3. Moreover, when R
hs

/r
c

= 1 the value of NSC(2,3) is identical within error
bars for both correlation scenarios r

c

=0.25 and r
c

=0.4 supporting the idea that NSC(2,3)
depends on f(R

hs

, r
c

)=R
hs

/r
c

. However, on the second regime characterized by 0.6 .
R

hs

/r
c

.1, we find an abrupt change of the value of NSC(2,3) when slightly increasing the
ratio R

hs

/r
c

from 0.6 to 0.63. This suggests that a residual dependence of NSC(2,3) on the
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Figure 5.24: Average value of NSC(2,3) for two different values of the repulsive distance:
r
c

= 0.25 fm (filled green circles) and r
c

= 0.4 fm (filled red squares) as a function of the
radius of the hot spot (left) and the ratio R

hs

/r
c

(right).

other scale of the problem, R, may exist. Finally, configurations in which the hot spots are
much smaller than the repulsive core distance between them i.e. R

hs

/r
c

.0.6 result into a
positive correlation between "

2

and "
3

. Then, our study favors values of 0.6.R
hs

/r
c

.1.3
in order to be compatible with the experimental observation of NSC(2,3)<0 in the highest
centrality bin. Unfortunately, this interval is large enough to be compatible with a picture of
the proton in which the hot spots transverse separation is larger than in the uncorrelated
case but still they can overlap (R

hs

/r
c

⇠ 1.3) and with a much more dilute description in
which the probability of two hot spots to overlap is highly supressed (R

hs

/r
c

⇠0.6).

5.4.4 Sensitivity of NSC(2,3) to N
hs

As in the case of the eccentricities, we check the robustness of our results after variations
in the number of constituent hot spots. We start by exploring the dependence of the event-
averaged value of NSC(2,3) on the number of hot spots in the correlated scenarios as
displayed in Fig. 5.25 as a function of centrality. The differences between the three cases
start to appear in mid-to-ultra central collisions. There exists a clear trend towards smaller
values of NSC(2,3) when a bigger number of hot spots is considered. Specifically, the
negative sign of NSC(2,3) in the high centrality bins is not achieved when N

hs

= 2 even
with correlations. Thus, we conclude that with the selected parameters the minimum
number of hot spots to describe the onset of the anti-correlation between "

2

and "
3

is
N

hs

= 3. Note that this threshold number of hot spots coincides with the one needed to
describe the onset of the hollowness effect (see Chapter 3). Moreover, the inclusion of
an additional hot spot i.e. N

hs

= 4 helps to make NSC(2,3) even more negative in the
highest centrality bins although the effect is small when compared to the drastic impact
of changing from N

hs

=2 to N
hs

=3.
In Fig. 5.26 the comparison between the correlated and hs

1

i fixed scenarios for N
hs

=2

(left) and N
hs

= 4 (right) is displayed. First and foremost, the effect of including spatial
correlations is invariant under changes in the number of hot spots: in peripheral colli-
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Figure 5.25: Average value of NSC(2,3) as a function of the centrality range in the cor-
related scenario for N

hs

=2 (filled green circles), N
hs

=3 (filled red squares) and N
hs

=4

(filled violet triangles). The error bars represent statistical uncertainties.

sions they enlarge the positive correlation of "
2

and "
3

while favoring a negative sign of
NSC(2,3) with respect to the uncorrelated scenario. Albeit the correlated curve is always
below the uncorrelated scenario in the highest centrality bins an important comment is in
order: NSC(2,3) is compatible with negative values, within statistical uncertainty, in the
[0�0.1%] bin for the uncorrelated case. This fact reinforces the idea remarked in the pre-
vious section: the interplay of the different scales {R

hs

, r
c

, N
hs

} is decisive in the sign of
NSC(2,3) within our framework. For N

hs

=4 the weight of the configurations with a large
number of wounded hot spots and a small number of collisions is large enough so that
the spatial correlations are not essential to obtain a negative NSC(2,3) in the [0�0.1%]

bin. However, as these configurations are enhanced in the correlated scenario, the anti-
correlation of "

2

and "
3

is stronger than in the uncorrelated case just as in the case of
N

hs

=3. To sum up, although the negative sign of NSC(2,3) in the highest centrality bins
is not a unique feature of the correlated scenario but relies on the interplay of the different
scales, the inclusion of repulsive correlations provides a mechanism to reduce its value
in the highest centrality bins.

5.4.5 Influence of N
w

/N
coll

on NSC(2,3)

All along the previous sections we have reached the firm conclusion that NSC(2,3) is
extremely sensitive to the initial state fluctuations and can help to discriminate between
different parameterizations of the proton geometry. However, a natural question remains
unanswered: is there a physical parameter controlling the sign of NSC(2,3)? Being our
model a multiparametric one the task of pinpointing the critical parameter is far from
being straightforward as we have seen in previous attempts by testing the sensitivity to
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Figure 5.26: Average value of NSC(2,3) as a function of the centrality range for hs
1

i fixed
(purple short-dashed line connecting filled purple circles) and r

c

= 0.4 fm (red solid line
connecting filled red squares). The error bars represent statistical uncertainties. Left:
N

hs

=2. Right: N
hs

=4.

the different scales of the problem. The study in terms of the interaction topologies guided
our choice to N

w

/N
coll

as a potential candidate.
Thus, we study the dependence of NSC(2,3) on this ratio for the highest centrality

bins with and without correlations in all cases where R
p

is identical. The results are
shown on the left pannel of Fig. 5.27. Remarkably, the value of the cumulant is the same
in all the different scenarios for a given value of N

w

/N
coll

. Nor the presence/absence of
correlations neither the number of constituent hot spots modify the value of NSC(2,3) for a
fixed N

w

/N
coll

ratio. This feature backs up the relevant role of this parameter in the values
of NSC(2,3). To facilitate the discussion on the sign of NSC(2,3) we identify two separated
regimes. For N

w

/N
coll

< 1, the results are dominated by statistical uncertainties as it is
rather unusual that the number of collisions surpasses the number of participants. At first
sight, the small error bars and neat negative sign of the point sitting at N

w

/N
coll

=0.7 for
the N

hs

=4; hs
1

i fixed case is, perhaps, surprising. A deeper look into this value reveals
that it corresponds to the configuration (N

w

= 7,N
coll

= 10) that occurs only three times
in the Monte Carlo data set used to obtain this plot. The reduced statistical uncertainty
in such a fluctuating quantity as NSC(2,3) indicates that this point may be an outlier.
More statistics is needed to clarify this aspect. In the opposite regime of N

w

/N
coll

>
1, a general trend is observed. The sign of NSC(2,3) tends to negative values when
enlarging the value of N

w

/N
coll

reaching its maximum for N
w

/N
coll

= 2 i.e. when the
wounded hot spots interact by pairs. Therefore, we identify these configurations to be
responsible of the negative sign of NSC(2,3) in the highest centrality bins. Then, the
main distinction between the different cases considered in this work is the probability of
these configurations to happen. For example, when N

hs

=4 the weight of configurations
with large N

w

/N
coll

ratio is enhanced with respect to the N
hs

=3 case and then permit a
negative value of NSC(2,3) even within the uncorrelated scenario.

To check to what extent the previous conclusions depend on the size of the proton we
repeat the computation of NSC(2,3) as a function of N

w

/N
coll

for N
hs

= 3 and consider
three different situations. In addition to the default r

c

= 0.4 fm and hs
1

i fixed cases, we
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Figure 5.27: Average value of NSC(2,3) as a function of N
w

/N
coll

. Left: N
hs

=(2, 3, 4) for
the correlated and uncorrelated scenarios. Right: N

hs

=3 for the hs
1

i fixed case and the
correlated one with two different values of R

hs

=(0.15, 0.32).

reduce R
hs

down to 0.15 fm by keeping the same correlation distance as it was done in
Fig. 5.24. From the right side of Fig. 5.27 one sees how the value of NSC(2,3) does not
coincide in the three scenarios considered as was the case on the left side of the plot.
Therefore, the universality of NSC(2,3) as a function of N

w

/N
coll

requires the global size
of the proton to be identical in the different configurations to be compared.

Although the previous results encourage to identify N
w

/N
coll

as the physical para-
meter controlling the sign of NSC(2,3), this is not the end of the story. As an example, an
interesting question that requires further investigation is whether these arguments hold,
and if so, how do they relate to the p+p scenario, in an asymmetric collision such as p+Pb
where, if the proton substructure is not considered, the ratio N

w

/N
coll

is always smaller
than one.





Finally;
Franz Ferdinand.

6
Conclusions and future prospects

Up to now it has not been possible to firmly establish a full, self-consistent, multi-
dimensional map of the distributions of partons inside the proton in space, momentum
and spin. The biggest stumbling-block to accessing this information from a theoretical
perspective is its non-perturbative nature within QCD. Beyond its crucial role to sharpen
our knowledge about the building blocks of matter, the ample amount of highly-precise
data being released by collider experiments such as RHIC or the LHC calls for a fine
detailed description, at the subnucleonic level, of the proton structure.

In this thesis we address the characterization of the transverse distribution of proton
constituents in coordinate space and their fluctuations. We take as starting point the data
sample on the elastic differential cross section measured by ISR and LHC experiments.
A successful description of bulk features of the data yields a composite picture of the
proton in terms of gluonic hot spots that are spatially correlated and whose radius swells
with increasing energy. Next, driven by the suggestive signals of quark-gluon plasma
formation in p+p collisions at the LHC, we develop a Monte Carlo Glauber event generator
to test the sensitivity of generic properties of the geometry of the collision to the presence
of spatial correlations. The ensemble of results achieved in this thesis are summarized
next.

⌅ Microscopic realization of the hollowness effect in proton-proton interac-
tions at the LHC.

We propose that the explanation to the rather counterintuitive hollowness effect, whereby
proton peripheral collisions are more effective producing new particles than central ones
at high energies, lies in the interplay between the different internal scales of the proton:
proton radius, hot spot radius and transverse correlation length. The relative enhance-
ment of the destructive interference terms in the multiple scattering series, known as
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shadowing corrections, induced by non-trivial probability distributions for the hot spots
transverse positions and the swelling hot spots radius with increasing energy yield the
observed depletion of the inelasticity density in central collisions. Three main conclu-
sions can be drawn from this project:

• The hollowness effect, to be confirmed by the
p

s = 13 TeV data, has a quantum
mechanical origin. Therefore, a coherent description of the scattering is mandatory
and our choice of the Glauber model is well justified.

• Spatial correlations between the constituents of the proton are of most importance
in the description of the hollowness effect.

• Within our picture the emergence of the hollowness effect can not be described
when the number of hot spots is smaller than 3.

⌅ Imprints of spatially correlated constituents on the initial geometry of
proton-proton interactions within a Monte Carlo Glauber model.

We present a quantitative analysis of the effect of non-trivial spatial correlations between
constituents of the proton on the features of the initial state geometry in proton-proton
collisions at high energies in terms of spatial eccentricities and symmetric cumulants.
This part of the thesis holds the following results:

• We find that both the eccentricity and the triangularity are affected by the inclusion
of short-range repulsive correlations. In particular, the correlated scenario yields
larger values of "

2(3)

in ultra-central collisions while reducing them in minimum bias.

• The fluctuations of the eccentricity as described by the ratio "
2

{2}/"
2

{4} show a
larger degree of sensitivity to the presence of correlations. The outcome of our cal-
culation reproduces the general trends of the experimental data and is compatible
with the measured value.

• We have explored the energy dependence of "
2

and "
3

, encoded in the growth of
the hot spot radius, from ISR to the LHC finding small deviations in their values.

• The bulk of our results for "
2(3)

remain qualitatively the same when varying the
number of gluonic hot spots from three to N

hs

=(2, 4). A smooth increasing behavior
of "

2(3)

when enlarging N
hs

is observed.

• We lay out, for the first time in the literature, a particular mechanism that permits
an anti-correlation of "

2

and "
3

in the highest centrality bins as dictated by data.
When modeling the proton as composed by 3 gluonic hot spots, the most com-
mon assumption in the literature, we find that the inclusion of spatial correlations is
indispensable to reproduce the negative sign of NSC(2,3).

• We confirm the large discriminating power of this observable on any realistic initial
state model by scanning the parameter space. This results into stringent constraints
on the ratio R

hs

/r
c

within our model.
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• The values of NSC(2,3) are sensitive to the variation of the number of hot spots
that constitute the proton. Specifically, we find that, within the correlated scenario,
adding an extra hot spot to our description reinforces the negative sign of NSC(2,3)
while reducing it to N

hs

= 2 pushes NSC(2,3) towards positive values. For N
hs

= 4

we obtain a negative value of NSC(2,3) within the uncorrelated scenario although
its absolute value is smaller than in the correlated case.

• We interpret this last result by showing a suggestive universal behavior of NSC(2,3)
when evaluated as a function of N

w

/N
coll

. The weight of the configurations with a
large value of this ratio in the Monte Carlo simulation has a dramatic influence on the
sign of NSC(2,3). In the correlated scenario, the probability of having interactions
with a large number of wounded hot spots colliding a small amount of times is
enhanced. These interaction topologies are responsible in our set up of the negative
sign of the symmetric cumulant NSC(2,3).

The results presented in this thesis shall be regarded as the first steps towards a
broader objective: the dynamical understanding of the origin of spatial correlations inside
the proton and their phenomenological implications. To this concern, there are two major
lines of research to be explored in the near future.

On one hand, in order to do a one-to-one comparison of our initial state model with
the experimental data on flow harmonic coefficients and symmetric cumulants we will
feed a relativistic viscous hydrodynamic simulation with the initial entropy density profiles
obtained within our Monte Carlo Glauber model. This project will allow us to check if the
effect of the spatial correlations is washed out by the hydrodynamic evolution or, on the
contrary, gives a better description of the experimental data. If a linear relationship is as-
sumed between the spatial eccentricity moments and the flow harmonic coefficients, the
net effect of spatial correlations is expected to be an enhancement of the elliptic and tri-
angular flow in high-multiplicity proton-proton interactions. Further, we would like to calib-
rate the sensitivity of our results to the system size by extending our framework to include
p+Pb collisions. In such small systems, it is a must to demonstrate that our approach
does not break down the assumptions underlying the applicability of hydrodynamics.

On the other hand, for the sake of reinforcing the theoretical bedrocks of our model
for the proton, we are working towards its explicit realization within the Color Glass Con-
densate formalism. The introduction of spatial correlations between a reduce number of
sources of color charge, i.e. the hot spots, would imply going beyond the approximation
taken in the successful McLerran-Venugopalan model of a Gaussian probability distribu-
tion for the color charges, justified by the central limit theorem when the number of them
is large enough such as in the nuclear case. Thus, the final goal of this study besides its
theoretical content is to gauge the impact of a finite number of correlated colour sources
in the initial state momentum correlations.

A successful completion of both projects will open the door for a profound understand-
ing of the intriguing experimental hints of quark-gluon plasma droplets production in small
collision systems from an initial and a final state perspective.





A
Kinematics

A particle position and momentum are characterized in terms of four-vectors. They are
defined as

xµ

= (t, x, y, z)

pµ = (E, p
x

, p
y

, p
z

). (A.1)

To operate with four-vectors, a metric tensor has to be specified. In this thesis, two
systems of coordinates are used: Minkowski and light-cone. In Minkowski space the
metric is defined as gµ⌫ = diag(1, �1, �1, �1). The definition of light-cone coordinates
is given in Appendix B. The z-direction is consider the longitudinal one and (x, y) often
collapse into a transverse component i.e. x? ⌘

p
x2

+ y2.
Although in general we work with Lorentz invariant objects the physics interpretation

of any process varies with the reference frame we choose to work in. In our case, they will
be the centre-of-mass (C.o.M) and Breit frames. Consider a collision between particles
A and B. In the C.o.M frame, the relation ~p

A

+ ~p
B

=0 is fulfilled. For the Breit frame, the
initial momentum of A is reversed after the scattering i.e. ~pout

A

=�~pin
A

.
Consider the hadronic collision between particles A and B in which a relativistic

particle of mass m is created with momentum p and energy E =

p
m2

+ p2. We take
the z-direction as the collision axis. The angle between the transverse momentum p?
and the longitudinal component p

z

is the polar emission angle ✓. Unfortunately, p
z

does
not transform linearly under Lorentz transformations so a new variable called rapidity is
introduced

y =

1

2

log

✓
E + p

z

E � p
z

◆
. (A.2)

Central rapidity is equivalent to y ⇠ 0 while large values of rapidity are referred to as
forward. Note that the definition of rapidity involves the mass of the particle. An alternative
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variable, the pseudo-rapidity, that can be extracted from the particle track geometry in the
detector is often used:

⌘ =

1

2

log

 p
p?2

+ p2
z

+ p
zp

p?2

+ p2
z

� p
z

!

=

1

2

log

✓
1 + cos ✓

1 � cos ✓

◆
. (A.3)

In the ultra-relativistic limit y⇡⌘. The centre of mass energy of the collision is defined as
p

s =

p
2E

A

E
B

(A.4)

Further, the four-momentum transfer squared can be expressed as:

t = (pµ
A

� pµ)

2

= �2p2(1 � cos ✓). (A.5)

Finally, by measuring (y,p?) of the produced particle and knowing
p

s one has access to
the longitudinal momentum fraction carried by the participant partons of their parent had-
rons. Assuming that the produced particle originates from a single partonic interaction,
the longitudinal momentum fractions are given by

x
1,2

=

p?p
s
e±y. (A.6)



B
Light-cone coordinates

A coordinate system frequently used in relativistic collisions is defined by choosing an
axis along which particles have a large momentum and calling it x3. Then, for any 4-
vector xµ we define:

xµ

= (x+, x�,x?) (B.1)

with

x±
=

1p
2

(x0 ± x3

) (B.2)

and x?=(x1, x2

) being (x0, x1, x2, x3

) the coordinates in the standard basis of Minkowski
space. The graphic representation of the two different coordinate systems is shown in
Fig. B.1.

In order to obtain the metric, gµ⌫ of this coordinate system,

ds2 = g
µ⌫

dxµdx⌫

(Minkowski ds2 = dt2 � dx2 � dy2 � dz2) (B.3)

2dx+dx�
= (dx0

+ dx3

)(dx0 � dx3

) = (dx0

)

2 � (dx3

)

2 (B.4)
) ds2

LC

= 2dxxdx� � (dx1

)

2 � (dx2

)

2 (B.5)

Assuming that we write xµ

= (x+, x�,x?), the metric looks like

g
µ⌫

=

0

BB@

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 �1 0

0 0 0 �1

1

CCA
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.
A product of two four-vectors aµ and bµ in light cone notation is

a · b = g
µ⌫

a⌫bµ = a
µ

bµ = a+b� + a�b+ � a? · b? (B.6)

a · a = 2a+a� � a? · a?. (B.7)

Finally, the on-shell condition is

k
µ

kµ

= m2 ) 2k+k� � k2

? = m2 ) k�
=

k2

? + m2

2k+

. (B.8)

It is also useful to define the proper time and the space time rapidity as follows

⌧ =

p
(x0

)

2 � (x3

)

2

=

p
2x+x�

⌘ =

1

2

ln

x0

+ x3

x0 � x3

=

1

2

ln

x+

x� (B.9)

The metric in the (⌧, ⌘,x?) reads

ds2 = d⌧2 � ⌧2d⌘ � dx? (B.10)

Therefore, any 4-vector Aµ

(x+, x�,x?) can be transformed to (⌧, ⌘,x?) coordinates by
applying

A
⌧

= A⌧

= (x+A�
+ x�A+

)/⌧

A
⌘

= �⌧2A⌘

= x+A� � x�A+. (B.11)

x
3

x
0

x+x�

Figure B.1: Representation of the rotation from usual Minkowski space (x
0

, x
3

) to light-
cone coordinates (x+, x�).



C
Eikonal scattering and Wilson lines

In Chapter 2 we have related the gauge link needed to obtain a gauge invariant definition
of Wigner distributions to the rescattering of partons off their parent hadron in terms of
Wilson lines. To justify this idea we present an explicit calculation of the S-matrix of the
process depicted in Fig. C.1. That is, a fast parton exchange one gluon with a color field
source that can be its parent hadron, a nucleus or a nucleon. Generically we will refer to
it as target.

Ac
µ

(k, s, a) (k�, s�, b)

q

Figure C.1: One gluon exchange between a fast quark and a dense target.

Before delving into the details of the calculation we make some kinematic consider-
ations. In the infinite momentum frame, the target moves with a very large momentum
along the x� direction i.e. P ⇡ (0, P�,0?). Therefore, the color field only has a � com-
ponent, Ac

µ

⌘ Ac,�
(x+,x?) and it is independent of x�. A simple +$� sustitution relates

the results of this Appendix and the ones in Sec. 2.3. On the other hand, the massless
quark is moving along the light-cone x+ axis with a very large momentum k+. Applying
the on-shell condition we get the magnitude of k�

k2

= 0 ) 2k+k� � k2

? = 0 ) k�
=

k2

?
2k+

. (C.1)

Now we apply the eikonal approximation: at high energies, the recoil of the propagating
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quark as it scatters off the target can be neglected. In transverse space, this is equivalent
to assume the transverse position of the quark to be fixed during the propagation. Con-
sequently, |k?|⌧k+ and from Eq. (C.1) one sees that k� is strongly suppressed. Then,
the 4-momentum of the incoming quark is

kµ ⇡ (k+, 0,k?) (C.2)

.
Regarding the outgoing quark, its 4-momentum given by:

k0
= (k+q+, q�,k? + q?) (C.3)

where q is the 4-momentum of the gluon. This expression can be further simplified by,
first, imposing the on-shell condition
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! 0 (C.4)

An alternative, but equivalent, view of the eikonal approximation is that the energy of the
collision is much greater than the energy exchanged between parton and background
field so that the latter can be neglected. Therefore, p+ � q+ and the final expression for
the outgoing quark is

k0 ⇡ (k+, 0,k? + q?) (C.5)

Now we are ready to evaluate the scattering matrix corresponding to Fig. C.1 that
reads
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where (a, b) are color indices in the fundamental representation and (s, s0) relate to the
spin. Using light-cone coordinates
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where the dependence of A
µ

on the light-cone coordinates has been omitted. As men-
tioned above, A
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has only a � component so that its 4-product with kµ is simplified
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Making use of the shape of the four momenta of the incoming and outgoing quark as
derived in Eqs. (C.2) and (C.5) we get:
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To make the connection with the Wilson line clearer we restore the color matrix and write:
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The factors outside the integral in Eq. (C.11) reflect the conservation of the spin and
the +-component of the momentum in the scattering. The term in brackets has a neat
interpretation: the quark undergoes a color rotation from a to b due to the scattering
process. Up to now we have considered only one gluon exchange i.e. Eq. (C.11) is the
first term of an infinte sum that takes into account all possible scatterings. When this sum
is performed, the total scattering matrix reads:
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Finally, we can write S as:
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is the definition of a Wilson line.
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